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INTRODUCTION

In the summer of 2020, NSTA received the exciting news that it had received a grant from the National Science Foundation to engage in a project to help advance the field of connected STEM learning. The goal of this project was to publish resources in Connected Science Learning (CSL) that would support STEM educators in applying the latest research to the design and delivery of connected STEM learning experiences. This report is a result of this work.

To accomplish the project goal, CSL first convened a study group to identify key themes for manuscript submissions aligned with CSL’s purpose and goals. The journal focuses on intersections in the STEM learning ecosystem: intersections between in- and out-of-school, informal and formal learning, schools and other organizations, different fields of study, research and practice, learning and life. In other words, CSL focuses on publishing articles that

- bridge the gap between in- and out-of-school STEM learning,
- demonstrate practice informs research and research informs practice,
- are grounded in cross-sector collaboration that transcend traditional boundaries,
- incorporate transdisciplinary approaches and integration between and beyond STEM fields and learning settings, and
- focus on preK–12 youth and those who support them (e.g., educators, education leaders, and instructional designers; STEM professionals, mentors, and role models; caregivers and community members).

Subsequently, the study group reviewed abstracts to select invited authors and later also engaged in the peer review process alongside a team of existing reviewers. In this report you will find 13 articles—8 of which resulted directly from this work and 5 that were previously published in the journal but strongly align with the identified themes and explore the following questions:

- What do thriving STEM learning ecosystems look like? What characteristics, values, and cultural practices define them and lead to their success?
- How can STEM be a catalyst for empowering young people to take action, inspire change, and design solutions to real community problems in their schools, neighborhoods, and beyond?
- What do connected STEM learning experiences look like? In what ways do they transcend traditional boundaries?
- How can informal and formal STEM organizations and educators work together to improve teaching and learning in and out of school? What can they learn from each other?
- What are some successful models for collaboration between STEM education providers and families for achieving shared goals?
- What are some innovations in online learning? How can online learning be used to complement classroom learning, increase access to resources and information, engage students in research, and provide innovative and impactful learning experiences that may not otherwise be possible?

Please note that this report provides only a sampling of the exceptional articles that have been featured in CSL since its inception in 2016. We invite you to regularly explore Connected Science Learning—both the current issue and archives—at https://www.nsta.org/connected-science-learning.

In closing, I want to thank the project team for their teamwork in implementing this project and the study group participants for their support in advancing the field of connected STEM learning. To the readers of Connected Science Learning and this report, thank you for all that you do to research, evaluate, design, and deliver high-quality, connected STEM learning experiences. Onward!

Beth Murphy, PhD (bmurphy@nsta.org), is field editor for Connected Science Learning, director of education at Science from Scientists, and an independent STEM education consultant with expertise in fostering collaboration between organizations and schools, providing professional learning experiences for educators, and implementing program evaluation that supports practitioners to do their best work.
EQUITY AND CONNECTION IN STEM LEARNING ECOSYSTEMS
INTRODUCTION

What Is a STEM Learning Ecosystem? Lessons From the Natural World

BY BETH MURPHY, Field Editor, Connected Science Learning

According to the National Research Council, a learning ecosystem is defined as “the dynamic interaction among individual learners, diverse settings where learning occurs, and the community and culture in which they are embedded” (NRC 2015, p. 5).

That's a good start, but how can we make a STEM learning ecosystem feel more tangible? To answer this, I find myself looking to the natural world. When students learn about natural ecosystems in school, they’re taught to think about structure and function—the complex network and interactions between living organisms and nonliving physical conditions, how energy is transferred, and how resources are used. The go-to picture in my head is from a workshop I once chaperoned at the local zoo for my daughter’s fifth-grade class. The workshop led students to explore the interconnectedness of living and nonliving factors in a prairie ecosystem common to our state and then predict what might happen to that system in the face of change. The model of the ecosystem students built—using photo cards and wires with alligator clips—helped them understand how a single change in an ecosystem can have significant and cascading effects, the impacts of which will vary depending on that ecosystem’s health and resilience.

How far can we push this natural ecosystem analogy to explore the dynamics of a designed ecosystem, such as one focused on STEM learning? The answer, I believe, is quite far—and one I can only begin to explore here.

I was excited to find that education researchers have done a lot of thinking on this topic. For example, Unpacking the Learning Ecosystem Framework: Lessons From the Adaptive Management of Biological Ecosystems (2019) explores the paradigm shift required if we are to truly adopt systems thinking as an approach to understand and improve how learning happens.

One takeaway from this work is that the problems that need addressing in learning ecosystems are complex, rather than complicated—and this distinction is critical to informing how we act. The difference is that complicated problems are hard—but not impossible—to solve with established algorithms. Complex problems, on the other hand, have too many unknowns, interrelationships, and conditions to be solvable via a standardized process. A solution that works in one place doesn’t necessarily apply in another, nor continue to be effective upon scaling. The authors argue that “we ought to accept local variation and pursue adaptive strategies” that recognize that scaling is also “about a shift in perspective, rather than just a shift in size.”

Let’s face it, simply replicating and scaling STEM programs and interventions that are successful in one setting hasn’t yet led to hoped-for outcomes. Maybe this is because we’ve been approaching problems that need the most attention as complicated, rather than complex. This is perhaps why—despite efforts over many years—gaps in access, opportunity, and achievement in STEM are so persistent. Even so, I’m hopeful about what’s possible if we embrace the complexity of STEM learning ecosystems and as a result define and solve problems in new, responsive ways.

REFERENCES

Many researchers use “ecological” perspectives to frame their learning studies, which is the idea that a STEM learning ecosystem contains varied resources—both in and out of school (Falk et al. 2015; Staus et al. 2020; Traphagen and Traill 2014)—and youth construct unique STEM interest and participation pathways (SIPPs) as they traverse the ecosystem. Research suggests that rather than typical influences (i.e., grades and courses taken in school), factors such as interest, identity, and participation in out-of-school, informal/free-choice learning activities during the middle-school years—as well as social and cultural capital factors (income, education, and geographical access to resources)—are collectively the best predictors of future engagement and participation in STEM (McCreedy and Dierking 2013; Fortus 2014; Maltese, Meilki, and Wiebke 2014). As a result, many researchers, educators, and policymakers have begun to advocate for an ecosystem approach to STEM learning: an approach that supports STEM interest and participation across the day and settings, both in school and outside school (Dierking and Falk 2003; NRC 2015; Traphagen and Traill 2014).

A six-year US–National Science Foundation (NSF) project, SYNERGIES: Customizing Interventions to Sustain Youth STEM Interest and Participation Pathways investigated the STEM Interest and Participation Pathways (SIPPs) of multiple youth (11–14 years old) within the same low-income, urban community over time (days, months, and years), both in school and during out-of-school (OOS) informal/freechoice learning time. Quantitative findings from the analysis of the STEM Interest and Participation Pathway survey questionnaire administered once a year include a factor analysis study (Falk et al. 2015; Staus et al. 2020a; Staus et al. 2020b) and latent profile and transition analyses. These studies show that, in aggregate, youth pathways were influenced by complex factors; in particular, youth persisted in and sustained STEM interest...
if they had family support for “their” interest and engaged in OOS activities.

In a qualitative component of the research, we tracked three participating youth, Charlie, Steve, and Stella (pseudonyms that students created), who at the start of the study were interested in STEM (Shaby et al. 2021). We interviewed each of them over two to three years as they moved through the learning ecosystem to “see” in an in-depth manner whether their interests persisted and were sustained. These data demonstrate how three individual youth living in the same community were influenced by

- significant others in their lives;
- the social capital (resources derived from group membership, relationships, and networks of support) and cultural capital (resources such as knowledge, skills and education) of their families;
- their perceptions of, and experiences with the learning resources; and
- the nature of their specific interests.

This study highlighted the opportunities and obstacles each youth faced in pursuing their STEM interests, as well as factors influencing the further development of and persistence in the interest. Even though the three youth live in the same learning ecosystem and attended the same middle school and afterschool program, the mere presence of STEM learning resources did not guarantee that each youth was aware of the resources or if they were aware of the learning resources that they felt the resources were available and accessible to them. Finances (economic capital), geography, available transportation options, and other social or cultural capital resources all were factors. Each of the pathways were exceedingly unique and from the perspective of each youth the ecosystem was different.

This article attempts to deepen and extend the qualitative findings of the three youths’ SIPPs by moving beyond their three unique pathways, which are difficult to generalize to the overall STEM learning ecosystem. We also strive to define the characteristics essential in addressing fundamental questions such as whether the ecosystem is thriving; if it is, who does it work for, and if it is not thriving, what is the reason? We argue that the ecological sciences have applied systematic approaches and empirical methods to study ecosystems, while educational research and applications have primarily used the ecosystem concept as a descriptive metaphor, which is only helpful to a degree (Hecht and Crowley 2020; Falk, Dierking, and Staus 2020). We make the case that researchers and educators using the ecosystem model for learning contexts could significantly benefit from adapting the analytical and application approaches pioneered within the ecological sciences that have enabled the development of adaptive management strategies such as those used in ecosystem restoration and recovery efforts.

Like ecologists, we defined a STEM learning ecosystem in a very specific way, focusing on three qualities of thriving ecosystems: (1) productivity; (2) durability; and (3) resilience (see Falk, Dierking and Staus 2020). Also, as with living things in natural ecosystems, we assumed that learners perceived the learning opportunities in their ecosystem in varied ways for different reasons. Thus, although all youth ostensibly live within the same learning ecosystem (one that contains comparable resources and opportunities), reality is likely not this straightforward. The mere presence of STEM learning resources in a community does not guarantee that learners are aware of them; if they are aware, they feel resources are available and accessible to them because of either finances, geography, transportation, or other social/cultural capital reasons. In addition, not all learning ecosystems contain the same number or variety of STEM offerings, depending upon systemic factors such as the ecosystem’s size, affluence, or location (e.g., rural/urban). It is our hope that this approach will help inform the management and adaptability of entire learning ecosystems.
Case Study Findings Through an Ecosystem Lens

Over the three years we tracked Charlie, Steve, and Stella, we wanted to understand what the STEM learning ecosystem “looked like” for each of them and what supported or hindered their strong interest in STEM, with the broader goal of understanding their individual journeys and better understanding critical elements of a thriving STEM learning ecosystem. Here we provide highlights of the findings from this perspective; for a detailed description of the methods and each youth’s pathway, refer to Shaby et al. (2021).

Charlie

Charlie takes a path through uncharted territory, with few skilled guides and visible signposts to help connect his interest to visible and accessible resources in the learning ecosystem. Charlie is very interested initially in what he refers to as “coding.” He enrolled in a free Schools Uniting Neighborhoods (SUN) afterschool program held at the middle school. One class he took was Pixel Arts, in which he learned how to design web-based games; one of the class sessions focused on coding, but he also learned about and used Twine, an open-source tool for telling interactive, nonlinear stories for a game. Although coding is not required in Twine, one can extend stories with additional coding languages (e.g., JavaScript). Charlie enjoyed storytelling and began writing at home. His parents and peers were supportive, reading his work and providing feedback. At this same time, Charlie was trying to learn JavaScript because he was interested in “coding” and so he could he write more complex, extended stories. Unfortunately, JavaScript was not taught in the Pixel Arts afterschool program or in school.

Charlie tried to find resources to teach himself JavaScript, but he was only able to identify resources that required payment. His parents offered general encouragement for his writing and offered feedback, but seemed to lack the social capital necessary to effectively guide him. He also received mixed messages from them about being on the computer too much. Like many youths from underrepresented communities, he was in uncharted territory with few guides and a lack of social capital to make his resource search effective. Although Charlie remained interested in coding, he was unable to pursue this interest as much as he would have liked: He could no longer take computer science classes at school, there was no afterschool program at the high school, and his home computer was broken. He participated in what was “in front of him” while in middle school and during the afterschool program in which he participated, but he was unable to successfully navigate greater opportunities in the extended ecosystem because of financial and social capital reasons. During the three years we interacted with Charlie, he never got his computer fixed and his family moved in with his grandparents.

Fortunately, when Charlie entered high school, he became interested in video and took two elective courses, Advanced Video and Newsroom. Charlie’s teacher noticed his piqued interest and offered him a job using the video class equipment to record school board meetings. This permitted Charlie to continue his interest in storytelling—in this case, visual storytelling. He now had an effective guide in his teacher, who helped him economically by offering him a job. It is possible that Charlie’s interests all along were more in storytelling than technology, computers, and coding—an emerging line of practice (Azevedo 2011) that he and his family (and even the supportive teacher) may not have entirely understood. Despite his strong desire to learn about programming generally, and coding in particular, Charlie may have had difficulty identifying and locating relevant resources and opportunities in the ecosystem because he lacked the adult support to help him determine exactly what his interests were. These constraints in the structure of the ecosystem itself, and Charlie’s inability to access additional resources related to computers and coding (and perhaps storytelling), decreased his participation in such activities, making it challenging for his interest to persist. Charlie had consistently taken advantage of opportunities in the ecosystem readily available to him, but his choices were limited both in and outside of school due to his and his family’s limited financial and social capital. The ability for youth to fully identify their interests and find resources within the ecosystem is critical to their pathways and persistence in a specific STEM area. Fortunately, he had a high school teacher who noticed his interest and was an effective guide in helping him pursue opportunities in video production.

Steve

Steve takes a path that at times is difficult to recognize, until guides connect with his interest and assist him in realizing that the ecosystem includes more visible and accessible learning resources. When we first met Steve, he was totally infatuated with ants; however, he quickly exhausted his ability to pursue this interest, in part because of the lack of social capital that his guides (in this case his extended family) had related to his topic of interest. Although family members tried to capture ants for him, collectively they were unable to help him find additional resources, hindering his interest pathway.

Beyond his and his family’s lack of social capital, there was another critical reason that Steve’s initial path seemed difficult to recognize. Both Steve’s specific interest in ants—and his more
general interest in entomology—are exceedingly specific interests with very few visible resources or guides available in the Parkrose STEM learning ecosystem, either in school or outside school. School provided little support, so he primarily pursued this interest at home, via the internet, and on his own by observing captured ants and trying to build a colony. If his parents had additional social capital, they might have taken Steve to the local public library or to observe an ant swarming after a nuptial flight in Central Oregon; they might have also perused the Portland State University faculty directory to see if there was a local expert on ants or entomology, but seemingly they did not understand that these options were available.

However, Steve—still a resilient STEM-interested youth—began pursuing an alternate interest he had in computer science, perhaps related to his extended family (two of his uncles work in Silicon Valley). This was a STEM area in which his extended family had social capital and one in which both in-school and out-of-school learning resources existed; collectively these resources allowed Steve to successfully pursue this interest.

There was also one other critical reason why Steve was able to progress in this interest. When Steve first identified this “new” interest, his parents gave him a great deal of support, another form of social capital. This was not because they necessarily shared his interest, but because of the lived experience of their extended family, they could see that their son might be able to make a good living in this area; an important issue for them. Thus, his parents were motivated to support his interest. Even though Steve still struggled to find opportunities to push his coding knowledge and skills to ever-higher levels, he felt like he got more support for this area of interest than he did for his interest in ants. The support offered by his extended family—on a topic in which they have social and cultural capital—allowed them to effectively guide Steve through the ecosystem. This influenced his ability to participate in activities related to his interest, which facilitated his persistence.

Stella

Stella takes a well-lit path, with visible signposts and skilled guides, as well as connections between her interests and available learning resources. Early on Stella expressed a strong interest in astronomy and made broad use of the Parkrose and extended Portland STEM learning ecosystem to pursue this interest. Initially her expressed interest was in astrophysics, until she appreciated how much math was required; she switched to astrobiology after taking a biology course in high school. During her middle school years, she participated in the SUN afterschool program, an amateur astronomy club, and an astronomy-focused Girl Scout troop. Her parents, who also were interested in astronomy, not only helped initiate her interest but also had the social capital to connect her to relevant resources. This alignment between her and her parents’ interests served as a mutually reinforcing motivation.

Unlike Steve’s interest in ants, Stella’s interest in astronomy also was more readily fulfilled as there were numerous out-of-school astronomy resources in Parkrose and the greater Portland community. These resources were effectively signposted in a way that Stella and her parental guides could readily access; if they were outside Parkrose, Stella’s parents drove her to them. It is unlikely that these resources were all free and there was no indication that the cost of her interest was an issue for the family financially. In fact, at her last interview, she was pleased to share that her parents had bought her a new telescope for her birthday (that she asked for), in addition to the two other telescopes the family already owned and the one she made at Girl Scouts.

There also was a serendipitous event during the study, a complete solar eclipse, which further reinforced Stella’s interests and her parents’ involvement in supporting the interest. It is critical to note that while high school offered Stella more choice and opportunities to explore her astronomy interest, she began to push back a bit about being identified only as a STEM-interested youth. She talked about her “new” interests in performance (she joined the drama class, band, and choir). Although Stella was proud of “branching out,” she still strongly claimed at her last interview that she planned to do something STEM-related in the future, although she did not know in what area. Research findings indicated that Stella’s pathway—including her persistence in STEM overall and in astronomy specifically, as well as a clearly developing STEM identity—was quite unique among most Parkrose youth at this age.

Discussion

These cases offer useful insights into how three specific youth perceived the resources available to them in a STEM learning ecosystem, highlighting the affordances and constraints each faced in pursuit of their interests, as well as the curious role of serendipity. Importantly, each youth’s interest in STEM persisted over the three years we followed them, although not always in the same specific areas of focus. Collectively, the STEM Interest and Participation Pathways (SIPPs) of these youth uniquely demonstrate the critical importance of understanding the nature of the ecosystem itself and its characteristics, including its structure and the availability and access to learning resources (with access
defined primarily by a youth’s family social, cultural, and financial capital). Also important was whether resources to support specific interests, activities, or practices were numerous and signposted in ways that made them visible and relatively easy to access and use.

However, to apply these ideas more generally to learning ecosystems writ large, it is critically important to transcend the individual pathways so that we can actively and intentionally create and tweak ecosystems in ways that increase the number of children who have access to quality STEM learning early on; find it interesting; and then begin a supported, connected, and valued journey toward a life that includes STEM. As outlined by Falk, Dierking and Staus (2021), it is helpful to frame these findings using the three qualities of healthy, thriving biological ecosystems: (1) productivity, (2) durability, and (3) resilience. It is important to point out that although we will discuss these three dimensions as separate entities, this is not the case at all; it is difficult to categorize the characteristics and processes we observed in the three youth SIPPs (as well as in our entire sample), into just one of the three dimensions (see Figure 1). Collectively, these three qualities contribute to a healthy and thriving ecosystem.

**Productivity**

Understanding what, and how much an ecosystem “produces” is critical to understanding a system. The biological study of ecosystems was revolutionized by the consistent use and quantification of productivity measures such as energy (McIntosh 1985). Within a learning ecosystem, productivity is a function of its structure and the visibility, availability, and access learners have to its resources; the three youth SIPPs presented here demonstrate the varying interaction with these resources that can occur within the same ecosystem. Specifically, youth pathways were significantly influenced by the quantity and characteristics of in-school and out-of-school resources and activities related to their interests that were available within a variety of learning settings and contexts during middle school and high school years.

There were additional structural issues in the ecosystem that strongly influenced youth STEM interest and participation pathways. In terms of formal schooling, no youth reported that science and math classes at the middle school (ages 12–14) were important in either triggering or sustaining specific STEM interest. By contrast, high school (ages 15–16) classes were consistently identified as important resources for supporting STEM interest. It is fair to generalize that there are many more ecosystem opportunities at the high school level since youth have more choice and control over courses that align with their interests and aspirations. Like Bricker and Bell (2014), we found that offerings in middle school seemed to potentially constrain the maintenance of STEM interest.

These structural issues were also a factor with the out-of-school learning resources in the ecosystem. Programs such as afterschool, weekend, and summer opportunities are now appreciated as important in supporting STEM engagement, learning, interest, and motivation, particularly among low-income youth and youth of color (McCreedy and Dierking 2013; Bevan et al. 2010; Clark 1990; NRC 2009 2015; Stocklmayer, Rennie, and Gilbert 2010). Although all youth in this study

---

**FIGURE 1**

Characteristics and processes of learning resources that affect ecosystem productivity, durability, and resilience and collectively contribute to the maintenance of a healthy and thriving ecosystem.
participated in afterschool programs during middle school, the programs provided varying and mostly incomplete levels of support for interests. A further constraint was that these programs were only available for one month in the summer and most did not continue into high school. Summertime was consistently a STEM learning “desert” in this ecosystem, despite our efforts to support family STEM engagement during these months. Thus, although out-of-school resources were important, they suffered from similar structural issues to those identified in the middle school. As a result, collectively, the ecosystem was not sufficiently productive to consistently sustain specific STEM interests over time at this critical age.

Durability

Healthy natural ecosystems are characterized by considerable durability that arises from long-term intersecting relationships between and among resources. Therefore, measuring ecosystem durability requires that the entire system be studied as a whole, rather than merely as individual or isolated parts of the system. Learning ecosystems are durable and persistent only to the degree that they support access and participation across settings and social arrangements over long periods of time. One important aspect of durability is redundancy; in learning ecosystems, complexity develops as the number, richness, and diversity of learning resources increase; for example, individuals can learn about geology, both in school and through out-of-school opportunities such as afterschool programs, special interest clubs, websites, online resources, etc.

As highlighted in this study, social and cultural capital (as well as effective guides) play important roles in helping youth pursue long-term interests. This study supports the idea that in a healthy learning ecosystem youth have opportunities to identify and use appropriate learning resources across settings and over time (durability) that extend their interest. The mere availability of learning resources, productivity, is insufficient by itself to establish a healthy and thriving ecosystem. As suggested above, the capacities afforded by durability also need to be present so youth can locate and use the “next” resource that will help them continue to pursue their interest.

The ability of a youth in this ecosystem to continue to pursue their interests was greatly influenced by both youth and their families’ social and cultural capital, which influenced their ability to find and leverage potential resources. The role of familial social, cultural, and financial capital was observed in all three cases most often when it was missing. We found that Steve exhausted his ability to pursue his interest in ants in part because of his parents and extended family’s lack of social or cultural capital related to his specific interest but also their understanding of the overall STEM learning ecosystem, its learning resources, and how to access them. Financial constraints also emerged as a limitation for some youth’s ability to pursue their interests.

The reverse was also true. Stella’s parents possessed ample quantities of social, cultural, and financial capital (including understanding how to access the resources), so there were seemingly endless possibilities to pursue her STEM interests with no apparent geographical or financial constraints. Stella’s perceived ecosystem was more extensive than that of the other two youth, in part because her parents could locate and access a wide variety of often geographically dispersed resources.

One other family-related issue of critical importance often not considered in the literature—likely because it can be sensitive—relates to whether the family values support a child’s interest. Important to youth at this point in their development, particularly youth from underrepresented communities, is that they feel their family supports their interest (Wang 2020). Value placed on making a good living—combined with the social capital of knowing people who work and succeed in a variety of STEM occupations, including as technologists and other support roles within the scientific enterprise—can make a tremendous difference.

Parkrose youth from the SUN afterschool MESA Club explain their Robotics design to a referee at a city-wide competition.
Resilience

To be resilient, the species and communities within an ecosystem (in our case, in-school and out-of-school learning resources, the educators offering them, and the learners and families engaging with them) must be able to buffer disturbance, reorganize and renew, and learn to adapt and transform in response to change (Lavorel et al. 2015). We all observed this starkly with the advent of COVID-19, as both in-school and OOS educators scrambled to learn from and adapt to these new realities. Also, as is true of biological ecosystems (e.g., Mahonge 2010), the more complex and highly integrated a learning ecosystem, the healthier and more resilient it can be.

New research into climate adaptation in biological systems has identified three primary mechanisms and traits that support the resilience of ecosystems and facilitate their capacity to adapt: structural diversity, the role of keystone species, and connectivity. In a biological system, this may be maintaining perennial vegetation to reduce the risk of future desertification; preserving intact, diverse, connected forest stands; or focusing on greater management of fire-sensitive species. We can view the resilience of a learning ecosystem similarly. For example, resilience increases when educational organizations and resources foster substantial collaboration and connections (i.e., synergies within and between themselves). It is also critical that the ecosystem includes key learning resources to support specific interests, activities, or practices that are perceived as abundant, visible, and accessible. In some cases, specific youth interests were not supported by the ecosystem under study, either because resources were not diverse enough or were not effectively signposted in ways that made them relatively easy to identify, access, and use.

Youth used digital resources (e.g., YouTube videos) to pursue interests, but even this resource appeared to be insufficient for sustaining engagement in the absence of other supports in the ecosystem. The topic of the interest also made a difference; there were more resources and opportunities aligned with some specific areas than others, which in turn influenced outcomes. For example, as discussed earlier, there were far fewer clearly visible resources about ants in this ecosystem than there were about astronomy.

Although youth could pursue an existing interest or an interest could be triggered, it was clear that if youth had less social, cultural, or financial capital, it often influenced their ability to effectively navigate the ecosystem, and thus they found it challenging to locate learning resources that could sustain their interest. As has been discussed in the out-of-school, informal, and free-choice STEM learning arenas, a healthy, resilient learning ecosystem contains many diverse resources and opportunities in school and out of school that have the potential to excite youth—and possibly even adults and families—about a topic. We found that the STEM learning ecosystem under study was less rich and diverse in terms of resources and effective signposting, making it difficult for some youth to be inspired and sustain an interest (Staus, Falk, and Dierking, forthcoming).

Recommendations

Based on the findings and their interpretation, here are some recommendations for building a productive, durable, and resilient learning ecosystem healthy enough to support and sustain youth’s interest and participation in STEM, both in adolescence and beyond:

Productive Ecosystems

1. Ensure quantity and quality of both in-school and out-of-school resources and activities available to youth, ideally with designed ways for youth to access the next experience, along with intentional planning and collaboration between and among in-school (middle and high school) and out-of-school resources. Remember that availability and accessibility require both awareness that a resource exists, as well as the means and opportunity to use it.

2. Ensure that there are diverse afterschool, weekend, and summer opportunities for youth and their families to participate in that offer individualized pursuit of interests, fostering both beginning interest, as well as nurturing and sustaining interests over time. Build these offerings based on the interests of youth. (See earlier SYNERGIES papers describing STEM Interest and Participation Pathway survey findings and applications.)

Durable Ecosystems

1. Since learning ecosystems are healthier as the number, richness, and diversity of learning resources increase, build redundancy into the ecosystem’s available resources.

2. Durable ecosystems also support access and participation that goes beyond the quantity and quality of available resources. Equally, if not more important, are issues of accessibility, both identifying the availability of resources across settings and understanding how to use them. Involving parents and significant adults of youth—particularly those from underrepresented groups—in positive, engaging, and fun activities with their children using learning resources throughout the community is one strategy to accomplishing
this goal. Also, it is essential to design workshops for parents and significant adults of youth that help them understand the importance of their children’s interests, build their social and cultural capital, and gain knowledge about offerings within the ecosystem and how to access them.

3. Help educators (in school and out of school), parents, and other significant adults understand the importance of supporting youth’s interests and provide them with pointers for serving as effective guides. Encouragement is a form of social and cultural capital that is underused. Offering youth extracurricular activities and jobs, as well as being a resource for helping them plan their future learning are particular examples for how to provide this support and encouragement.

Resilient Ecosystems

1. Ensure that resources to support specific interests, activities, and practices are numerous and signposted in ways that make them relatively easy to access and use within the learning ecosystem. This is particularly the case for specialized topics. Build in scaffolding that supports and sustains youth interest beyond the initial trigger and excitement.

2. Resilience increases when educational organizations and resources foster substantial collaboration and connections (i.e., synergies within and between themselves).

3. It is also critical that the ecosystem includes key learning resources to support specific interests, activities, or practices that are perceived as abundant, visible, and accessible. Help youth know what the “next” resource might be to move them along their STEM interest pathway.

Summary

We have argued throughout this article that researchers and educators using an ecosystem model in learning contexts could benefit from adapting ecological analytical and application approaches to develop adaptive management strategies, like those used in biological ecosystem restoration efforts.

Complex ecosystems like the Parkrose STEM learning ecosystem are dynamic, both at the individual level of learners and at the overall ecosystem level. Ideally, the goal is to create and foster a community-wide effort to build a productive, durable, and resilient STEM learning ecosystem healthy enough to support and sustain youth’s interest and participation in STEM, both in adolescence and beyond.
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YOUTH AND COMMUNITIES
TAKING ACTION THROUGH STEM
INTRODUCTION

What’s STEM Got To Do With It?

BY BETH MURPHY, Field Editor, Connected Science Learning

What’s the goal of education? Career preparation is surely a part, but there’s certainly more to it than that. While the purpose of schooling is a topic worthy of discussion and debate, you’ll likely find a reasonable degree of agreement regarding the importance of teaching young people the skills and knowledge necessary for things like informed decision making, productive contributions to society, and civic engagement.

What does this have to do with science education? The purpose of K–12 science education is broader than preparing students for postsecondary learning and STEM-related careers. After all, we want every young person to become an adult capable of using scientific knowledge and skills to guide how they gather information, make decisions, and take action in their everyday lives. Scientific thinking and knowledge can and should be tools everyone has the confidence and capabilities to use.

So, then, how do we as educators help to make this a reality? Perhaps you’ve read articles about or seen for yourself what young people can make happen when they see science as personally relevant and are inspired and empowered to advocate and act because of it. This chapter features strategies for engaging young people to use STEM to make a difference in their communities—whether it is in their classroom, neighborhood, city, or the world—and examples of how they are doing it!

In response to Martin Luther King Jr.’s provocation, how do educators ensure that students’ learning about the moral imperatives of society remain in sync with understanding scientific innovation? What are new models of connected STEM that clearly value the moral and social development of young people? How do these new models create and reinforce human connection across various heterogeneities of knowledge, culture, and practice (e.g., Rosebery et al. 2010)?

In this article, I propose three major design principles—or commitments—in creating educational environments for connected STEM learning that scale across diverse student populations and bridge formal and informal learning contexts. The first principle is that a definition of connected STEM should not be limited to spanning knowledge and practices from multiple STEM disciplines or contexts, but should intentionally span humanities practices and related orientations to inquiry. Second, the design of STEM learning environments should work to span generations of learners so that problems the effort addresses are approached historically as well as innovatively. The third design consideration (related to the intergenerational nature of participating learners and teachers) is to involve and connect stakeholders and representatives from important anchor institutions revered by the community (e.g., public libraries, local colleges, the mayor’s office, public schools, places of worship). If facilitators,
paraeducators, and learners cannot physically move across these institutions to do the collective work, then participants should develop lasting connections to and across these places from being a part of the work.

In summary, connected STEM in our designed learning environments should span

- STEM and humanities disciplines,
- generations of learners, and
- anchor institutions.

Enacting these commitments foregrounds and supports the ethical and moral obligations learners have to each other, to their communities, and toward larger social issues, ensuring that connected STEM works on problems that matter for people’s lives.

### Examples of STEM Engagement

To support these points, I draw upon two sources of empirical material. The first source is an interview with a developmental neuroscientist working as lead scientist at a biomedical startup. The interview was part of a larger effort to understand how the work of STEM professionals is “connected,” and what connection looks like at the scale of routine professional practice in a lab. The focal scientist, Dr. Stewart, was chosen because he reported pursuing a STEM profession for moral reasons (rather than financial or other objectives): to improve people’s well-being and quality of life through therapeutic intervention.

The second empirical source is a recent community-based design study (Bang et al. 2016) I led called Off the Map that occurred in a nonmetropolitan area of the southeastern United States. The project brought together public high school students and teachers, software designers, librarians, local historians, GIS specialists, college professors, and members of the mayor’s office to create and disseminate a digital walking tour of the town’s forgotten histories. Following recommendations from Roschelle et al. (2000), Off the Map embedded the use of technology as a learning tool within a larger movement of community reform.

Looking comparatively across these two examples of STEM engagement demonstrates that connected STEM undergirds both professional practice and designed learning opportunities for young people, but more importantly foregrounds social connection and ethics in the doing of STEM. Comparing STEM professional practice to that of designed educational experiences for young people to learn STEM accomplishes two goals:

1. The comparison invites a range of possible STEM endeavors into the same conversation, drawing a link between what young people are doing and what they could become, and
2. Identifies similar implicit and explicit values and ethical projects across different STEM learning contexts (e.g., Hall and Stevens 1994).

Looking at professional practices helps educational designers decide which ethical orientations we hope to reproduce and those we want to newly promote for more just, morally driven STEM work. How might we better prepare young people to approach STEM professions as a way to enact their moral obligations and ambitions and what current examples do we have of those enacting ethical aims in their professional worlds?

### Redefining Connected STEM to Span the Humanities

In thinking expansively about connected STEM, I found useful the notion of “integrated STEM.” Nadleson and Seifert (2017) define integrated STEM as “involv[ing] conditions that require the application of knowledge and practices from multiple STEM disciplines to learn about or solve transdisciplinary problems” (p. 221). The issue or problem guides the learning process rather than the “have a hammer, everything is a nail” approach. However, actual transdisciplinary problems—wicked, real-world problems—do not adhere to STEM boundaries either. Such problems require that we think further beyond STEM disciplines to span knowledge and practices from the humanities.

### How It Looks in Professional Practice

The daily work of Stewart, lead scientist at a biomedical startup, illustrates how knowledge and practices from STEM and the humanities are endemic to his problem-solving processes in his laboratory. With a PhD in developmental neuroscience, Stewart chose this professional path as a means of improving the overall quality of people’s lives through STEM. Therefore, he reported surprise at discovering that visual design is one of the most essential skills in his professional work, skills that he never formally learned. A typical day or week for Stewart involves communicating with investors, lawyers, and managers (all non-scientists) using scientific processes and generated data visualizations he creates. His understanding of visual design must be sophisticated enough to shift to the relative expertise
of these various audience members (e.g., investors need to see the rate of growth, lawyers need to see risk, managers need to see logistics). Stewart anticipates the professional vision people bring to an interaction with a process or product (Goodwin and Goodwin 1997), using it as a resource for his visual designs. Stewart reported that using the same visualizations across these stakeholders is not an option, something he was reprimanded for early on in his tenure at the company. But with so much practice, Stewart’s elevated sense of gestalt—his perception of the overall elements working together in the design—made him the go-to person for producing or editing visualizations in the company. Stewart feels satisfaction in this role, commenting that this function in his scientific job seamlessly connects to his at-home art-making projects and practices; he paints portraits and nature scenes in his garage studio when not at work.

How We Designed for It

In *Off the Map*, a community-based design study, a team of educators (e.g., public high school teachers, librarians, community historians) used STEM to solve an issue that plagues most U.S. communities: histories belonging to People of Color were whitewashed or altogether buried over time (a process in which public schools have been complicit, see Taylor 2018). But if residents of a place desire to understand how their home communities developed over time, then they must learn the histories of Black, Indigenous, and other BIPOC stakeholders. The team of educators, high school students, and representatives from the local mayor’s office designed a solution to excavate those stories: a mobile app that pinged residents or visitors with excavated stories while on the move (Marin et al. 2021). Learning and taking up practices from humanities, especially history, were critical for students to understand how the digital application should be designed and coded, and how it should function for residents/users. Further, students needed archival research and oral history interview strategies to generate the content of the mobile app. While building the technical components of the app were not trivial, the more challenging aspect of software development arose when team members had to “translate” the complexities of historical accounts to the forms familiar in mobile apps. Stories—perhaps better characterized as “yarns”—told by elders became a brief text description, one or two images, and a point on a map. Eventually, coders of the app added audio capabilities so that users could hear excerpts of elders’ stories. Students agreed, however, that the available digital modalities were a poor representation of their conversations with older folks. At times, this incommensurability demonstrated how un-practiced we are at supporting teams of learners to work across STEM and humanities disciplines (e.g., Stevens et al. 2005), or how we think of these disciplinary mismatches as opportunities for better educational designs. As the project wrapped up, it became clear to the team that the technical form beat out historical complexities, leaving most of us unsatisfied with the overall outcome of the digital, mobile app.

Synthesis

Practices from the arts and history are two examples in which disciplinary knowledge from the humanities made addressing a particular problem possible. Looking across a range of STEM endeavors—from professional practice to educational interventions with youth—we sometimes see seamless integration of STEM and humanities catalyzed by the identification of a problem to be solved first. This starting point is, of course, different from deciding what practices or orientations learners need to know and then attempting to retrofit real-world problems to those targeted practices.

For Stewart and the *Off the Map* team, getting people’s attention and changing their minds was of utmost importance. Then, they asked, what familiar practices can we borrow from disciplines to do that work? Looking at his images and figures, I often forgot that the content of Stewart’s visualization was complex scientific phenomena because his graphics were so stunning. In *Off the Map* the content was historical data made to fit within a more straightforward wireframe, or web format (though no less easy to construct). In this way, disciplinary boundaries blur in describing the outcome. It is in the backward mapping of the process where we see that different ways of looking and working, borrowed from distinct disciplines, added up to a product intended to improve the well-being of its users.
Integrated STEM as Working Across Generations

Just as authentic problems do not adhere to disciplinary boundaries, neither do they segregate by age. School is one of few contexts most of us encounter where age segregation is the norm. Families, libraries, museums, places of work, churches, and most out-of-school time STEM programs consider multi-age learning configurations as an asset (Hatton Yeo and Ohsako 2000). Following this logic, the design of learning environments in and out of schools should work to span generations of learners (e.g., Tzou et al. 2019) so that problems the effort addresses are approached historically as well as innovatively.

How It Looks in Professional Practice

Stewart’s work as a mid-career scientist is to innovate within the drug development process. Yet, at every team meeting a “longer view” on the development process is represented by late-career scientists. These “old-timers [more experienced scientists and external advisors to the company] know what should come next without even looking at it,” Stewart said. This familiarity with the overall process saves Stewart and the company precious time in avoiding common pitfalls and queuing-up acceptable next steps in drug discovery. Stewart also describes “newcomers” as scientists recently coming out of different doctoral programs and being intimately familiar with recent publications and developments from their respective institutions. Newcomers make important connections to other parts of the field so that Stewart’s lab is not operating within a vacuum. (See Lave and Wenger 2002 for an extensive analysis of the role of newcomers and old-timers in communities of practice.)

How We Designed for It

I saw similar advantages of intentional generation-spanning in Off the Map. The success of our project hinged upon the integration of retirees in the community. Several high school students involved in the project were interested in representing the changing role of their school in the community (from a Freedman’s Institute to a polytechnic school to a public high school) in the app; old-timers embodied some of these transitions, having been students there decades ago and living through some of the institutional transitions. Though retirees had exceptional historical and professional knowledge from a variety of disciplines, they also had other invaluable and uncommon resources (at least compared to teens young parents and working professionals): time and long-standing far-reaching community connections. Like in Stewart’s lab, old-timers helped the younger generation of innovators (i.e., high school students designing the mobile app) anticipate roadblocks and would then connect students to other people in the area who might be useful in solving an emergent issue. While these interactions were helpful in the moment, several students made lasting relationships with older community members, and reciprocally, retirees described feeling useful to and knowledgeable about the overall objectives of the project. In many ways, these working relationships temporally spanned academic and professional trajectories and contextualized for high school students the objectives of the project. Students heard much about the transformation of participation (Rogoff 1994) of old-timers who were students at their high school, had graduated, gone to college, become successful professionals, and then retired, still contributing and committed to their shared community.
Synthesis

Designing STEM learning environments to connect and integrate knowledge and wisdom from across generations might be considered a form of relational pedagogy (e.g., Herrenkohl et al. 2019); relationships anchor the work and allow learning and teaching to thrive. Importantly, this form of relational pedagogy (i.e., working across generations of expertise) provides a long view on the process and product, collaboratively questing for innovative solutions with an awareness of redundancies, missteps, and potential next steps. At a personal level, learners and teachers—younger and older—grow their networks potentially beyond the life cycle of the collective project. (An example of this network growth is a high school student in Off the Map who contemplated an undergrad degree at the University of Washington because of side conversations with the author about existing programs.) Young people in particular, working with elders, confront a living example of learning, growing, and investing in the community. This version of thriving is perhaps different from other narratives of success young people receive in small towns, such as narratives that focus on upward mobility via moving to the big city and leaving your roots behind.

Integrated STEM as Spanning Anchor Institutions

The third design consideration, related to the intergenerational nature of invited learners (and teachers), is to involve stakeholders and representatives from important anchor institutions revered by the community (e.g., public libraries, local colleges, the mayor’s office, public schools, and places of worship; see Barron et al. 2013). Working across these partnerships is not only necessary to accomplish meaningful work, but also builds a social and potentially physical infrastructure to support future projects where ideas, people, and resources can move more easily (e.g., Penuel 2019; Pinkard 2019).

How It Looks in Professional Practice

Science projects in the professional sector increasingly function across geographically distributed teams, pulling in expertise and assets from around the globe. In Stewart’s workday, the scientific work is distributed globally, resulting in cultural, linguistic, and temporal spreading (McDonough et al. 2001). With work occurring at two major research universities, clinical trials in Europe, and drug chemistry occurring in Southeast Asia, this startup thrives on national and international collaboration, but also the lowest bidder. While this form of spanning “anchor institutions” is not entirely feasible when designing learning environments, young learners should understand that today, scientific collaboration is often a team of global players. In Stewart’s lab, the nature of work does not map onto highly individualized metrics of “success” like tests in school. Are people’s lives improved by the product? If so, the work that Stewart produced contributed to that success, but it is not his alone.

How We Designed for It

The local public library—a kind of crossroads for many, especially rural, communities (Reid and Howard 2016)—housed the bulk of the in-person work for Off the Map. A revered local institution, the library in this nonmetropoli-
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Commitments for Connected STEM

The network of sites connected via *Off the Map* was much more limited in scope than something like the HIVE Network in New York City (e.g., Ching 2015) or how Stewart’s lab functions internationally. However, spanning anchor institutions in nonmetropolitan and rural settings is an essential part of modeling for young learners the nature of connected and *integrated* STEM practice (e.g., Bell 2012) that we see in professional settings. Additionally, a foundational component of the *Off the Map* curriculum was for young people to research through text and artifact-based methods various key institutions in the area and physically visit them with a community elder. In these site visits, both young and older participants saw the familiar in new ways based on people’s questions, reactions, new information, and the mediation of the mobile app (Bell et al. 2019).

Project team members quickly learned that the learning and teaching processes of *Off the Map* were intensely negotiated and sometimes contested, with different stakeholders at times pulling toward their objectives or relinquishing control (e.g., Barton 2003). Such negotiation is endemic in the cultural, linguistic, and temporal distribution of Stewart’s work in the lab. Like Stewart has learned and continues to practice, young people in *Off the Map* learned the delicate interactional work of relational attunement (Taylor 2020): how people understand and fine-tune aspects of their work by considering the different perspectives and values of their collaborators. But within this negotiated terrain of knowledge practices, spanning essential anchor institutions created “access to and valued possibilities for participation in practices at a broader scale” (Hall and Jurow 2015, p. 173). The landscape of possibilities—for learning, for work, for participation—expanded even within a small town in the southeastern United States.

**Conclusion**

What are current examples of connected STEM learning environments that intentionally advance the moral and social development of people (across the lifespan) alongside scientific innovation? How do we make STEM knowledge production about being and living together better, in more just ways with all forms of life rather than toward the accumulation of capital? Looking at professional practices—and people motivated by moral obligations to humanity—helps educational designers decide what ethical orientations we hope to reproduce and those we want to newly promote for more just, morally driven STEM work. I have offered three commitments for connected STEM, though there are more, radical notions of how our learning environments should prioritize upending structures of inequality.

---

*An Off the Map participant gathers feedback on the mobile app from a community member.*
racial injustice, and human supremacy (e.g., Bang 2020). How would this re-prioritization shift Dr. Stewart’s lab work or the app development in Off the Map? Working across difference is a starting point and then making movements toward knowledgeably enacting equitable change is the objective.
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Critical Consciousness in Engineering for Sustainable Communities
A Justice-Oriented Approach Connecting Schools and Communities

BY GELING XU, AERIN BENAVIDES, ANGELA CALABRESE BARTON, EDNA TAN, SELENA BLIESENER, GINA DIFRANCESCO, AND SCOTT CALABRESE BARTON

Critical consciousness is an important dimension of integrated science and engineering, or STEM, learning. Education is never neutral—it either supports students in conforming to the status quo, or it engages youth in a practice of liberation (Friere 1971/2000). Critical consciousness calls attention to how learning involves an awareness of understanding how inequality operates in society, including its structural roots, and the agency to engage in action toward social transformation. It is a powerful way to connect classrooms and communities toward the goals of justice-oriented STEM education (Upadhyay et al. 2021).

This article shows how an Engineering for Sustainable Communities (EfSC) approach to teaching engineering in the middle grades can support strong connections between classrooms and communities by fostering critical consciousness. We show how critical consciousness should not be viewed as separate from learning the content and practices of STEM, but rather as a way to orient how and why learning STEM matters in everyday life and hoped-for futures.

To accomplish this, we

- present the EfSC approach,
- draw on insights from student engineering design work to illustrate what critical consciousness looks like in STEM learning and its role in building connections between classrooms and communities, and
- offer implications for educators.
Our approach to supporting critical consciousness in teaching and learning STEM is grounded in a stance that engineering design requires people to integrate STEM ideas with social awareness. As students learn science and engineering knowledge and practice through class work, they need opportunities to improve their abilities to apply the learned knowledge in new contexts. Such contexts include the many problems that exist in the school community—students bullying each other, feeling school should be more fun, or needing more opportunities to celebrate achievements, which become important fodder for critical consciousness and problem-solving in STEM education.

Why Critical Consciousness in STEM Education?

Minoritized youth can face dehumanization and marginalization in schooling on a daily basis. These oppressions are heightened in STEM education through the underpinning norms, routines, discourses, and practices of whiteness and heteropatriarchy. Not only do these norms define what it means to know, do, and become in STEM, they also shape what and how classrooms and communities interact in STEM education.

Supporting critical consciousness as an explicit goal of STEM education is important because it fosters awareness, critique, and transformation of oppressions as they play out in classrooms and society. Critical consciousness can be thought about in terms of a praxis-informed cycle. It involves moving from awareness and critique or “critical awareness” to action-taking in ways that further inform awareness, allowing the cycle to continue. Critical awareness involves a process of learning to see, question, and analyze current social realities, including both social arrangements and structures, and how they limit opportunities, perpetuate injustices, and otherwise constrain people’s lives. One “has to see the world in its true dimensions and possibilities before attempting to generate change” (Cammarota 2016, p. 237). Action-taking involves developing the perceived capacity and commitment to engaging in action to address perceived injustices, as well as the actions themselves (Diemer et al. 2021). Critical action can be individual or collective and reflects how people understand oppressions and their imaginations for social change.

Engineering education—engaging in design, from problem posing to designing and prototyping solutions—is a powerful space to support critical consciousness. This is especially true when the problems taken up are authentic, and students have opportunities to design and build solutions for the real world. Furthermore, moving from critical awareness to action-taking supports students’ deepening technical knowledge and practice, and their understandings of current social realities (oppressions) and possibilities for social transformation. Studies show that supporting students in developing a critical consciousness simultaneously supports academic motivation and achievement, while promoting critical awareness (El-Amin et al. 2017).

Bridging Classrooms and Communities

Much of the design work in integrated science and engineering has focused on science and engineering practices, problem-solving, and exploring the value of integrating content areas for learning (Upadhay et al. 2021). Despite the rich possibilities for connecting engineering design with communities, little work has been done supporting teachers in doing so with students. We are particularly concerned with how to design for supporting critical consciousness as a part of engineering design in ways that purposefully connect families and communities with engineering in authentic ways.

We, a team of engineers, teachers, and educational researchers, developed a framework to support middle school teachers and students in centering community and environmental considerations as they learn about and engage in the practices of EfSC (Calabrese Barton and Tan 2019; Tan et al. 2019). This approach takes into account social, political, cultural, and environmental concerns from community members toward a sustainable technological solution. The National Academies (2010) suggested that an important part of engineering education is to engage learners in understanding the importance of both the community and the environment in engineering design, and the engineer’s responsibility in the process. They refer to this approach as Engineering for Sustainable Community Development. We drew upon this framework to co-design and enact engineering units focused on sustainable communities and energy transformations. These units were implemented, reviewed, and revised with 18 sixth-grade teachers and hundreds of students in Michigan and North Carolina. All unit materials are available online.

Our Engineering for Sustainable Communities (EfSC) Framework has four main principles:

1. Uses Community Members’ Ideas in Engineering. Working alongside community members to improve the daily lives of people they know, students learn about the importance of community input about the problems affecting them, and community suggestions for possible solutions. Throughout the engineering design process, students elicit multiple community perspectives about the problems they defined,
their proposed solutions, and multiple design interactions/prototypes.

2. **Helps the Community Solve Problems Through Engineering.** By helping the community solve problems, students learn and experience how all community members have the right and responsibility to contribute to defining problems and designing solutions. Community members are treated more justly, and collectively design solutions that work toward improving the community.

3. **Cares About the Environment.** Caring about the environment involves designing solutions while minimizing impact to the environment. This can mean maximizing materials already available in classrooms and communities, using renewable resources (such as cardboard from delivered boxes), supporting renewable energy sources, and building projects that last.

4. **Designs Solutions for Now and in the Future.** Balancing trade-offs equitably among environmental and social effects of designs is a design process that values increasing community members’ wellbeing and the development of involved people and communities. The involvement of relevant perspectives in both engineering and local communities (e.g., parents, teachers, engineering experts) and evaluating the degree of their impact in the design process, helps maintain the balance of perspective in this process.

By integrating technical and social dimensions of problems and solutions to the process of localizing engineering design, teachers support students in seeing themselves as welcome and able to use engineering to support their community. Furthermore, EfSC principles align with the call “to define problems more precisely, to conduct more thorough process

### TABLE 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Challenge</th>
<th>Focus</th>
<th>Overview</th>
<th>Example Projects from Michigan and North Carolina Sites</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **How can I design electric art for family/friends? (2 weeks)** | Identify, investigate, and design for inter-personal sustainability concerns | • Energy transformations and sustainable energy approaches  
• Engineering practices that draw upon interest, creativity, and care | Light-up “drool proof” card for baby brother  
3-D light-up mug for mother  
Light-up anime poster card for classroom |
| **How can I make my classroom more sustainable? (3–4 weeks)** | Identify, investigate, and design for classroom sustainability concerns | • Energy transformations  
• Regulating power loads  
• Renewable energy sources  
• Sustainability framework for happy, healthy, just classrooms/schools  
• Engineering practices that draw upon interest, creativity, and care | Light-up limbo stick to support more classroom fun breaks  
Bathroom monitoring system to ensure no child gets walked in on  
Compliment box that lights up for students to share positive ideas with each other |
| **How can we help stop the spread of invasive plant species? (3–4 weeks)** | Identify, investigate, and design for community sustainability concerns | • Ecosystems (Interactions, Energy, and Dynamics)  
• Sustainability framework for maintaining biodiversity and ecosystem services  
• Engineering practices that draw upon interest, creativity, and care | Novel systems for harvesting local invasive species (garlic mustard)  
Paper-making from harvested mustard |
of choosing the best solution, and to optimize the final design” (NGSS 2013) through recognizing the active role school and community members can play in engineering design.

EfSC supports movement of people, ideas, and resources across these different and connected communities as a part of the engineering design process. Students learn about how their classroom community is situated within a school community, which, in turn, is situated within their local community. Teachers help students navigate from a disciplinary core idea (e.g., energy transformations) to a problem space where they can define a problem worth solving and develop realistic and testable designs based upon current knowledge, empirically investigating technical and social dimensions, and operational constraints and specifications (e.g., What, powered by alternative energy, can I build to prevent bullying?). We want students to be able to say, “I can solve this problem collaboratively here in my community right now using what I know and what I have” rather than waiting to only use their STEM expertise in long-term future career goals.

### Bringing EfSC to the Middle Grades Classroom: I-Engineering

We have developed and tested I-Engineering with the following tools and materials in collaboration with partnering teachers and schools (Table 1). Each challenge is guided by a driving question and moves students through three phases.

**Phase 1: Defining the Problem.** This phase focuses on learning how to define an engineering problem, which requires thoughtful integration of engineering and community expertise. To support youth in more precisely understanding a design task’s boundaries—including its criteria and constraints from this integrated vantage point—we designed lessons to support students in seeking out, analyzing, and integrating both scientific and community knowledge to specify, expand, or limit movement toward possible solutions. This phase introduces students to the principles of EfSC.

### TABLE 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Lesson</th>
<th>Key Focus</th>
<th>Community Ethnography Integration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>Big Ideas in Engineering for Sustainable Communities</td>
<td>• Examining and discussing how youth their age use community ethnography as a part of engineering design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>Exploring big ideas</td>
<td>Lessons 2 and 3: Powering Sustainable Communities (unless the previous unit was electric art): Needs, Demands and Challenges</td>
<td>• Generating community narratives</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 4-9 | Iterative Design Cycle 2 | Sustainable Classrooms: Defining Problems and Designing Solutions Through Community Ethnography | • Using community ethnography as a part of engineering design  
• Surveys and observations of peers and community members  
• Dialogs with community on project ideas/design  
• Observation |
| 10 | Community Sharing | Lesson 10: Sharing Engineering Designs With the Community | • Community narratives |
**Phase 2: Designing Solutions.** Students are supported in systematically fleshing out their design solutions. Teachers engage students in community surveys as part of the design process to support students in generating and analyzing data from multiple perspectives in engineering design. Teachers then help students figure out how the social dimensions of the design interact with the technical elements. The design process focuses on:

- the ongoing refining of design constraints and evaluating possible solutions toward optimization;
- multiple cycles of designing/conducting tests toward optimizing solutions;
- gathering/analyzing data from multiple perspectives including peers, school personnel, and families; and
- engaging in dialog on complicated conflicts in perspective and design trade-offs.

A significant aspect of this design phase includes presenting design solutions—with rationales and data—to outside experts, including engineers, science educators and community members. Students are supported in breaking down the process through a sequential series of physical representations.

**Phase 3: Prototyping and Optimizing Solutions From Multiple Perspectives.** In this phase, youth build, test, and refine working prototypes as they communicate ongoing findings with school and community stakeholders to critically think through maximizing trade-offs. The lessons support youth in making visible the iterative nature of design work. Students are scaffolded in functionally decomposing, organizing, and trying out different computations informed by different perspectives/feedback obtained.

In this manuscript we report on student work from our unit focused on “How can I make my classroom more sustainable?” (Table 2). As a part of the unit, students are given the design challenge bounded with the following criteria: Innovate something in the classroom in a way that would address a classroom and community sustainability problem. Students were required to use a renewable energy source (such as solar panels or hand crank generators), 10 mm LED lights, copper tape, and any materials available in and around their classroom and school.

---

**FIGURE 1**

Light-up mood board group innovation to encourage peers to express their feelings.

---

![Mood Board](image)
What Students Learned in the I-Engineering Unit

We share descriptions of two group projects from partner teachers’ classrooms to show how EfSC supported students in developing critical consciousness as a part of engineering learning, and how it powerfully connected schools and communities. We show that students’ critical consciousness in EfSC was built on three forms of critical awareness: community, technical-social iterative design, and sustainability. As we present these cases we show how:

- By engaging in community ethnography as a part of engineering design (e.g., surveys, interviews, and observations), students developed a critical awareness of community needs and wisdom.

- By engaging in engineering design of authentic community problems where both technical and social know-how mattered, students developed a critical awareness of how iterative design could be used to better their community in consequential ways.

- By supporting designs incorporating green energy sources and environmentally friendly considerations, students gained critical awareness of environmental sustainability.

Then, as students iteratively engaged in local, real-world engineering design challenges, they moved from critical awareness to taking action in ways that bridged their social and technical knowledge.

Case Study: Ms. L’s Class Mood Board

Students in Ms. L’s class in the Mood Board group (Figure 1) addressed the problem that students need a way to express their feelings. Ms. L asked the class how they might find out what problems members of their classroom and school community cared about. The class co-generated questions such as, “What challenges related to a happy and healthy community do you think are most important?” Students then surveyed and interviewed peers, school personnel, and families. After analyzing responses, students noted that the majority of respondents indicated a need for a stronger sense of community, along with the importance of helping people and fostering a happier classroom.

The group originally planned to make a light-up basketball hoop recycling bin, which they thought would bring fun into the classroom. However, as group members analyzed survey data and shared those insights with visiting community members and peers, they became aware that many students were struggling to feel welcome because they felt sad, angry, and frustrated due to being bullied, having friend difficulties, and getting in trouble. Sage described:

“Originally, we were going to make a recycling bin…. When Ms. S. [a student’s mom] came and sat with us and she started asking questions, and we were like, ‘Oh, we didn’t think about that, we didn’t think about that.’ So, we went to our second idea.”

Students’ emerging critical consciousness on the lack of opportunity to express a range of emotions that contributed to an unhappy/unhealthy classroom community was prompted by community survey findings.

FIGURE 2

Bully free zone group innovation to establish a safe zone in the classroom.
The group parlayed their developing critical awareness of community into action when they decided to design a “mood board.” Sage stated this project was important because, “Students normally don’t have a way to express their feelings and show how they feel. Normally you can only talk to someone or use your body language. Some people don’t feel comfortable doing that. When someone’s using the Mood Board, it’s easier for them to express their feelings.” Layla pointed out that she is sometimes sleepy in class because she stays up late to greet her mom coming home from her night shift. Her sleepiness causes her to feel cranky and get in trouble. The group explained:

“We created an invention to help solve this problem. Students can put their hand in the box and pick a mood that fits how they’re feeling. Then they put it on the board. If students want to light up the board, all they have to do is turn the hand crank.”

Students noted that people could use the light-up recyclable paper board with LED lights on a copper tape parallel circuit to draw attention to their posted feelings. They also explained that if a student sees someone share that they are feeling angry or sad, then “you can practice empathy and try to make them feel better in some way or show you understand” because their project helps call attention to people’s moods. In this way, the students pushed for the importance of recognizing and making visible a range of student feelings as important in school science. Students also handed out “mood board cards” to their peers, school personnel, and family members to encourage use of their design. Sage explained:

“I handed out those mood board cards to my parents. I gave one to Kali and Xander. They were like, “Oh, wow.” They were excited! They were like, ‘We could use something like this. Wow, I’m so impressed with you.’ My mom was like, ‘Oh, you’re so successful in your group. I wanna meet them!’”

Sage later said her mom wanted to come in to try out the mood board.

The group struggled to get their prototype to work the way they wanted and had to engage in many iterations, thus increasing their critical awareness of the intersections of technical engineering design with social design for community needs. They engaged in many cycles of testing the prototype: “First, we tested our lights to see if it worked. Another test we did is we tested if our moods [the mood options they offered] fit everyone.” They modified how their board was designed and used, as Kai explained, “We changed the design. Yeah, we changed the design, and the way we put our copper tape on the circuit, . . . we changed the moods, the feelings.” Sage further noted, they “wanted everyone in their class to put how they are feeling up on the board at the beginning of the day, and change it if they want to, as the day goes on.”

Case Study: Ms. P’s Class Bully Free Zone

Students in Ms. P’s class in the Bully Free Zone project (Figure 2) addressed the problem that school needs to be more fun, positive, and safe from bullying. Surveying members of their classroom and school community along with parents, they found that 25% of participants felt that school needed to feel safer. Using interviews with peers and personal experiences, they narrowed down the “need to feel safe” to a particular problem space—bullying. Group members wrote, “We chose to address this problem because students were bullying each other. Bullying created a lot of drama in the school, and this created students to feel really bad about themselves.”

Collecting and analyzing survey data helped the group develop critical awareness of classroom community needs. They learned how important safety was to their community. Going to the school’s restorative justice room for bullying was an insufficient solution in their minds. Lataya explained that:

“The restorative justice room was a waste of time. It didn’t work and caused them to have to leave their classrooms Students wanted to be able to stay in their own classrooms and have a space to be protected.” (Researcher Field Notes)

Critical awareness shifted to action taking when students put their understandings of community need into designing a possible solution. Using survey data, the group designed an area they called the Bully Free Zone. If a student felt bullied, they could go into this zone where teachers and peers would know they needed to feel safe, rather than needing to negotiate with the bully immediately in the restorative justice room. The group felt their innovation addressed bullying more directly because the Bully Free Zone would let students know that someone was there for them, without the need of finding and informing a teacher at the point when one is hurting from being bullied. Several parents and grandparents visited on “feedback cycle” day and offered supportive ideas and suggestions, such as having a colorful sign to help students feel cheery and having an agreed-upon way to use the design so that kids wouldn’t “get in trouble” if they moved around the classroom to get to the Bully Free Zone.

Students used recyclable paper to make the Bully Free Zone signage prototype sustainable. They added a used paper box glued on the wall to hold the hand crank, incorporating reused materials.
into their design. They used a renewable energy source to light up the circuitry. The group discussed using a solar panel, then decided on a hand crank so that a student could have control over when the board would light up. Their new awareness of renewable energy helped them consider a design to help protect the environment, evidence of another kind of critical awareness students gained in engineering with care toward environmental sustainability.

The group wrote that, “Our invention makes us feel happy and excited . . . We learned about how to make different types of circuits.” Students also learned to make sense of different types of power demands and energy transformations as their design evolved from a simple circuit to a parallel circuit, making their design effectively work with a 5v hand generator. This helped the group better understand trade-offs in engineering design, as they sought to balance technical and social needs. This kind of critical engineering awareness became an important aspect of their critical consciousness as they sought to solve problems faced by their community via engineering.

**Implications for Teaching Engineering**

With support, students are able to develop meaningful understanding and insights into how community-identified issues—often grounded in issues of injustice—can be integral to engaging in engineering. Engaging in a community survey was generative to students developing critical awareness both regarding community and iterative design, as well as how community and engineering can be deeply connected. As shown in the illustrative cases, students engaged in both rigorous meaning-making of community-identified issues in tandem with engineering practices and disciplinary core ideas.

In addition to aligning with the science standards, the EfSC principles highlighted the importance of engineering for addressing community-identified issues related to social justice. Deep meaning-making in both community issues and engineering practices were key to the emergence of the critical consciousness we see in students and teachers.

An EfSC approach supports students in developing a critical consciousness in technical-social iterations in ways that powerfully bridges schools and communities. As we illustrate with our cases, an EfSC critical consciousness involves both critical awareness (community, iterative design, and sustainability) and action (authentic designs for actual use in classrooms and schools) (see Figure 3). Below, we describe how teachers can foster these forms of awareness and action-taking so central to critical consciousness. Please see Supplemental Resources, “Data Analysis for Evidence of EfSC Principles,” for more information on how these themes were determined.

**Critical Community Awareness.** We supported students in developing critical awareness of communities by integrating community ethnographic survey ideas, interviews, observations and feedback conversations across all stages of the engineering design process. Student groups analyzed these data and built evidence-based claims about issues that mattered to communities. They used these claims as the basis for articulating bounded problems that could be addressed through engineering. For example, students cared about their community members, building projects to solve problems such as “school needs to be more fun and positive.” Students also took up projects that promoted social healing. Survey data analysis supported students’ deeper meaning-making of social data—what different issues there are, how they might be related, and why they matter.

**FIGURE 3**

Critical consciousness in engineering for sustainable communities.
Therefore, we recommend that teachers add more community-related topics in their classes and encourage students’ thinking more about other community members’ ideas.

Critical Technical-Social Iterations Awareness. Students’ iterative design awareness was strengthened by having to make sense of data from different epistemological origins and needs, such as how both disciplinary core ideas such as energy transformation and community insights informed their prototyping for particular community concerns. These often went hand in hand, (e.g., a parent suggested the need for a brighter sign, then required the youth to shift from a simple to parallel circuit). Teachers could incorporate multiple perspectives in their teaching of engineering design. This process involves making sense of both the technical and social elements of design—Students experience—through iterative design as informed by particular community ideas/feedback—the interdependent and symbiotic nature of community and engineering.

Critical Sustainability Awareness. We supported students in developing critical awareness of sustainability by asking students to consider their design ideas against broader questions of what supports communities in being healthy, happy, and just. For example, the 19 groups we looked at all chose to use a hand crank to provide energy for prototypes. All groups chose to reuse materials or use recyclable materials, protecting the environment. Teachers introduced students to clean energy and the importance of sustainable development. Students researched different types of energy, and the benefits of clean energy, then applied this knowledge to their projects. This process helped students understand sustainability and helped them develop critical sustainability consciousness, which is an important part of engineering and technology ethics—and important to our future. Hence, teachers are encouraged to add more sustainability-related knowledge into every topic and ask students to use reusable and recyclable materials in their daily projects to develop students’ sustainable awareness.

Conclusions

An EFSC approach offers the field of science and engineering education lessons toward promoting justice and community healing. Teachers found benefits for their students when they included critical consciousness in STEM education. Their students developed critical engineering skills in conjunction with caring for their communities. Students also developed sustainable engineering skills that they can use in life. We, as science and engineering educators, need to better prepare all students for an uncertain and challenging future.
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For the last 15 years, organizers from the Little Village Environmental Justice Organization (LVEJO) have been collaborating with science teachers from the Greater Lawndale Little Village High School for Social Justice (SOJO). These collaborations have sought ways to bring campaigns for environmental justice into the classroom while finding opportunities to bring science learning into the community. In this article we describe how our relationships have been reciprocal and sustainable over the years. We attribute this to a focus on holding expansive and principled visions of environmental justice through science teaching. We also explain a central assumption of our work: Youth from communities like North Lawndale and Little Village on the West Side of Chicago are important leaders in the intergenerational movement for a “just transition ... from an extractive economy to a regenerative economy” (Climate Justice Alliance, n.d.). We use examples from our collaborative work to illustrate key features and lessons from our attempts at community-based science learning for climate justice. For context, we share a brief history of the community-based organization and the school.

**History of LVEJO**

In 1994 a group of parents and community members from Gary Elementary School in Chicago’s Little Village neighbor-
hood banded together to halt school repairs that were exposing summer school students to toxic fumes and particulates. These efforts coalesced into the formation of LVEJO, which is an organization that has been fighting environmental racism in the working class, predominantly Mexican immigrant community ever since. LVEJO’s theory of change is rooted in the belief that when people understand the root causes of their experiences of oppression, they have the power and agency to transform their world. Their campaigns have taken a broad view of environmental justice (EJ) and its intersections with other issues for justice ranging from access to public transit, immigration policy, and even police brutality and mass incarceration. The organization’s most widely celebrated victory was the 2012 closure of two coal-fired power plants on Chicago’s southwest side that had been grandfathered into exemptions from the Clean Air Act four decades prior. LVEJO is now the largest EJ organization in the midwestern United States.

History of SOJO

Prior to 2005 most students from Gary and other Little Village elementary schools attended the lone public high school in the neighborhood, just a few blocks from LVEJO’s office in the basement of a residential building. By the late 1990s the high school was in a crisis of overcrowding and underfunding. The state had allocated substantial funds to build a new high school in the neighborhood to alleviate this problem, but the mayor-controlled school district had done nothing with those funds even as two elite selective-enrollment high schools in affluent neighborhoods were built and opened in the same district, using allocations from the same timeframe.

After exhausting all sanctioned pathways to urge the district to build a new school in the neighborhood, 14 community members launched a hunger strike on Mother’s Day in 2001 to demand the construction of a new school. The hunger strike lasted for 19 long days before district and city officials finally heard the community’s demands for educational equity. An extensive process of negotiation, planning, and design followed, which involved substantial back-and-forth, collaboration, and compromise between district administrators, community members, educators, and even consultants and funders (see Stovall 2016). The outcome of that process was a plan for a high school campus, in the Little Village Industrial Corridor, to house four small high schools. These schools serve Little Village (officially known as South Lawndale) and North Lawndale, an adjacent predominantly African American neighborhood. The school’s placement in one of Chicago’s 26 industrial corridors highlights the neighborhood’s lack of available land and the common challenges related to the selection of school sites in polluted areas (Mohai and Kweon 2020).

This process that founded the Little Village Lawndale High School Campus, which includes SOJO and the three other high schools, established distinct visions for each of the small schools on the campus. SOJO’s vision sought to continue the community-based activism embodied in the struggle to build the school. The visions of the other three schools include having access to high-quality STEM education, maintaining and celebrating multicultural arts, and world languages.

Sustainable Relationships Between Teachers and Organizers

LVEJO organizers and board members graciously worked with SOJO teachers as they learned about the current and historical EJ struggles within the community and worked to turn those issues into curriculum. LVEJO was an ideal partner as teachers tried to figure out how to take up this charge in the school science labs.

During the development and initial years of the school, curriculum design and teacher professional development was focused on treating three overlapping types of knowledge as equally important: classical, critical, and community knowledge (Gutstein 2006). Classical knowledge is what is typically valued in school curriculum. Critical knowledge emphasizes questioning the powers that be and critiquing the status quo. Community knowledge refers to the grassroots understandings of community members that exist outside of the purview of formal institutions of schooling. Working with LVEJO helped science teachers connect forms of community and critical knowledge developed by community members and EJ organizers with the classical science content they were charged with teaching.

The initial meetings between SOJO science teachers and LVEJO established a long-term relationship that continues. These relationships have been maintained by continuity and connections among the people who work in both the school and the organization. For example, one of the authors was a founding member of the science department who has continued in that role for the last 15 years. Another author is an alumna of the school who became an organizer with LVEJO, a position she has held for the last seven years. The other three authors have each spent at least seven years as full-time faculty at SOJO. One also served for a year on the LVEJO board. Fur-
thermore, the executive director of LVEJO has been a leader in the organization and a vocal supporter of the school since the founding hunger strike.

The first meetings between teachers and LVEJO centered on the most visible symbol of pollution, a coal-fired power plant approximately a half mile from the school. Teachers developed curricula and projects focused on the coal power plant in all of SOJO’s science classes, including biology, chemistry, physics, environmental science, and advanced placement (AP) science classes. But the partnership has evolved and continued even after LVEJO members and their allies forced the power plant to close in 2012. This evolution has mirrored the continued struggles for environmental justice in the neighborhood. Both LVEJO organizers and SOJO teachers have worked together on multiple campaigns and curricula as new issues arose within the community. Mutual engagement and flexibility to take up new issues beyond the coal power plant has been a primary reason for the maintenance of this 15-year relationship.

**Expansive and Principled Visions of Climate Justice**

The continuing work between LVEJO and SOJO is built on an expansive view of climate justice, rooted in the shared belief that oppression is multi-faceted, interconnected, and deeply interwoven with social, political, and economic systems. With broader views of climate justice, our collaborations have occasionally connected directly to climate change while at other times the connection may only be apparent upon closer examination. Some LVEJO campaigns directly fought to curtail sources of carbon dioxide, like the struggle to close the coal power plant and multiple campaigns to prevent ever-increasing diesel truck traffic through the neighborhood. Others, like the push for more green space, wider access to public transportation, or reduction of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in manufacturing processes are connected to the issue of climate change indirectly. In these cases classroom instruction facilitated students making connections (through science content learning) between local LVEJO campaigns and global issues of climate change. Our work together has also been predicated on an expansive view of science teaching where addressing social justice science issues supersedes the disciplinary boundaries that typically characterize biology, chemistry, or physics classes.

A particular example is an interdisciplinary sophomore capstone project that examines the role of capitalism in the extractive materials economy that is responsible for climate change and other environmental catastrophes. This capstone project draws on multiple content area classes to have students evaluate a consumer good that is important or relevant to them, examine and analyze its life cycle, and calculate the energy impact of its production and movement globally. This project also works to turn classroom instruction into real-world action. For example, with the assistance of LVEJO, students organized to be part of a climate march in the city center.

Taking a broader approach to both science teaching and understanding climate change also allows for an organized analytical approach for the complex interconnections related to climate justice. From a scientific point of view, students may learn that excess carbon dioxide caused by burning fossil fuels is the primary driver of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. But an expansive view of student learning crosses disciplinary boundaries to deal with the ways that climate change is caused by extractive social, political, and economic systems predicated on the exploitation of human labor and the Earth. The interdisciplinary connections in this project include students learning about the history of exploitation of the Earth as rooted in colonialism, conquest, and genocide (Hill 2010; Rochlin 2012). At SOJO, science teachers consider these historical understandings as foundational to understanding environmental injustice related to climate change. This teaching is positioned as justice-centered and antiracist in its framing of white supremacy as justifying the exploitation of “undiscovered” lands and erasure of Indigenous people (Jacob et al. 2021).

**Reciprocal Relationships Between the School and LVEJO**

Mutual engagement was also maintained by reciprocity between LVEJO and SOJO when working on issues. This was strategically done in ways as identified by each other to draw on the strengths of LVEJO and SOJO respectively. LVEJOs established presence within the community, and its campaigns sought community input using door-to-door outreach, a level of community contact around science concerns that would be difficult for teachers to pursue. This is especially true in a small school where there are fewer faculty among whom to divide responsibility for committee work, outreach, and sponsoring of extracurricular activities.

The common goals of LVEJO and SOJO helped align classroom instruction with active opportunities for engagement among students while validating science curriculum as
grounded in community-based environmental issues (Figure 1a and 1b). As teachers sought to design community-based, justice-centered science lessons, LVEJO provided access to an organization that was already engaged in direct actions to address the injustices faced by community members, modeling social justice that was the goal of the school. This narrowed the scope of teachers’ responsibilities to implementing instruction and supporting (not leading) the organizing, while still providing students with an outlet for acting on what they were learning. This mutual engagement provided opportunities for building capacity within the school that focused on community knowledge and connections. It also formed connections between LVEJO and students who were already engaged, knowledgeable, and motivated for action on community environmental issues while also leading to volunteer and employment opportunities for students (see Figure 2).

**SOJO Teaching About LVEJO Campaigns**

SOJO teachers have sought to support the work of LVEJO by designing curriculum that integrates the current and historic LVEJO campaigns. For example, in environmental science class students learn about a former Superfund site, the Celotex site, that LVEJO successfully helped pressure the EPA and city to convert into a 21.4-acre park. This case study was an example of the tensions between equity and accountability, grounded in science. Students learned about the environmentally persistent contaminants on site, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, while balancing accountability for landowners and manufacturers of tar and roofing products who used the land over its history. Additionally, students applied earlier learning of life-cycle analysis to identify and explain how lax environmental regulations created conditions for the contamination of the land. They considered how this contamination was an artifact of inadequate waste management and was related to larger calls for sustainability often ignored in the manufacturing and waste disposal process. Lastly, students learned that knowing more about types of contamination and their consequences for public health is useful evidence in arguing...
for social change. This was the case with this former Superfund site as directly connecting health impacts on residents to site contamination and runoff kept continued pressure on elected officials and corporate landowners to act, albeit not with the expedience desired by community members.

While learning about environmental policy, students were tasked with identifying solutions while considering the social and political nature of the remediation process that had extended remediation talks across multiple decades. When this case study was initially included in the SOJO science curriculum, the owners of the site, the EPA, and community members had not yet reached an agreement about the adequacy of the remediation, which included a cap unapproved as appropriate by the EPA. The EPA later said the cap was adequate. Rather than causing students to be confused, these tensions lent urgency and relevance to students learning about the use of scientific evidence and community voice in public policy, environmental remediation, and urban planning. Students considered—in their science classes and in their neighborhood context—how topics like sustainability, persistence of environmental contaminants, erosion, runoff, the precautionary principle, and life-cycle analysis intersect with community power and the political nature of change. Teachers supported students to make connections between this case study and larger issues in land development, including the building of schools on toxic land and in industrial corridors, as had been the case with SOJO and some of its feeder elementary schools.

During this unit, LVEJO organizers supported teachers’ and students’ environmental concerns by providing resources and making connections. For example, LVEJO provided internship opportunities for students and acted as a resource to learn about the history of the site from the perspective of residents. Since this was one of LVEJO’s long-term campaigns, LVEJO not only had a rich knowledge upon which teachers could draw to familiarize themselves with the site (see Figure 3), it maintained a history of its own advocacy. For example, SOJO teachers showed an LVEJO-produced documentary (see Figure 4, 5, and 6) that tracked the trials and tribulations of 20 years of action, which lead to constructing a park on the site.

In chemistry, students have engaged in measuring and analyzing particulate matter and VOCs. This unit originated from...
LVEJO’s campaigns around the number of diesel trucks in the neighborhood. With the school and much of the neighborhood located in an industrial corridor, the development and expansion of Unilever’s Hellman’s Mayonnaise site, the demolition of the smokestack from the closed-down power plant (during the pandemic), and the construction of the distribution warehouse owned by HILCO, the increased truck traffic and overall air quality is a major community concern. These issues also display the ways in which the city exploits specific neighborhoods and places the burden on the people in those neighborhoods to provide proof that the environmental impacts residents experience are detrimental. This issue has served as an entry point to our study of spectroscopy and the instruments we use in chemical analysis—how they work and their limitations (Morales-Doyle, Childress Price, and Chappell 2019). We have also studied the biochemical ways that VOCs can impact long-term health. The unit has also provided an opportunity for students to design and carry out an experiment to measure the air quality within the school building.

Organizers from LVEJO have supported this work in the classroom with students when presenting their campaigns. These presentations have not only defined the problem and explained the health impacts of long-term exposure to particulate matter but have also provided the sociopolitical context that has created the overwhelming burden of pollution placed on Little Village. LVEJO’s engagement and lessons with youth also serve as a starting point for students to imagine what they want their neighborhood to look like. Students can use their scientific understandings to influence the decisions impacting their neighborhood. For example, after studying the health and biochemical impacts of particulate matter and VOCs, students wanted to advocate for rezoning the area around the school and other residential areas near industrial pollutants and diesel truck routes while continuing a more rigorous study of the air quality in the neighborhood.

**LVEJO Supporting SOJO Youth Participatory Science Projects**

One of the primary forms of engagement between SOJO and LVEJO through the years has been through youth participatory science (YPS; Morales-Doyle and Frausto 2021). YPS projects...
position students as experts by engaging them in data collection and analysis of the air they are breathing or the soil in the neighborhood. In a unit designed around analyzing the contaminants in the microclimate around the school, LVEJO loaned air monitors to students (see Figure 7) so they could experience real-time collection of particulate matter data. LVEJO youth interns spent a week showing students how to use the instruments to collect data throughout the day. This first collaboration was spurred by an LVEJO project involving community science and air quality data collection.

While students may not have contributed a substantial amount of data collection in the larger scheme of the project, LVEJO organizers viewed students experiencing this sort of community-engaged science as part of their work. Teachers and organizers believed that allowing students to see what they already instinctively knew about the air around them, but in a scientific context, was a powerful learning experience. This provided an entry point for students to become passionate about using their knowledge to change the situation. A few years later, a SOJO teacher reached out to LVEJO for technical support regarding data collection about VOCs. For years, students and staff at SOJO had complained about a chemical smell around the school. While LVEJO was not leading a VOCs campaign at the time, they nonetheless offered time and resources to support students in examining the smell.

LVEJO has continued to respond to the needs and desires of the students and school community. Over the past several years in chemistry class, students have been studying heavy metal contamination in soil and water, focusing on lead. With a university partner, students have collected soil and water samples from around the community that were analyzed for lead levels. Many of these samples contained lead levels above the EPA action limits of 15 parts per billion (ppb) for water, and 400 parts per million (ppm) for soil in play areas. Students wanted to respond to the issue in multiple ways—one of which was to inform community members through a door knocking campaign and give them access to sign up for free water testing through a citywide program. At the time, lead contamination in soil and water was not one of LVEJO’s campaigns, but they supported this work in several ways. Their support included designing and implementing a lesson on organizing and door knocking in sophomore civics class and helping students create flyers (see Figure 8). LVEJO organizers co-planned and accompanied students on their door-knocking campaign and facilitated a reflection on the experience afterward. Furthermore, they offered financial support for the printing of flyers, home water filters, while also providing connections to healthcare (if necessary) for any community members who had found high levels of lead in their test results.

The type of expertise that LVEJO community organizers bring into the classroom is invaluable to a teacher wanting to do this work with students, especially when it may not fit into even an expansively conceived science curriculum. These experiences can often propel teachers and students to become more comfortable and capable in civic participation around science issues (see Figure 9). Heavy metal contamination is tangentially connected to climate change: Heavy metal pollutants are emitted by burning coal and other espe-
cially dirty fossil fuels, and mercury is often released when permafrost melts (Schaefer et al. 2020; Schuster et al. 2018). But even more important than the scientific connection, these parts of our collaboration have been important for cultivating youth involvement in the struggle for climate justice and a just transition (see Figure 10).

**Navigating Conflicting Perspectives/Disagreements**

While LVEJO and SOJO’s views of climate justice were aligned, there are always varied perspectives of justice within any community. In one example, an LVEJO campaign sought to block the expansion of Unilever, a multinational consumer goods company that has been manufacturing Hellmann’s Mayonnaise for over 100 years. Unilever’s expansion meant many of the diesel-powered vehicles would drive directly behind a local K–8 school, one of SOJO’s feeder schools. To alleviate community resistance to this project, Unilever offered the elementary school 2.5 acres of land to both expand their campus and add a community playground and gardening space. The space was much needed as the school was so overcrowded that they were borrowing classroom space from an old Catholic school a block away. Plans for the playground and gardening space were quickly revoked after community members voiced their concerns of the proximity to heavy-duty diesel vehicles. However, plans for the expansion of the campus continued in order to address the overcrowding issue this school faced. This highlighted the tensions that exist, where campaign “losses” or “wins” do not exist, but instead differing groups are impacted to a greater or lesser extent by controversial compromises. Similar outcomes have come from other campaigns. For example, when the coal power plant was closed, there was no promised remediation of the site, which has since become a giant warehouse in spite of LVEJOs organized objections. In the case of La Villita Park built on the Celotex site, we discussed the controversy about whether the EPA would approve the two-foot gravel and clay cap under the park that contained the contamination in the soil below ground level (EPA 2016).

Occasionally, SOJO and LVEJO have also had diverging ideas about how to best address community issues through the school. This is to be expected as the school and LVEJO share many goals but are not the same entity. In one case, teachers applied for funding from a large nonprofit organization for a community garden at the school. LVEJO organizers had concerns about the large nonprofit’s lack of community knowledge and potential ties to corporate partnerships. LVEJO has a vibrant community garden of its own, but it is too far from the school for students to readily access during class time. Teachers agreed with LVEJO’s critique of the funder but saw a strategic opportunity to meet a long-existing goal with minimal risk of co-optation or interference by the funder. In the end, SOJO and LVEJO worked together
through opposition to analyze the best location for the garden. The garden has created an opportunity for students to take action regarding healthy food access, nurturing their ability to grow food, while drawing upon community and ancestral agricultural knowledge. Teachers also make connections with other YPS projects through conversations about raised beds and soil contamination in the community. The complexities of politics within the city and community—and even between LVEJO and SOJO—sometimes lead to competing views of what should be done to address inequity and where environmental issues fit within community priorities and politics. We view students, teachers, and organizers grappling with these complexities together as an invaluable source of learning about the potential role of scientific evidence in movements for climate and environmental justice.

Youth in EJ Communities as Leaders of an Intergenerational Just Transition

The campaigns waged by LVEJO have been focused on the self-determination of the Little Village community that has suffered the ill-effects of living in the midst of an industrial corridor where the expediency of business interests has been prioritized above the well-being of people and ecosystems. We believe that it precisely this type of grassroots organizing by marginalized communities that has the power to spearhead a just transition that allows life to thrive through and beyond the climate crisis. While focusing in their backyard, LVEJO has taken an abolitionist approach, rather than a not-in-my-backyard (NIMBY) approach to their advocacy. For example, community members supported the capping of the Celotex Superfund site below La Villita Park because they did not want to ship the toxic soil into another marginalized community for disposal.

Within the context of partnership with LVEJO, science courses at SOJO have eschewed traditional notions of scientific literacy and STEM pipeline pedagogies in favor of prioritizing the development of active community members and students. This has helped encourage students develop perspectives of justice and sustainability as purposes to pursue STEM pathways rather than prioritizing personal or national economic gain or national defense (Valladares 2021).
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(RE)CONNECTING THE STEM LEARNING ECOSYSTEM

LESSONS FROM THE PANDEMIC
INTRODUCTION

Distance Learning

More Than a Stopgap

BY BETH MURPHY, Field Editor, Connected Science Learning

The pandemic has required us to connect in new ways—including how we engage in learning—and many of the resulting innovations will continue to have an impact for the foreseeable future, certainly in more significant ways than eliminating snow days.

It may feel like we’ve been frozen in time for a few years; however, the reality is that the world is different now than it would have been if the pandemic had never occurred. We’ve adapted to previously unimaginable circumstances, leading to changes and advances that otherwise might never have happened—at least not this quickly—in all aspects of our lives, including teaching and learning. While I hope students never have to return to endless hours on Zoom or Google Meet, the use of online technology will undoubtedly continue to be a regular fixture in the learning landscape.

Experts report that the pandemic has accelerated the pace of innovation in virtual learning, propelling us years ahead of where we otherwise might have been. In many instances, distance learning has been more than a stopgap or a poor substitute for the classroom; rather, it has also been a catalyst for designing new ways to teach and learn. These new online resources, tools, and learning environments have the potential to democratize access and effectively eliminate the need for proximity between the learner and the learning resource, whether that resource is a person, place, or thing. For example, initiatives to broaden access to museum collections through digitization have been underway for years. However, the pandemic elevated the priority of such efforts nearly overnight. These and other innovations have the potential to provide learners with all sorts of connected learning experiences that blur lines between school and the world beyond.

MindHive
An Online Citizen Science Tool and Curriculum for Human Brain and Behavior Research

BY SUZANNE DIKKER, YURY SHEVCHENKO, KIM BURGAS, KIM CHALONER, MARC SOLE, LUCY YETMAN-MICHAELSON, IDO DAVIDESCO, REBECCA MARTIN, AND CAMILLIA MATUK

MindHive is an online, open science, citizen science platform co-designed by a team of educational researchers, teachers, cognitive and social scientists, UX researchers, community organizers, and software developers to support real-world brain and behavior research for (a) high school students and teachers who seek authentic STEM research experiences, (b) neuroscientists and cognitive/social psychologists who seek to address their research questions outside of the lab, and (c) community-based organizations who seek to conduct grassroots, science-based research for policy change. In the high school classroom, students engage with lessons and studies created by cognitive and social neuroscientists, provide peer feedback on studies designed by students within a network of schools across the country, and develop and carry out their own online citizen science studies. By guiding them through both discovery (student-as-participant) and creation (student-as-scientist) stages of citizen science inquiry, MindHive aims to help learners and communities both inside and beyond the classroom to contextualize their own cognition and social behavior within population-wide patterns; to formulate generalizable and testable research questions; and to derive implications from findings and translate these into personal and social action.

Leveraging open science to increase science literacy

The COVID-19 pandemic has brought science to the front page of our lives and with it, science literacy challenges. The rapid spread of the virus has been accompanied by a spread of misinformation that has made it difficult for many people to discern scientific...
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MindHive: An Online Citizen Science Tool and Curriculum for Human Brain and Behavior Research

In recent years, a number of findings in psychology research have turned out to not be replicable, and this “Replication Crisis” can be quite damaging to the public’s trust in science (Earp and Trafimow 2015). Therefore, many human brain and behavior scientists are now advocating for a fully transparent research model for psychology research that resembles what is already common practice in clinical science: a public pre-registration of how you plan to collect and analyze data. This is also slowly changing how scientific peer review is operationalized: Increasingly, scientific journals invite scientists to submit (and review) research projects for publication before data collection occurs, moving away from a model where scientists give and receive peer reviews after the entire study is completed. This forces scientists to be open and transparent about which steps were part of the research plan from the beginning, and which decisions were made after data collection took place. But it also has another benefit: Scientists are able to improve their research plans based on peer reviews before investing time, energy, and money into possibly flawed studies.

In MindHive, students are also encouraged to give and receive peer feedback on study proposals and not completed studies. Peer review takes place with classmates and, crucially, with students in other classrooms across the country. This process allows students to maximally benefit from the review process: They are not only able to tweak their study design based on feedback from their peers, but the act of giving feedback to peers also likely helps students improve their own study (Li et al. 2010). Second, and relatedly, this process refocuses the emphasis from study outcome to study design. We have found in previous classroom human brain and behavior experiments that students (and professional scientists, for that matter) are very focused on whether their hypotheses were borne out, and the perceived failure or success of a study is often linked to the results alone. This pressure to confirm hypotheses and emphasis on study outcomes over study design can lead to questionable research practices, “over-interpreting” data, and, in extreme cases, fraud. In MindHive, we therefore flip this process around: Students learn that results are meaningless if the research question is not wellformed, or if the study design is not well-aligned with the research question. In the peer review process, students are rewarded for their ideas rather than their study outcomes. As such, we hope to increase fascination with science inquiry and not “just” with science discovery. We would like students to walk away from MindHive with a “Check out my idea! How cool is that?” rather than “Check out my results!”

Peer feedback on study designs not study outcomes

Evidence from less reliable sources of information (Van Bavel et al. 2020), this aligns with a recent communication by the National Institutes of Health about science literacy, which cites surveys conducted in the United States and Europe that found that many members of the general public do not have a firm grasp of basic science concepts or the scientific process and tend to value anecdotes over evidence. Vulnerable communities in particular often feel disconnected and wary of science, making them not only less likely to participate in research studies but also less likely to adhere to public health recommendations (e.g., see a recent article in The Atlantic about vaccine hesitancy). Suspicion of science and scientists is accompanied by the fact that scientists’ relationship with the public has historically been unidirectional, non-transparent, and noninclusive. For example, human neuroscientists and psychologists conduct research on the public but do not necessarily communicate with them about the research.

To address issues related to replicability, transparency, and inclusion in science, scientists increasingly embrace a so-called “open science” approach. MindHive strives to align itself and familiarize learners with six main open science tenets (Fecher and Friesike 2014):

- make knowledge freely available to all platform users (Democratic),
- make the science process more efficient and goal-oriented (Pragmatic),
- make science accessible to everyone (Public),
- create and maintain tools and services (Infrastructure),
- measure the scientific impact of research (Measurement), and
- support community inclusion and commitment (Community).

MindHive supports this open science approach in various ways. For example, we “practice what we preach” by making the MindHive platform project completely open source: The code of the source code that is used to build the platform can be examined on the code platform GitHub, which should promote transparency and ensure the longevity of the project. Another requirement for open science is the ability to share resources—in our case anonymized data—which can be used for re-analysis and further research. Anonymized data from MindHive studies can be accessed on the platform by authorized users, and all the educational research data is made available via open access data repositories such as The Open Science Framework and the Qualitative Data Repository.
Citizen science

In addition to promoting data and content to “be freely used, modified, and shared by anyone for any purpose.” Open science advocates have stressed the importance of citizen science (Eitzel et al. 2017; Fecher and Friesike 2014) defined broadly as public engagement in scientific research. Citizen science has been shown to boost science literacy in both formal and informal learning settings (Bonney et al. 2016; Harris et al. 2020), enabling participants of all ages to appreciate science inquiry as an iterative and collective endeavor to which they can provide valuable contributions.

In most citizen science initiatives, the public helps collect data for research designed and analyzed by professional scientists (Bonney et al. 2009). MindHive instead advocates a partnership model wherein experts and non-expert participants are included as stakeholders in all stages of scientific inquiry, including conception and design (see Figure 1; Dikker et al. 2021). MindHive follows a participatory science learning approach (Koomen et al. 2018; NGSS Lead States 2013) by emphasizing authentic problems and the social negotiation of knowledge in the context of open science and citizen science. Additionally, educators are participating in the process and increasing their understanding of how to teach the nature of scientific inquiry as well. In the next section, we discuss how this model can be put into practice.

The MindHive curriculum

All activities on the MindHive platform are supported by curricular materials. The lessons are co-designed with scientists and teachers, ensuring that the vision for application of the curriculum and its integration into a larger school program is relevant to current practice. For example, the content is aligned with the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS Lead States 2013) and is structured to follow the “S Es” (Engage, Explore, Explain, Elaborate, and Evaluate; Bybee et al. 2006). The unit is “alive” in that it is iterated on and improved with every implementation, and lessons are stand-alone where possible to serve educators’ varying teaching needs. Due to the wide applicability of research methods and to the relevance of cognitive and social neuroscience perspectives across fields, the program can be integrated into a range of high school science contexts, from Environmental Science to Molecular Biology. In approximately 12–24 lessons, the program guides students in: (1) scientific knowledge generation, (2) citizen science and ethics in human cognitive and social neuroscience research, (3) human brain and behavior case studies, (4) study design, (5) peer review, and (6) data analysis and synthesis.

The MindHive platform

The MindHive platform features tools for developing study proposals and for giving and receiving peer reviews, and a public database of commonly used online cognitive tasks and surveys from which users can drag-and-drop to build research studies aligned with their research questions. To promote iterative research design and to scaffold their own study design, students are encouraged to “clone” and build upon scientist-initiated studies from the platform.

Discover

The Discover area allows students to explore and participate in studies created by cognitive and social neuroscientists. The Discover area also features a section where they can explore and partake in studies created by other students, and try out tasks and surveys that are featured on the platform.

Develop

The Develop area allows students to develop and carry out their own online citizen science studies. The Proposal tab consists of text-based “cards” designed to help students learn...
to create realistic collaboration plans. Students can assign different sections to themselves and each other (e.g., Anna and Rick flesh out the Background section, Luna writes the Importance section, Hiram and Ember are in charge of describing the Methods, etc.); provide and receive comments from their teachers, peers, and scientists; and toggle between draft and print views of their proposal. This format allows for a variety of learners to engage successfully through complex material thanks to the pre-organized tasks that build toward a successful proposal. The Study Builder consists of an intuitive interface that allows students to create a study page and build an experiment using a block-based design approach: Students can mix, match, and tweak tasks from a database of validated tasks and surveys (described below). Students can read what other students thought of their study in the Review tab. Finally, the Collect and Analyze tabs allow them to manage and analyze the data collected in their study.

### Public Task and Survey Bank

The public task and survey bank includes well-established and well-validated psychological tasks and surveys. For example, the Stroop Task is a widely used task to probe a person’s cognitive control, in this case their ability to ignore contradictory information. Participants are asked to identify the color of words, the meanings of which sometimes match their color (e.g., the word *red* printed in red), and sometimes do not (e.g., the word *green* printed in red). The survey bank features questionnaires that are widely used to probe people’s emotional states, personality traits, demographic info, etc. For example, the Big Five Personality Inventory is a personality trait questionnaire that is commonly used by scientists and that students can implement in lieu of popular but not scientifically validated “personality tests” they might otherwise choose for their studies. Other questionnaires ask about participants’ mood and anxiety, coping strategies, perceived status in society, etc.

---

**FIGURE 2**

Mindhive functionality for students.

**TOP:** As part of her MindHive learning activities, Rio participates in a gambling task designed by neuroscientist Robb Rutledge, who studies the brain basis of risk-taking behavior. On completing the study, Rio and her classmates learn about risk taking and the brain and watch a video recorded by Dr. Rutledge in which he talks about how he became a scientist and why he studies risk taking and happiness. **BOTTOM:** Rio and her peers decide to pursue a study asking whether stress affects risk-taking behavior. They clone Dr. Rutledge’s risk-taking study, add a stress survey from the public survey bank to the gambling task, and edit the image and description of the study page. After revising their study based on feedback from peers and their teacher, they distribute a link to their study for data collection. After data collection is completed, Rio and her group mates analyze their study data by choosing and graphing variables (e.g., the relationship between participants’ self-perceived stress level and how often they choose to take a risk in the gambling task).
Figure 2 exemplifies how an 11th grader, “Rio,” engages with the MindHive platform to learn about human brain and behavior science, and combines existing tasks and surveys to create a study about risk-taking and coping.

**The teacher experience**

To assist teachers in supporting their students, MindHive provides the basic infrastructure of a Learning Management System. Teachers can create classes and add students; create class networks with other teachers; keep track of the studies that their students have participated in, reviewed, or developed; create study proposal templates and comment on them; and create and manage assignments and group chats (see Figure 3). Teachers are supported in facilitating the program through multiple resources including access to research, researcher support, and guidance from the mentor on the MindHive team. Detailed activities, rich discussion prompts, and thoughtful student explorations are included so that teachers can choose how to optimize their classroom practices with the material. Teachers can further guide and support students through the inquiry process by incorporating external resources. For example, Frontiers for Young Minds and Columbia University’s brainSTEM program both host scientific articles targeted at teen and adolescent readers, and can be used as inspiration for students’ research questions and as support for their background research.

**Protecting student data**

Since the MindHive program is centered around human behavior, data protection is integral to the platform and to the students’ learning experience. Students learn about the importance of ethics in human brain and behavior research, engage in class discussions around data protection and privacy, and experience firsthand what these data protection practices mean for them and for their study participants.

The platform has an authentication system with multiple levels of authorization that depend both on the user role (teacher, student, scientist, or participant) and on individual preferences. For example, only teachers and classmates will see student names; only researchers with official approval from their institutions Internal Review Board (IRB) can see contact details for their study participants; students have different “avatar” usernames depending on whether they are study participants or students so that their teachers and peers cannot readily access their study data; and if a student indicates that their data should only be used for educational purposes, that data will not be displayed to researchers but will only be available within the scope of their class. Importantly, contrary to many data platforms in the United States, MindHive users own their own data. In compliance with General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) standards, European Union GDPR users can request that any of their data be deleted at any time.

**Flexible implementation**

Both the structure and curriculum content can be flexibly implemented in both formal and informal learning environments. For example, Human Brain and Behavior lessons (see Table 1 in Supplemental Resources) are constructed as case studies that can be “mixed and matched,” and teachers can choose to put emphasis on what they deem most important: study design, peer review, data collection and analysis, or all of the above. This flexibility allows teachers to use functionalities of the platform to frame and support, as opposed to detract from, required (standards-based) course content, as much of the MindHive curriculum focuses on crosscutting concepts.
(e.g., cause and effect) and widely applicable science practices (e.g., planning an investigation). Having said that, as a full-fledged curriculum, MindHive is a better fit for an elective or a class based on the NGSS, as opposed to preparation for standardized examinations, such as the Regents examinations of New York State.

The Study Builder is designed to enable for both group-based and individual student projects, and peer feedback can be arranged both between classmates and between students from other classes (across or within schools). As a result, the program is suitable for full remote, hybrid, or in-person contexts both within formal and informal learning contexts. For example, in addition to guiding in-class projects, the program can support the development of extracurricular projects, such as science fair submissions, by enabling students to design, receive feedback on, and run their own studies outside of the classroom. As discussed in the next few sections, the MindHive platform and program are designed to increase students’ research skills while teaching them about the scientific process and human brain and behavior content. As described below, this makes MindHive accessible to different age ranges (9th to 12th grade so far) and classes (Environmental Science, Biology, Neuroscience, after school research clubs, etc.).

Benefits of an online platform

MindHive’s flexibility in implementation is in part made possible by the fact that the platform is browser-based. Students do not have to download anything, and they can access the platform through any device that is connected to the internet, although it’s important to note that not all the functionality is suitable for mobile devices. Beyond easy access, MindHive is designed as an online platform to allow students, teachers, and scientists to work on science inquiry in an iterative and collaborative manner. Studies and data sets continue to live on the platform beyond individual implementations, allowing students to “clone” scientist-initiated studies and ask follow-up questions, contribute data, or even adopt student-initiated studies and continue data collection and analysis. Second, MindHive emphasizes collaboration between schools. Since the launch of MindHive in 2020, students have engaged in study participation and peer review between geographically and demographically diverse schools across the United States, including both private and public schools ranging from New York City to Tennessee. Third, the online setup facilitates remote student-teacher-scientist partnerships. This is especially attractive for students who may not live near research universities, and who may not have easy access to in-person science mentorship programs. Finally, as described more in detail below, the remote nature of MindHive has made it possible to continue to support students in their science inquiry throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, and also in other online learning environments, which are part of an increasing market.

Implementing MindHive during a global pandemic

Since its inception in the Spring of 2020 through Spring 2022, MindHive has been implemented in 15 classrooms, serving around 350 students. Students and scientists have together designed or drafted about 250 studies for which 1600 data sets have been collected.

Beyond classroom implementations, the MindHive platform has been used to promote STEM engagement and identify community needs by supporting local citizen science projects. In the Brownsville Sentiment Equity Project, the MindHive team worked with six local community organizers and residents, researchers from UC Berkeley, and not-for-profit organizations. Public sentiment to co-design a cognitive and social neuroscience citizen science project centered on cognitive and social-emotional outcomes linked to pandemic-related changes in the community of Brownsville, Brooklyn, one of the hardest-hit areas in New York City (the Brownsville Sentiment Equity Project).

Scientists, students, and communities entering a lockdown together

MindHive was first launched in March of 2020 as part of a pilot implementation with 17 Environmental Science students in Manhattan. New York City was the epicenter of the COVID-19 pandemic and the MindHive team and students entered the
U.S. lockdown together. The curriculum was (re)framed to use COVID-19 to illustrate scientific discovery in an ongoing crisis (e.g., Should the vaccine be rolled out fast or should we await clinical trial outcomes? Which research questions are important now and which will be important beyond the pandemic?), science communication (e.g., What is the value of releasing study outcomes before they have been scrutinized by other scientists?), and human behavior (e.g., Why do college students decide to go party in Miami in the middle of a pandemic? Are you more likely to adopt socially desirable behaviors from your peers or from your parents?). Alongside these lessons, students participated in scientist-initiated studies on the platform that illustrated risk taking across the age span and social influence from peers vs. parents.

Using the global relevance of the pandemic, students then created their own studies, in groups of four, focusing on human brain and behavior in relation to COVID-19. Students asked research questions about mental health and social isolation, remote vs. in-person learning, and how social behavior can make or break public health directives. For example, students asked whether personality traits might predict how well a student thrives in “Zoom school” (see Figure 4). Read an account of this implementation from the teacher perspective here.

After implementation, NYU scientists incorporated the students’ research questions into a study entitled “How do you cope during the pandemic?” (henceforth referred to as the Pandemic Citizen Science Study), for which data was subsequently collected from high school and university students through Fall 2020 and Spring 2021. Findings from 206 students suggest that personality traits indeed affect how connected students felt to their peers and teachers in in-person vs. remote learning environments. Furthermore, there was a mismatch between students’ remote learning preferences and what they were offered: While students overwhelmingly preferred asynchronous learning (e.g., being assigned materials they could complete at their own pace), none were offered asynchronous learning models at their schools or colleges.

**Collaborative inquiry: study design and peer review**

In the 2020–2021 school year, MindHive was implemented by six teachers at five different schools across the United States, reaching approximately 240 students. Students participated in the Pandemic Citizen Science Study (see previous section) in addition to scientist-initiated studies on the topics of risk taking,
social influence, and mindfulness. As in the Spring of 2020, students then designed their own studies, either in groups or individually (this varied by implementation). Unlike the Spring 2020 implementation, not all student studies were focused on the pandemic, but students still gravitated toward personally and socially relevant topics such as learning, mental health, climate change, and political polarization (see examples below). Students and teachers were supported in their study design by a team of neuroscientists and psychologists from different research institutions and at different career levels (ranging from recent BA graduates to tenured faculty). Additionally, each teacher was matched with another teacher to create a “class network” to allow students to review and participate in studies developed by other students from other classrooms.

**What students are learning**

Across implementations, students report an increased appreciation of and fascination with science after participating in MindHive. For example, one student remarked that the experience was valuable for helping them “to think critically, which is really important throughout science and life as a whole… just being able to again delve beneath the surface of a certain question…. and then also just seeing how asking a question can develop into this huge research study.” Importantly, students indicate that they learned to better appreciate the collaborative nature of science and the value of different perspectives in generating both ideas and conclusions. Students further demonstrated that they acquired skills related to the process and challenges of creating a scientific study and developed concrete strategies to improve their own studies and research proposals. When asked in a survey what they learned from developing a proposal on the MindHive platform, one student responded: “I learned that you need to be very thorough, in your instructions as well as your explanations of the experiment and the science behind the experiment. I also learned that it is very valuable to have your peers review your work because looking at the proposal from a fresh pair of eyes will show you which parts you need to work on.” These and other findings are reported in more detail in (Matuk et al. 2021).

**Examples of studies designed by students**

In Supplementary Resources, we have included four examples of studies created by MindHive students in the 2020–2021 school year. MindHive Example Studies 1, 2, 3, and 4. Click on the links in each PDF to explore each study.

You can find more studies at the MindHive Discover Page.

---

**Challenges**

Many students reported gaining a deeper understanding of the thought and time it takes to design and implement a research study. While this learning outcome is beneficial as it indicates a comprehension of research processes in the real world, it also emphasizes a larger challenge present in designing curriculum and tools to support authentic scientific inquiry for students. Each aspect of the research process—from writing a proposal to engaging in peer review—requires both time and support that can be difficult to accommodate in a classroom setting. As MindHive continues to develop, it is increasingly important to focus on the ways that different parts of the research process (proposal development, data analysis, peer review, etc.) can be modularized, combined, and meaningfully integrated into different aspects of a curriculum so that the curriculum and design process is manageable within the constraints of a classroom for both students and teachers. Additionally, the time constraints of a classroom setting means that sometimes students do not get the chance to analyze and report on data collected through the project they designed. While our goal is for students to value the process of study design over the end results, we have learned that it is important for students’ self-efficacy to give them a sense of closure, which comes from following through every stage of the research process.

Another challenge for MindHive relates to community building, scaling, and sustainability. Overall, the flexibility and accessibility of MindHive’s online platform and resources offer the potential for students, scientists, and communities to work together and engage in scientific inquiry across a variety of contexts. However, more work needs to be done to discover how we can best foster a community of scientists and participants beyond individual classroom implementations, and continue to support meaningful partnerships between students and scientists beyond the project’s funding.

**Conclusion**

MindHive is an online citizen science initiative that can be used both inside and beyond the STEM classroom to help learners and community members engage in authentic human brain and behavior science inquiry. It offers flexible tools that help bridge the gap between in and out-of-school STEM learning (e.g., by facilitating scientist-student-community partnerships). All studies and platform activities are paired with content where personally and socially relevant issues—such as the COVID-19 pandemic and climate change—are used as anchor phenomena. These serve not only to support human brain and behavior
science learning (e.g., risk taking, memory, social behavior) but also to illustrate issues related to the “making of science,” such as research ethics, the difficult balance between rapid and rigorous scientific discovery, and the cultural shift in the scientific community toward open science practices.

Open science, among other goals, includes improving the public-scientist relationship by improving transparency and science communication. In line with these goals, MindHive adheres to a participatory science learning approach and emphasizes student-scientist-community partnerships in human brain and behavior science inquiry: The platform and program is a co-design effort by and for teachers and students, and by and for community representatives. As such, MindHive sets itself apart from other neuroscience and psychology STEM learning experiences by supporting learners and community members to make sense of and be active stakeholders in human brain and behavior science as it relates to their everyday lives.

More information can be found at the MindHive information page for educators.
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A lasting impact of the COVID-19 global pandemic likely is the permanent inclusion of online learning in K–12. The rapid move to online learning left many teachers, parents, and students pining for in-person learning and highlighted major gaps in the online resources necessary for fully remote K–12 learning. But it also underscored considerable strengths of online formats for flexible learning and instruction—particularly as district capacities expanded and familiarity with online instruction increased. Many administrators now envision a permanent end to unplanned school closures (goodbye, snow days!) and long-term support for (at least intermittent) online learning. But what does continued online instruction mean for science learning, where hands-on learning is central to students’ developing skills and knowledge?

Science educators implementing online instruction have faced myriad challenges, including providing effective feedback and guidance while students engaged in more independent work. We greatly respect and admire the passion and dedication that science teachers have invested in finding creative ways to implement science inquiry during online pandemic instruction. As we move beyond “emergency” remote instruction and build on shared experiences with online science teaching, it is an ideal time to rethink science inquiry online and to collectively pursue new approaches to authentic science instruction with online resources.

Museums have been digitizing scientific collections for many years (e.g., the Field Museum, the Smithsonian), and multiple collecting institutions contribute digitized specimens to centralized databases (e.g., iDigBio, SCAN Bugs, Arctos, Intermountain Regional Herbarium Network). Although these databases are freely available and represent a significant resource for scientists, they lack user-friendly support for public exploration and provide insufficient scaffolding for classroom integration (Butcher et al. 2021). Our work seeks to bridge the existing chasm between digitized...
scientific collections and classroom learning. Digitized artifacts and specimens in museum collections are public resources with largely untapped potential to transform online science education.

Using digitized natural history collections from museums offers transformative opportunities to engage students in scientific exploration and analysis of real artifacts and specimens. For example, in one of our online investigations, students measure velvet ant specimens (see Figure 1)—very small female wasps with one of the most painful stings in the world! Digitized specimens offer a compelling—and sting-free—data collection experience. This example highlights the potential for natural history collections to reduce (or remove) multiple barriers that limit educational use of museum specimens, including

- museum loans to schools often are restricted to a small number of specimens that are damaged or otherwise unsuitable for inclusion in the museum’s permanent science collections;
- real specimens may be too valuable, fragile, or dangerous to allow hands-on manipulation by any public learners; and
- even when specimens can be handled by public learners, specimen characteristics may make it difficult for learners to collect accurate physical data (e.g., specimens may be very small).

Beyond removing barriers, online science investigations of digitized museum specimens offer numerous opportunities to enhance authentic science learning in classrooms.

### Why Use Digitized Museum Collections for Online Science Investigations?

- Natural history museum collections contain relevant data about pressing global issues (e.g., climate change), allowing students to learn science content, concepts, and practices by investigating contemporary science topics.
- Digitized museum collections reduce socioeconomic and geographic barriers to museum access, creating more equitable opportunities for students to engage in specimen research.
- Museum collections are engaging and interesting—students describe museum specimens in our investigations with vivid, emotional terms (e.g., cool, weird, freaky). Real-world materials help students connect scientific research to their own interests and experiences.
- Data collection from real, compelling museum artifacts and specimens—rather than artificial simulations or abstract data sets that are more commonly used—creates routine opportunities for engagement in interest-driven, sustained investigations.
- Working with data from digitized museum collections offers contextualized opportunities for students to practice arguing from evidence for effective sensemaking.
- Our museum-based investigations support students in understanding the enterprise of science as a whole—engaging with a question, gathering and analyzing relevant data, reasoning about findings, and communicating explanations.

### Developing Collections-Based Science Investigations for Authentic, Online Learning

Over the last seven years, our interdisciplinary team of museum educators, domain experts/research scientists, and learning scientists from the Natural History Museum of Utah (NHMU) and the University of Utah has sought to transform science learning opportunities via the development of online investigations for middle school learners that leverage museum collections and align to the science practices of museum researchers. Resulting investigations are provided free online (ResearchQuest.org) to support three-dimensional science learning in keeping with the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) (Butcher, Larson, and Lane 2019; Butcher et al. 2021; Butcher, Runburg, and...
Hudson 2017). Two fundamental beliefs are at the heart of our approach:

1. K–12 students need supported experiences in authentic research to develop knowledge, skills, and identities in science.
2. All learners are entitled to access, explore, and conduct research on contemporary questions using the scientific collections available in national and global repositories.

Our design process is that the Natural History Museum of Utah (the collecting institution)—with its unique access to real specimens, science experts, and cutting-edge research—leads the development and publication of online investigation materials. But before designing investigation materials, we meet with teachers and scientists to determine existing synergies between NGSS standards and available scientific collections. We then move to collaborative design sessions with focus groups of teachers (typically 5–10 drawn from a pool of educator advisors) to review mockups and target activities. Based on teacher feedback, the design team next develops an online prototype that is evaluated independently by teachers (usually around 10) for approach, length, difficulty, and instructional supports. Following revisions, we engage current and future educators (around 20–25 individuals) to test a beta version of the investigation for refinement prior to full classroom testing. At each of these stages, teachers provide qualitative (e.g., free-form evaluative comments and reflection) and quantitative (e.g., ratings) feedback that helps our museum-based design team optimize investigations to be age-appropriate, aligned to standards, and flexible for customization based on teachers’ classroom needs and schedules.

Digitized Collections Transform Research Opportunities for Learners

Before the COVID-19 pandemic, the Natural History Museum of Utah was focused on creating digital investigations for collaborative pairs of students learning in-person (see Figure 2). However, the time is right to build on this work to create fully online, asynchronous research experiences using scientific collections; this shift is warranted by more than just the realities of the global pandemic. Today’s scientists routinely use online research with digitized collection specimens to conduct research and develop new insights about our world. For example, scientists have used museum collections to identify measurable changes over time as the Earth warms—including earlier plant flowering times (Davis et al. 2015) and changing appendage size in animals (Ryding et al. 2021). A decade ago, the world’s natural history collections contained an estimated 2–4 billion specimens (Ariño 2010)—digitized educational access to even a fraction of those specimens represents an astonishing public resource for science learning.

When embedded in well-supported, online experiences, digitized collections provide an engaging foundation for students to investigate contemporary science questions. With support from the National Science Foundation, our design team is developing a new set of online investigations—called EPIC Bioscience—that will be accessible on the Research Quest website. In EPIC investigations, learners collect and analyze data from digitized specimens in entomology, vertebrate zoology, and botany to address pressing global issues: climate change, biodiversity loss, resource scarcity, and human impacts on ecosystems. Learners collect data directly from digitized specimens using a variety of methods (e.g., observations, ratings, measurements, classification), then analyze their findings to construct evidence-based arguments about the complex, cascading effects of rapid changes in modern ecosystems. Current EPIC Bioscience investigations are being developed at the middle school level, aligned to four Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS MS-LS2-1 through MS-LS2-4).

FIGURE 2

Research Quest investigations support authentic investigations with digitized artifacts, specimens, and scientist documentation, such as the fossil map being analyzed by these students.
Online Science Investigations Go Beyond Digitized Classroom Resources

Transitioning to all online delivery during the COVID-19 global pandemic provided illuminating insights on how to design asynchronous investigations in ways that enhance learner motivation, attention, and engagement. Prior to the pandemic, our team had years of experience in designing, testing, and refining Research Quest investigations as digitized resources for collaborative student use in face-to-face classrooms (using laptops, Chromebooks, or iPads). Our initial design and development of EPIC Bioscience investigations were based on these successful, previous digital resources—materials were online and ready for guided classroom instruction. But as classrooms transitioned to remote learning and needed increased opportunities for independent, virtual learning experiences, we set out to explore the potential for EPIC investigations to facilitate meaningful asynchronous online science investigations.

We conducted a series of evaluations with practicing and preservice teachers to examine the content, flow, and instructional supports offered by EPIC investigations. Ten practicing science teachers individually stepped through the online investigations and provided quantitative ratings and detailed qualitative feedback. In addition, 21 preservice teachers completed the investigations from a learner perspective, then provided (qualitative and quantitative) survey feedback on investigation quality and support. We intentionally evaluated materials with multiple teaching populations to ensure their value and ease of implementation for broad populations of educators.

Analyses drew upon several data sources. First, we examined quantitative, Likert-style ratings data (e.g., Strongly Agree – Strongly Disagree) for statements related to design features (e.g., Guidance: Students will know what to do at each step). Second, qualitative feedback (e.g., What did you like best about this activity? What did you like least about this activity? What advice do you have for successful implementation of the investigation in classrooms?) was analyzed via thematic coding (see Table 1). Fi-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>TABLE 1</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percent of data in which each (positive or negative) theme was identified explicitly.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data Source</strong></td>
<td>Practicing Teacher Feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Positive Supports (Aligned to Design Priorities)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learn-By-Doing Engagement (Priority 1)</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supported by Data Scaffolds (Priority 2)</td>
<td>78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helpful Instruction and Step-by-Step Guidance (Priority 3)</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong Engagement with Specimens (Priority 4)</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heightened Engagement with Modern Formats (Priority 5)</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Issues / Challenges (Aligned to Design Priorities)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repetitive Activities Lower Motivation/Engagement (Priority 1)</td>
<td>68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenged by Data Collection (Priority 2)</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ignore or Reject Peer Data (Priority 3)</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need Expert Guidance/Fail to Engage with Feedback (Priority 4)</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superficial Processing of Traditional Content (Priority 5)</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
nally, videos of preservice teacher learning sessions (where they completed investigation activities while thinking aloud) were analyzed to determine the presence or absence of major themes. Themes were identified in think-aloud statements as well as in observed, on-screen actions. Resulting themes (both positive and negative) were compared to previous observations and findings collected during in-person, classroom use of Research Quest investigations. This provided us with key insights about when asynchronous, online learning may require different features than those that were effective for synchronous, online learning.

Results from EPIC evaluations indicated the need to consider unique design features for online, asynchronous investigations. Even experienced educators (who are used to providing high-quality guidance and support in classroom environments) did not anticipate the extent to which asynchronous investigations would require additional considerations beyond synchronously supported digital materials. As seen in Table 1, only around 20% of practicing teachers (and even fewer preservice teachers) anticipated that learners would reject peer data, fail to engage with feedback, or process instructional content superficially; in contrast, these issues were observed frequently in the videos of asynchronous learning sessions (53–86% of learner experiences demonstrated these issues).

Drawing from these findings, we extracted five design priorities to guide revisions as well as to inform the design, evaluation, and selection of other online science investigations. During our revision process, we discovered that implementing these design priorities for asynchronous learning resulted in creative and efficient materials that translate to synchronous, face-to-face contexts with fidelity and offer future instructional flexibility.

**Priority 1: Dive Into Student-Driven Exploration for Motivation and Hands-On Learning**

Prior to engaging students in hands-on lessons, classroom teachers often seek to activate students’ prior knowledge and motivation—for example, by identifying observed phenomena, discussing compelling questions, or demonstrating connections to real-world contexts. Comparing in-person learning sessions with Research Quest investigations (see Figure 2) with the asynchronous learning sessions with EPIC Bioscience investigations, we have observed that social dynamics in the classroom—including interpersonal relationships among teachers and students—draw the learner into classroom preparation activities in ways that are difficult (if not impossible) to replicate in asynchronous, online investigations. In asynchronous learning sessions, we have observed that—even if they read or watch online introductory materials—learners often fail to encode the information in such a way
that they apply it to subsequent activities. We infer that, lacking the social context of the classroom, prior knowledge activation and motivation in online, asynchronous investigations must be targeted by immediate, highly experiential opportunities; that is, creating questions, motivation, and awareness via learning-by-doing. Essentially, this flips the order of more traditional classroom instruction—through guided, student-driven exploration, students prepare themselves to engage with key concepts by generating questions, activating ideas, or wondering about outcomes.

We have implemented this design priority in our EPIC Bioscience investigations by creating customized introductory activities that require little prior knowledge or facilitated instruction and get students immediately engaged with digitized specimens (see Figure 3). Students dive right in—interactions are experiential but supported via immediate feedback that is automatically provided by the online system (not by teacher intervention). Students become motivated to complete investigations through questions and ideas that arise during these introductory, exploratory experiences. In the case of EPIC Bioscience investigations, these learn-by-doing experiences are carefully designed to align to investigation questions and target standards. When using learn-by-doing materials that are not strategically aligned to standards or investigations, teachers need to create clear goals and prompts that help focus learners on key concepts, principles, questions, hard-to-see phenomena, or counterintuitive outcomes without delaying their entry into the exploratory experience.

Interactivity is essential during introductory activities and critical to redefining “hands-on” learning in modern educational contexts. Educators may not find the hands-on opportunities provided by digitized specimens (particularly static images) to be immediately obvious. However, we have found that a series of high-quality images can be decidedly interactive as students zoom in and out, switch views, and measure or organize these images in a variety of ways. In fact, embedding images into online science investigations can enable a more in-depth exploration than is possible with the physical specimens themselves. Particularly for small/fragile physical specimens, online images and interactive tools allow learners to observe specimens in greater detail and to virtually manipulate them in more dynamic ways (see Figure 4). Teachers can leverage new forms of hands-on science by seeking online investigations that allow student-directed exploration with real (but virtual) specimens.

**Priority 2: Use Online Scaffolds to Offload Complex Demands**

Fully supported, online science investigations not only provide students with frequent access to high-value scientific specimens (i.e., specimens of sufficient quality and importance to be included in a museum collection) but also provide opportunities to offload some methodological and organizational aspects of science investigations in ways that allow students to focus more strongly on data analysis and interpretation. When collecting data in traditional science investigations, significant amounts of student (and teacher) time can be spent recording and organizing data to facilitate analysis. Data documentation and organization are, without a doubt, essential skills for students to learn. But students who struggle with basic documentation may not complete an investigation or may wind up with unusable data at the end of their efforts. In the case of digitized specimens, online scaffolds help ensure sufficient progress and successful documentation, so that all students have the opportunity to reason with data that they collected. EPIC Bioscience investigations

---

**FIGURE 4**

**Redefining “hands-on” learning in modern educational contexts.**

In the image above, a museum scientist holds a bat skull and jaw. Museum specimens like these are small and delicate, limiting opportunities for hands-on investigation.

In this image shows digitized specimens, which allow observation of small details, dynamic exploration, and hands-on measurements using online tools and support.
model data documentation and organization (see Figure 5) and provide students and teachers with multiple options for access (e.g., downloading data tables and summaries).

To facilitate development of data understanding, we recommend that teachers seek online investigations in which data documentation and organization is supported and modeled, but not hidden. Students should not move from data collection to a “magic” presentation of results—they need to see how data is recorded and formatted for analysis! We also recommend teachers prioritize resources that allow students to view, access, and (ideally) download their own data. Data downloads can serve as the basis of extension activities, where students further explore...

**FIGURE 5**

EPIC Bioscience investigations automatically record data as students collect it. Scaffolded supports in the investigation model effective documentation and organization of data for analysis.

Feedback can take the form of constructive criticism to encourage accuracy and monitoring.

Feedback can also include positive feedback and encouragement.
a data set for which they understand its context and meaning—because they collected it!

**Priority 3: Digital Mentors Are Critical Sources of Feedback and Guidance**

One of our more surprising design findings was that peer-comparison and feedback—methods that worked well in classrooms to support error revision and reflection—were not effective approaches to enhancing reflective thinking during remote science investigations. Students completing asynchronous, online investigations routinely assumed that peer data was incorrect or their own data was "close enough." As a result, asynchronous learners were unlikely to reflect on discrepant data or conclusions—even if they previously had expressed confusion or uncertainty about their own processes or ideas.

This finding provides a daunting challenge when developing online science investigations, as real-time advice and feedback by live mentors (e.g., scientists or teachers) is not a scalable option. Thus, we must be creative in finding ways to help students attend to feedback and guidance during self-directed, remote work. Our approach with EPIC Bioscience has been to create customized, virtual support that is aligned to students’ actions and progress in the investigation but does not require live human monitoring. We recruit practicing scientists in the domain of an investigation (e.g., entomology) to serve as virtual mentors. Scientists pose for a series of photographs that vary their facial expressions and gestures, allowing us to create customized virtual screens that reflect positive and negative feedback, questions, and other conversational turns (see Figure 6). Guidance and feedback is not live, but it is immediate and customized to a student’s individual actions in the system. Digital mentors facilitate social connection as well as providing ever-present support.

Beyond our Research Quest and EPIC Bioscience investigations, not all systems offer digital mentorship. In these cases, teachers are advised to look for online materials that provide immediate feedback on student actions and incorporate some form of social characters (e.g., avatars) to connect with learners. We recommend that teachers avoid “all positive” systems where praise is provided for any response—students should receive positive feedback for correct/accurate responses and constructive feedback to improve incorrect/inaccurate responses.

**Priority 4: Use Visual Feedback and Cues for High-Impact Instruction**

In instructional contexts, we want students to understand what they are doing, why they are doing it, and why it matters. In
classrooms, these goals often form the basis of instructional explanations that support meaningful classroom discourse. However, in online contexts, even brief instructional explanations can result in text-heavy experiences that disengage students. Students frequently skip even small amounts of text online, making alternative presentations of instructional content critical for effective learning. To solve this problem, we have challenged ourselves to develop visual approaches to instruction, hints, and help (see Figure 7). As we prioritized visual design, we found that we often were able to replace paragraphs of text explanation with clear, focused visuals accompanied by very brief supporting text.

In selecting online investigations, we recommend that teachers prioritize visual instruction, as well as visual cues in help or scaffolding. Teachers also can look for resources that use visual cues to help students get started quickly on activities. We recognize that learners with visual impairments may not benefit equally from these materials, and an emphasis on visual feedback and cues is not an excuse to ignore best practices for accessibility (e.g., high-quality alt text). However, carefully designed visual content has been a woefully underused technique to support, engage, and guide learners online.

**Priority 5: Enhance Interest via Modern Instructional Formats**

Today’s students are 21st-century learners who have been immersed in technology and media exposure since birth. Online formats afford us the opportunity to be creative and playful with our instructional materials in ways that draw upon and connect to what students see and experience in their everyday lives. We have been challenging ourselves to think about the materials that students see outside of school and to creatively repurpose those materials for instruction (see Figure 8). For example, in one investigation, we use educational comics to introduce key concepts (e.g., What is mimicry?) and background information (e.g., What is a velvet ant?). In another activity, students select an emoji to react to—and thereby self-pace—text message guidance from their (digital) scientist mentor. We continue to challenge ourselves to present instructional content in innovative and unexpected formats to engage learners and encourage teachers to look for instructional materials that mimic the rich media and technology-based communication in which 21st-century learners are immersed.

**Limitations and Remaining Challenges**

Our work has uncovered several existing limitations and remaining challenges in using student-centered, authentic science investigations for asynchronous online formats. One current limitation is the relatively small number of collections-based research investigations that are available to teachers. Sustained integration of online, collections-based research into classroom learning will require that we continue to expand the number and range of available investigations. Another limitation is that—despite many improvements in online access made during the
global pandemic—inequities in connectivity remain. Access to high-speed internet and high-quality devices must continue to be improved to achieve fully equitable online science learning.

Another limitation and challenge is that authentic science research in classrooms requires time and patience for sufficient data collection. Realistic research necessitates collecting data from multiple samples to ensure representative data for analysis. Although our current investigations streamline data collection by allowing students to combine their own data with larger samples, teachers will need to cultivate student stamina for sustained data collection.

A related limitation and key challenge—one with which we continue to grapple—is the increased demands that authentic science investigations place on students’ data literacy skills. Students can become distracted by unimportant patterns in graphs or small differences in measured data that are not relevant to larger questions. Students likely will need early (and repeated) exposure to concepts of variability, error, and outliers.

Finally, a critical challenge in online science investigations with real specimens is helping students become comfortable with uncertainty and disagreement. This can be especially difficult in asynchronous environments. Classrooms are social, interactive settings where peers play a valuable role in proposing alternative ideas, hypotheses, or interpretations. Strategic documentation can help students develop multiple ideas and examine evidentiary support more carefully (Butcher et al. 2019), but it is particularly useful when combined with classroom discourse. Teachers likely will need to implement online tools for discussion (and to seed student communication using targeted questions and prompts) to expose students to a range of thinking, findings, and outcomes—particularly to explore how and why findings may differ.

### Join the Research Quest Community

We hope that you are enthusiastic about the incredible potential of museum specimens to engage your students in compelling, authentic online science investigations. Create a free account at ResearchQuest.org to access all investigation materials and teacher resources—you also can contact our team via your account. We welcome your ideas, feedback, and suggestions as we move forward, together, toward a new era in online science learning.

We also are seeking partners from museums or collecting institutions interested in developing their own collections-based investigations. We would be delighted to share our experiences and helpful materials (i.e., guidance for collections selection), as well as to strategically combine collections to address temporal or spatial gaps. We invite you to get in touch and join us in our mission to transform science learning by making classrooms a place where students can engage in authentic research with digitized collections.
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PREPARING AND SUPPORTING STEM EDUCATORS IN INFORMAL AND FORMAL SETTINGS
INTRODUCTION

With, Not For
The Distinction Matters

BY BETH MURPHY, Field Editor, Connected Science Learning

For most of my career, I’ve worked at the interface between in- and out-of-school STEM learning—finding common ground and shared values between program providers like museums or other nonprofits and schools—for the purpose of improving science teaching and learning in both formal and informal settings. Time and time again, my engagement in these cross-sector collaborations has reinforced that working together allows for combining strengths, sharing resources, overcoming obstacles, filling gaps, and achieving results in ways that none of the individual partners would likely be able to do on their own. In my experience Aristotle was right: The whole is truly greater than the sum of its parts.

I’ve spent most of my career working with schools from the outside—and I admit that in the early days I failed to appreciate the distinction between developing programming for as opposed to with schools. Oftentimes, we educators from informal settings focus on how the practices in our repertoire can be applied in the formal science classroom—essentially, how classroom teachers should do what we do. What we talk about less often is how practices commonly used in the science classroom can be of significant value to educators in informal settings. Fortunately, I learned fast.

I was lucky that the science museum where I worked had an exceptional relationship with a nearby large, urban school district; this allowed me to easily reach out to and work closely with district-level science specialists. This relationship helped me gain an appreciation for what museums could learn from schools—not just what schools could learn from museums—when it came to teaching science. Through collaboration, we could capitalize on each other’s strengths and learn from each other. It became clear that if we worked together, we could design programs that would meet both organizations’ needs and help both achieve their goals and engage more students, thus accomplishing things that were unlikely to happen without partnership.

Having had this opportunity to see what can happen through authentic collaboration has shaped my professional values perhaps more than any other experience. It is the type of informal-formal relationship I continue to strive for in my work and encourage other organizations to develop, and what excites me about being a part of Connected Science Learning. While in- and out-of-school learning environments have different features and constraints, maybe to a large degree good science teaching is good science teaching—regardless of setting. All the more reason to bridge the informal-formal divide and work together.

Sine their release in 2013, many states have adopted the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS Lead States) or have revised their own standards in ways that reflect the NGSS. These standards require a significant shift in the way science is currently taught in most classrooms, as well as how we prepare new teachers (Bybee 2014). Notable among these shifts are the integration of science and engineering; the focus on deeper understanding as well as application of science content; the emphasis on coherence in developing concepts; and the intent for classroom activities to reflect the interconnected nature of science and how science is practiced in the real world (NGSS Appendix A). Research shows that by collaborating in the planning, enactment, and reflection on NGSS-aligned lessons, preservice teachers can build their practical knowledge of the NGSS (Hanuscin et al. 2016). However, there are limits to what can be accomplished within the fairly brief experience of the science methods courses preservice teachers take. At the same time, school districts must balance the tensions between the reality of limited resources (e.g., time and money) and the ideal conditions necessary to shift classroom practices to align with the vision of the NGSS (Shelton 2021). Therefore, teacher education programs may also find it challenging to provide high-quality practicum experiences in science that model NGSS-aligned instruction (Hanuscin et al. 2016).

Science museums provide rich opportunities for learners of all ages to engage with science. And, while there is overwhelming evidence that informal institutions can positively impact children’s science learning (NRC 2009), there is also evidence...
of the role and potential for museums to support the learning of both preservice and inservice teachers (Smetana et al. 2017). We recognize that informal science institutions like museums can play an important role in supporting schools and teachers in addressing the NGSS (Short 2014; Schmidt et al. 2014) but may need to develop their capacity to do so (Jablonski 2017; Anderson et al. 2006). Museums may also encounter difficulties in shifting the focus from field trips being viewed as stand-alone events to learning experiences that are part of a broader learning ecosystem for science (Anderson et al. 2006).

Our goal in this project was to develop a partnership that connected science learning in museums, elementary classrooms, and teacher preparation programs that would enhance the capacity of all partners to teach in ways that align with the NGSS. Specifically, we created a practicum partnership through which we developed and piloted complementary classroom curriculum modules and museum-based learning experiences. Our efforts are a response to calls to support teachers in bridging the various domains in which students experience science and to model how preservice teachers could create and sustain connected learning opportunities for future students (Smetana et al. 2017).

### Partners and Motivation

The primary partners in the program include the SPARK Museum of Electrical Invention, Bellingham Public Schools (BPS), and Western Washington University’s Science, Math, and Technology Education (SMATE) program—all of which are located in Bellingham, Washington. We describe each partner and their motivations for forming the partnership below.

The SPARK museum houses a world-class collection of artifacts representing the historic development of electricity, radio, and early technology from the 1600s through the present day. Visitors can observe and interact with artifacts from the laboratories of the early pioneers of electricity, from magnets and Leyden jars to Edison lightbulbs, vacuum tubes, telegraph and telephones—as well as witness a ninefoot-tall Tesla coil in the museum’s MegaZapper show. SPARK has a longstanding relationship with area schools, including BPS, through their field trip programs, and the museum regularly receives teacher requests for additional curriculum resources to support their instruction. With a full-time staff of only two, however, the museum has limited capacity to meet these needs. To provide high-quality curriculum resources, SPARK staff identified their own need to better understand the NGSS and to align their field trip program to the needs and interests of teachers.

BPS serves approximately 12,000 students (66% White). While the district recently adopted a new science curriculum at the middle school level, the current elementary curriculum materials predate the state’s adoption of the NGSS. Only 50.1% of students in BPS met the science standards for the 2018–2019 school year. The district has a longstanding relationship with WWU through the placement of prospective teachers in BPS classrooms for their practicum and student teaching experiences and the district previously partnered with WWU’s Spanel Planetarium in 2016 to customize their programs for fourth- and fifth-grade students to strengthen the alignment with the

### TABLE 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Partner</th>
<th>Resources</th>
<th>Needs/Challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bellingham Public Schools</td>
<td>• Students &amp; Teachers&lt;br&gt;• Pedagogical expertise &amp; mentoring&lt;br&gt;• Experience working with children</td>
<td>• High quality NGSS-aligned curriculum materials&lt;br&gt;• Opportunities for professional learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPARK Museum of Electrical Invention</td>
<td>• Exhibits, materials, and resources related to the history of science and engineering&lt;br&gt;• Expertise in science &amp; engineering content&lt;br&gt;• Field trip program</td>
<td>• Alignment between field trip program and classroom learning aligned to the NGSS&lt;br&gt;• Promote understanding of museum as part of a larger learning ecosystem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMATE Program at Western Washington University</td>
<td>• Expertise in teacher education&lt;br&gt;• Expertise in instructional design&lt;br&gt;• Expertise in NGSS&lt;br&gt;• Prospective teachers</td>
<td>• Practicum opportunities for prospective teacher to enact NGSS-aligned instruction&lt;br&gt;• Support for continued learning of prospective teachers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NGSS. However, the director of teaching, learning, and technology integration for the district recognized the need to do more to support teachers and students in meeting the NGSS at the elementary level.

The SMATE program at Western Washington University offers science content, science methods, and practicum courses for future K-12 teachers. SMATE recognizes the particular challenges to meeting the needs of prospective elementary teachers, the majority of whom do not major in science (Banilower 2019), and who will need to develop the capacity for continued science learning as teachers. SMATE faculty (who have tenure in the sciences or education) have engaged in professional learning related to the NGSS and worked to revise its courses and programs to better reflect these new standards; one part of this process related to the practicum experience and the desire to avoid preservice teachers using outdated curriculum materials that did not align with the NGSS.

Program Development

The partnership was initiated when the education director of the SPARK museum (Abby) reached out to a WWU faculty member (Debi) to gain expertise related to the NGSS, and invited her to give a talk to local informal educators on the topic. At the same time, BPS had reached out to WWU faculty regarding their desire to focus on providing support for integrating STEM in the elementary grades. Because of the existing field trip partnership between SPARK and BPS, it made sense for all three partners to come together. Program development began with conversations among partners about their needs and potential approaches. By coming together, we were able to leverage resources and expertise of all partners to address our individual challenges and meet our collective needs (See Table 1).

The program we developed was a practicum-based partnership through which preservice teachers—working collaboratively with the support of their professor, SPARK museum staff, and BPS personnel—would develop a set of curriculum modules aligned with the NGSS and complementary to the SPARK field trip program. BPS teachers participating in the SPARK field trip program would host WWU students for their practicum, during which they would collaborate to implement and evaluate the curriculum modules. Finally, with input from all parties, the preservice teachers would revise the curriculum modules and make them available at no cost to teachers through the SPARK museum’s educational resources.

The Curriculum Modules

Development of the curriculum modules (Figure 1) took place over one academic quarter (the elementary science methods...
course) with implementation and revision occurring in the subsequent quarter (the elementary science practicum). We leveraged existing high-quality curriculum materials, such as those curated resources in the National Science Teaching Association’s NGSS Hub, and adapted successful NGSS-aligned approaches used by others (e.g., the development of “client cards” for introducing engineering tasks described by Capobianco and colleagues, 2013). We also used the BSCS 5E Learning Cycle (Bybee 1997) as a framework for instructional design and conceptual storylines (Hanuscin et al. 2016) as a way to support coherence within and across lessons.

The completed curriculum modules (see Figure 2) address five NGSS performance expectations spanning engineering and physical science (Figure 3). All modules include supporting materials about the pedagogical framework (5E), as well as a conceptual storyline for each module (Hanuscin et al. 2016), materials needed, handouts, information about the NGSS alignment, and more so that educators can understand how to implement and/or adapt the materials for use with their students in productive ways. Lesson activities use artifacts from the SPARK collection and complement the field trip to the SPARK museum, which can serve as either a provocation or culminating event. When students visit the museum, they are presented with real-world examples of the work of scientists and engineers with a focus on the historical evolution of ideas and electrical devices, showcasing the development and optimization of devices over time. In this way, the field trip provides context for students’ work in the classrooms and helps them make connections between what they are doing and what scientists and engineers do.

Evaluation

The creation and revision of the curriculum modules helped achieve our goal of developing the capacity of all partners to make many of the conceptual shifts identified in Appendix A of the NGSS. As an unfunded initiative, we did not have the resources of an external evaluator; however, we engaged in joint reflection on our partnership to assess its value and consider whether and how we might continue to collaborate in this way. In evaluating the success of our partnership, we sought evidence for this in preservice teachers’ reflections, the modules themselves (including both drafts and the revisions made during implementation), and feedback from students and teachers. Below we highlight four key shifts that we believe our partnership supported.

One key shift in the NGSS is the integration of science and engineering. Few, if any, elementary teachers take coursework in engineering (Banilower 2019). The SPARK museum—with its focus on historical developments in science, technology, and engineering—provided excellent examples of this integration in real life and contributed to conceptualizing how science and engineering might be integrated in the classroom. Developing the curriculum modules provided an opportunity for preservice teachers to expand their knowledge of both science and engineering, and the relationship between them. According to Danny:

My subject matter knowledge for teaching science has also expanded to include engineering, which I had little knowledge of prior to this course. Students are doing science when the goal is to answer a question. Students are doing engineering, on the other hand, when the goal is to define and solve a problem.

The integration of science and engineering also provided opportunities for focusing on deeper understanding of content as well as application of content. This shift was particularly chal-
lenging for preservice teachers, who initially conceptualized science as being more activity-focused. As Ben explained, “My initial lesson plan represented my preconception of science being more driven by hands-on activities where students just magically grasp the big concept I wanted them to learn.” In the modules, the client cards presented problems that invited students to use the knowledge they developed about circuits and energy to design a solution. Several preservice teachers commented on the success of this approach and their observations of students’ ability to apply their new understandings:

The biggest indicator for me was at the very end when the students created their designs. Some even figured out how to use the switch and understood how it worked without ever having seen it. The students’ designs all really impressed me because they created creative and unique circuits centered around solving a problem. The proof for me was at the end when I saw their designs and when I talked to the students individually about their designs it was clear that they were understanding and could apply what they were learning.

Despite this success, preservice and collaborating teachers felt there was a need for greater scaffolding to support all students in drawing on the knowledge they were developing about circuits. In revising the modules, we incorporated a student-generated Engineering Manual to be used at the end of each module as a way for students to keep track of key scientific ideas they had learned that could inform the design of their final solution. Specific prompts for the Engineering Manuals were designed to help make students’ thinking visible and allow teachers to evaluate students’ progress through the modules, identifying areas for individualized support.

For many preservice teachers, the ideas in the modules were new content that they were learning as they planned; however, the process of creating the modules content knowledge in being able to design lessons in which the science concepts build coherently another key shift in the NGSS. One of the tools we used to build coherence within and across the modules was a conceptual storyline (Hanuscin et al. 2016, adapted from Bybee 2015). As Paola noted, “Building conceptual and coherent storylines is challenging with new con-

### Figure 3

These NGSS performance expectations provide the foundation for the curriculum modules.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance Expectations</th>
<th>Connections to classroom activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-5-ETS1-1. Define a simple design problem reflecting a need or a want that includes specified criteria for success and constraints on materials, time, or cost.</td>
<td>Students identify the problems that items in the SPARK collection were designed to solve. Students are introduced to a series of ‘client cards’ that describe problems that can be solved by designing an electrical device.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-PS3-2. Make observations to provide evidence that energy can be transferred from place to place by sound, light, heat, and electric currents.</td>
<td>Students observe how different circuit configurations function, and how energy can be transferred as light, heat, and sound via electric current.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-5-ETS1-2. Generate and compare multiple possible solutions to a problem based on how well each is likely to meet the criteria and constraints of the problem.</td>
<td>Students compare various iterations of electrical items in the SPARK to understand their optimization in solving a problem. Students develop knowledge about circuits and how they can be designed in different ways to solve the problem they choose.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-PS3-4. Apply scientific ideas to design and test a device that converts energy from one form to another.</td>
<td>Students design and test a device to solve the problem of their choice, using the understanding they build about how circuit systems work in each module.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-5-ETS1-3. Plan and carry out fair tests in which variables are controlled and failure points are considered to identify aspects of a model or prototype that can be improved.</td>
<td>Students test their prototype devices and use peer feedback to optimize their designs before creating a ‘product pitch’ for their solution.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
tent and teachers must have a strong and deep knowledge base to do this.” Building a conceptual storyline for each module helped preservice teachers consider the connections between activities and how those ideas built over time across modules. The notion of a “storyline” also helped them critically evaluate the lessons in terms of whether students were making these intended connections:

At times, the lessons did seem a little disconnected, but they did all eventually tie back together. I wasn’t entirely sure if the students were understanding the connections while we were teaching the introduction module, module 1, and module 2. But once we got to module 3, the students were using some of the vocabulary we had taught them and making connections between the Makey-Makeys and the circuit systems we had built. It was wonderful to see everything come together!

Others realized how each piece of the experience—including the field trip—was necessary to create an overall coherent learning experience for students. “Students struggled to make the connections between the concepts we were exploring and how it directly related to the client cards and field trip; however, once we finished at the SPARK museum, they all were excited to “put their engineer caps” on and find solutions to their client cards.” This affirmed the importance of the learning that took place in both spaces (school and museum settings).

The activities in the modules—which collaborating teachers noted were “high quality” and more “interactive” than their existing science curriculum materials—were intended to mirror what scientists and engineers do. That is, to reflect the interconnected nature of science as it is practiced and experienced in the real world. Conversations between preservice and collaborating teachers during implementation made clear, however, that what was missing were actual examples of real scientists and engineers that might challenge stereotypical views about who can do science. In the revision process, SPARK museum staff were again an important resource. With their help, we revised the modules to highlight the work of scientists such as Lewis Latimer, a black inventor and patent draftsman whose Maxim Lamp, developed in 1881, is in SPARK’s collection. This also prompted us to strengthen the connection between real-world examples of science and engineering innovations to specific items in the collection that students would observe on the field trip. In turn, this helped museum staff understand an area in which they could fulfill an important need for teachers in terms of showcasing the diversity of those involved in the history of scientific and engineering developments related to electricity. As SPARK staff explained:

Being able to work in partnership helped us fill gaps in what we are able to do, and to carry out our mission and serve students better than we could do on our own. It not only gave us a better understanding of the NGSS, but helped us gain insight into the realities of the classroom and challenges teachers encounter implementing science. This helped us realize what kind of supporting role we can play in meeting the vision of the NGSS.

Lessons Learned and Challenges

In many ways, our partnership was a success—but not one easy to replicate without careful planning and consideration, as well as investment from all partners. In this section, we describe both lessons learned and challenges we encountered.

Students working together to successfully complete a circuit to power a fan.
Lesson #1: The Benefits of Common/Shared Teaching Experiences

One notable difference between this practicum arrangement and the traditional arrangement is that rather than being spread across grade levels and topics, all preservice teachers were working on and implementing the same lessons. This benefited the instructor while providing targeted support but also created different affordances for preservice teachers to support one another. All preservice teachers were paired for the practicum experience, so they had peer support as well as support from the collaborating teachers. As one explained, “Having a partner teacher to bounce ideas off of and to offer support when things did not go so well was extremely helpful.” Working on implementing the same lessons also afforded opportunities for collaboration beyond their teaching partners. Bridget noted, “We met outside of class as colleagues to prepare and support one another.” In this manner, preservice teachers could draw on their experiences across classrooms and schools to engage in solving shared problems and challenges in implementing the modules. This also allowed the group to compare and contrast how different approaches worked, or how the same approaches might work differently with different students.

Lesson #2: The Importance of Collaborating as Colleagues

While the structure of the practicum provided a common experience, we recognize that developing trust in each other and the ability to collaborate as colleagues was necessary for realizing the affordances of that shared experience. A sense of collegiality formed in the methods course as preservice teachers worked together but also extended into the practicum as preservice teachers collaborated with classroom teachers. As Paola noted, “This was totally different from any other course or practicum experience; we built relationships as colleagues (with teachers and our peers).” Importantly, the scope and nature of this project was such that collaboration was necessary—no one teacher (preservice or inservice) could accomplish individually what the group could accomplish through collaboration. As Ben explained, “Collaborating with others in this way prepared us for collaborating in the future. It helped me realize how much each person has to offer, and how important collaboration and partnership can be as an educator. I feel more prepared now to collaborate in my future career.” Similarly, other preservice teachers noted the value of collaboration with community partners like the SPARK museum, “I feel like I have a blueprint now for how to connect with the community beyond my classroom—I feel empowered as a teacher knowing I can do that!”

Lesson #3: The Value of Authentic Engagement

Our partnership provided a meaningful context for preservice teachers to enact what they were learning in their teacher education program, engaging in an approximation of practice (Grossman et al. 2009) that was authentic to the work of teaching science, not just in terms of collaboration, as mentioned above, but also in terms of teaching practice and motivation. Preservice teachers recognized that their instructional design went “beyond the hypothetical lesson plans” they often wrote in other courses. Rather than viewing the project as an assignment, they viewed it as an authentic form of engagement. As Workshop participant dismantling an operation game to understand how circuits work.
Bridget reflected, “In terms of our motivation, we were not just doing it for the A. When we were connected to all these stakeholders, we were accountable and wanted to make it meaningful and quality.” The cycle of planning, enacting, and reflection in which they collaborated with classroom teachers provided them with new insights about teaching. Rather than think at the lesson level, preservice teachers could view the curriculum more holistically, “I was able to see how all the pieces connect (standards, activities, questioning)—and better understand underlying pieces of the curriculum and rationale.” Teaching is complex work that can often appear deceptively simple; this complexity became visible to preservice teachers through their engagement in the entire process from unpacking the NGSS to refining the curriculum modules. Though daunting, preservice teachers saw the value of this challenging work:

When it was first discussed that we would be creating [the modules] as a class, I immediately felt overwhelmed. But I decided to challenge myself and elected to [work on module 3] even though I felt I had no idea what I was doing. This is something I would never have done at the beginning of [my program] because I wanted to stay within what I was comfortable with. Which makes no sense to me because that’s not what I want my future students to do when I teach them science! I want them to branch out and feel confident enough in themselves to try something they are unsure about.

**Challenge #1: Time**

While we were able to make changes to the nature of the practicum experience, one thing not within our power to change was the schedule. As a “course,” the practicum experience is scheduled for Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays from 12:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. Preservice teachers are enrolled in other courses as well, so we are limited to this schedule for their teaching in classrooms. This meant that preservice teachers could not teach lessons on consecutive days and that classroom teachers had to be flexible in adjusting their schedules for science to be taught during the afternoon time block. Additionally, because the BPS district implements an “early release schedule” on Thursdays, our window for enacting the lessons was even more limited. Within the 10-week quarter, preservice teachers were able to teach a total of 8 sessions, with the time for collaborating with teachers outside of this varying greatly from site to site. Some grade-level teams had planning time that closely aligned with our schedule, offering greater opportunities for conversation about implementation than others. Additionally, not all preservice teachers got to accompany their classrooms on the field trip, due to their other coursework. An important consideration in undertaking partnerships of this nature is the potential for (mis) alignment of schedules.

**Challenge #2: Materials**

Access to materials can be a barrier to implementing the kind of instruction envisioned by the NGSS. The world-class collection of artifacts at the SPARK museum enables teachers to showcase real-world examples of engineering design that they could not have provided on their own. The SMATE program’s equipment center had all necessary materials available for the modules to be implemented in classrooms and was able to supplement the materials available to BPS teachers. However, given the lessons were being simultaneously taught in 12 different classrooms, this necessitated sharing of materials and equipment within and across schools. BPS district staff and SPARK museum were helpful in ensuring that materials were available, but the process was not perfect. In cases where batteries or bulbs were not working, or few Makey-Makey kits were available, classes had to make less-than-ideal adjustments to their plans. Subsequently, Western Washington University and SPARK have worked with BPS on grant funding to provide additional materials and equipment to teachers and have instituted a check-out program for teachers through the materials and equipment resource center housed within SMATE.

**Challenge #3: Flexibility**

Because we implemented the modules in 12 different classrooms at 4 different schools, there was understandably a high level of variation in the needs, interests, and abilities of students, and the way in which teachers and preservice teachers decided to implement specific activities. For example, some classes voted on a single client card to address, others assigned different client cards to each group, and others allowed individual students to choose. One class even created a new client card based on students’ interests. Additionally, some classes focused more on oral and pictorial forms of communication, whereas others relied more heavily on written forms of discourse. As one preservice teacher commented, “I really liked the flexibility we had—it didn’t feel like a script to follow—but we were able to see how all the pieces connect and keep to the storyline of the unit as we made changes.” Capturing these variations and rationales was an important part of our revision process, to support teachers in making productive adaptations that were consistent with the overall storyline and intention of the modules. We recognize this is likely to be more challenging to teachers who are new to using the materials or who are less familiar with the content.
Next Steps

The modules we created were developed into an eBook format and are freely available to teachers through the SPARK website. We note that both development and implementation of the modules occurred in-person, as this program preceded the shift to online learning necessitated by the COVID-19 pandemic. In response to the pandemic, SPARK museum staff—with the support of WWU faculty and a cohort of volunteer preservice teachers from the program—were able to incorporate virtual options into the eBook for teachers to use during online instruction.

We are excited to observe the continued use of these modules by participants and are working to support others in using the materials as well. Several of the preservice teachers involved in this program were subsequently assigned to student teach in fourth-grade classrooms at other schools in BPS and have been able to collaborate with a new group of teachers in implementing the modules. Several preservice teachers who have since graduated are also using the modules in their classrooms across the state. SPARK, BPS, and WWU are currently engaged in developing professional development opportunities for teachers interested in learning more about the curriculum. SPARK staff and preservice teachers have also presented the modules at NSTA conferences, expanding the pool of users beyond our state and region. Our efforts have also drawn the attention of other informal science education institutions in our region, who will now be engaging in similar collaborations with BPS and a new cohort of preservice teachers from WWU!

Concluding Thoughts

The program we created illustrates the benefit of collaboration between formal and informal education to support teacher learning. By working together, we were able to build knowledge and capacity among all partners to make the conceptual shifts required by the NGSS, but also create something that would be useful to others in making these shifts as well. We hope that these efforts will SPARK continued learning among all partners and from CSL readers!
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Teacher-Learning, Meaning-Making, and Integrating ISE Practices in Diverse Urban Classrooms

BY JENNIFER D. ADAMS, AMY DEFELICE, AND SUSAN MCCULLOUGH

The informal science education (ISE) field has long advocated for science-rich cultural institutions and schools to work together to create ecosystems of enriching science teaching and learning experiences for teachers and students (Bever et al. 2010). Science teacher learning at the nexus of formal and informal education allows teachers to leverage the affordances of each in their teaching practice (Gupta, Trowbridge, and MacDonald 2016). Affordances of ISE teacher learning includes motivating structures for learning to teach, opportunities to learn inquiry-based teaching approaches, unique opportunities for the development of content and pedagogical knowledge, and deeper understandings about the nature of science and work of scientists (Avraamidou 2014). Accessing these affordances in teacher learning contributes to the development of teacher agency and identities that are responsive to the shifting social contexts of the classroom (Adams and Gupta 2017) and supports the development of “more equitable learning ecologies that are inclusive of all students and supportive of student interest driven learning, empowerment and agency” (Rahm 2016, p. 195).

Our research suggests that science teachers aim to inspire lifelong science learning in their students through meaningful science teaching, especially for diverse learners who are often excluded from enriching science learning opportunities (Adams...
and Gupta 2013). In defining diversity, we avoid the conceptual narrowing that limits the definition to only include racial, linguistic, and ethnic differences (Liu and Ball 2019). Instead, we use an intersectional definition that describes diverse learners as all who are historically underserved in education, including “typically marginalized student groups enrolled in urban school districts, such as culturally and linguistically diverse Latinx or Black students who generally qualify for the federal free/reduced lunch program” (Avalos, Perez, and Thor- rington 2020, p. 225) as well as those with physical and cognitive disabilities. Increasing the engagement of diverse learners require educators to be able to create learning experiences that make science relevant in students’ lives and their communities (Marco-Bujosa, Friedman, and Kramer 2021). Partnerships and collaborations between informal and formal institutions for teacher education are positioned to meet this aim.

Collaborative Space for Teacher Learning

This article emerges from a larger NSF-funded research-to-practice project entitled Informal Learning Environments in Teacher Education for STEM (ILETES). The core group of the research project was the ILETES Collaborative (hereafter the Collaborative), a group of nine teachers who taught middle or high school science in New York City public schools who had also engaged in ISE either as a part of their preservice or inservice teacher training or both. The preservice training entailed credit-bearing courses taught in partnership with Brooklyn College, City University of New York, and the American Museum of Natural History. Inservice professional development included teacher learning as a part of a citywide initia-
hands-on activities” to “motivate them to [learn] whatever concept I want them to know” and mentioned “collaborative learning” as a part of this motivation process.

Over time, the group cogenerat ed new meanings of ISE that resonated with their experiences, observations, and values as science teachers. For a National Science Teaching Association presentation, the Collaborative articulated:

[ISE is] a way of approaching science teaching and learning that is personally meaningful, has real-world relevance and allows students to engage in science and engineering practices in multifaceted ways in and outside the classroom. ISE approaches encourage creativity and push students to become innovative, critical thinkers, in ways that exceed learning expectations. (Smith, T., et al. 2018)

For the Collaborative, the meaning of ISE further shifted over time from solely focusing on practices to including the affordances that ISE approaches provided diverse learners. In the following sections we highlight some of the teacher discussions that contributed to the evolution of ISE for the classroom.

Finding Opportunities in Constraints

ISE is often associated with field trips and out-of-classroom learning as well as having a range of tools of science (i.e., microscopes, rock samples, and triple beam balances) in the classroom available to teach science. Further, teachers often felt constrained in their science teaching in their schools. For example, Evelyn often discussed how she had to advocate for science in her school, “I think sometimes the culture of my school is that science is not important.” In a school that emphasized math and English language because they were the assessed subjects, science had limited time and resources.

Jackie, a high school teacher concurred, “We’re under [a] structure. We can’t do what we really want to do, and I think that’s why we get frustrated.” However, as teachers continued to engage in the Collaborative, these conversations shifted to using ISE approaches in ways that overcame the challenges that come with the realities of schooling.

During the discussion on the six strands of ISE as outlined in “Learning Science in Informal Environments” mentioned above, Jackie noted, “The one I struggle with most is using tools, just because sometimes we don’t have them available to us, so it’s hard to incorporate that into our lessons … but that’s a really important part of science.” Matt prompted his colleagues to think beyond ISE as field trips, “why can’t we just put the informal inside the classroom, why does it have to be outside the classroom? When
you think of what it is—we are learning, we’re relaxed, we’re critically thinking, why can’t we just do that in the classroom?” Matt taught high school Earth science in the Bronx where many of his students lived, “not in public housing, not in regular apartments, but in shelters.” His school was concerned about passing rates on the standardized exam, “I’ve got to worry about [passing rates] or I lose my job.” For learning new material and reviewing previously taught content, Matt’s participation in the Collaborative supported him to design activities that creatively used his classroom space to foster student-centered, collaborative learning, “I designed a model where I construct alternative, four different paths for the students to go through stations.” He initially learned station teaching in an ISE professional development and adapted it for his students with different abilities. As he showed the video of his students engaged in the activity, he described the different pathways where students with differing levels of understanding progressed at their own challenge and also allowed students with higher levels of understanding to help others. His aim was to ensure that the lowest performing students understand, “because if my lowest performing students display an understanding or mastery of the concept … then I know that I am going to have a successful lesson…because I can assume most of my students understand it.” Matt’s notion of ISE included using the space in his classroom to structure learning that fosters student agency and embedding reflection, peer-to-peer learning and self-assessment to make their learning visible.

Matt’s comment prompted the Collaborative to think differently about ISE in ways that disrupted the dichotomy of formal versus informal, moving them toward conceptualizing a continuum of practices along a formal to informal spectrum that meet students’ needs and learning goals. The Collaborative became the space where the conceptual resource of ISE was actively reimagined and adapted to meet the needs of their students and resonate with who they were becoming as teachers.

**Thinking Expansively About Field Experiences**

Evelyn, an African American teacher, valued exposing her mostly Black, Caribbean-immigrant students to a variety of science experiences within and outside of the school. Recognizing the brilliance in her students, she knew that they needed inspiration beyond textbooks and exams, “you put a book in front of them, they read and it’s just like, that’s it. But then they go out there and they feel like scientists, and they really connect what they are learning; it’s like this discovery, wow.” For Evelyn, it was important to “connect science and the real world” and therefore she used her weekends to take students on field trips,

I took a group of students out last week Saturday for free – I don’t get paid for that – I took them to Rockefeller University, every year they have a science center… and we had an amazing time and just to see my students when they are in those informal learning environments, how they learn, and the opportunity that they have because a lot of them don’t get that opportunity on an everyday basis. When I do take them out, I see how things they have learned in the classroom comes back to them. I’m just so passionate about that and seeing them in different environments and they’re so excited! That’s the thing—they are so beyond excited to just go somewhere different and see different things. And these kids love science!

Beyond a traditional field trip to an informal science institution, Evelyn sought events where students could experience the relevance of the science they were learning in the classroom. “Our community and especially African American and Latino students, you don’t really see them becoming scientists [as often] because they are not [as likely to be] exposed to it and the parents at home [may] not really see the importance of science.” More than observing objects and exhibits, Evelyn planned her field trips to allow her students to interact with scientists, especially scientists and college science students of color—ask questions and expand on topics that they cover in the classroom. The field trips were also a source of professional growth for Evelyn; experiencing her students’ excitement and engagement helped further fuel her passion for expanding science learning opportunities for her students. She noted that the parents began to take notice that “what I am doing is benefitting the kids, but I think it
benefits the school as a whole. The parents come, they are involved, they ask about me. They are excited, the kids are excited.” Sharing a racialized identity with her students, Evelyn noted, “in our communities…parents really need to understand that science is a very important subject, and that curiosity is the foundation for so many different things—asking questions, getting kids to think logically, just to expand on reasoning and explaining…” ISE experiences allowed Evelyn to share her passion for science with her students and advocate for the importance of science education with school administrators and parents.

Transforming Learning Spaces

When teaching science with an ISE lens, teachers emphasize learner-centered approaches. Matt described: “I become a facilitator without giving too much intervention.” Matt described how he first observed this approach in one of his ISE preservice courses, “Informal is exploring with no guidance, professors are stepping back and saying go out there and observe and come back and tell me what you found … students doing the building, professors nudging.” He wanted to incorporate this approach as much as he could as it allowed him to step back and watch his students learn and observe what topics and activities resonated with them and the ways they brought their cultures, as youth, into the classroom. For example, Matt shared pictures of tables that he painted with chalkboard paint and windows with students’ diagrams drawn with dry erase markers. He used the term “tagging” to describe this practice, transferring a word associated with graffiti or street art into the classroom. This was especially important for his students with Individualized Education Plans (IEPs) as it allowed them to generate their own visual cues for learning. If students were having trouble understanding a concept, he encouraged them to “work it out” on the chalk-desk, this also allowed him to see how they were thinking about a particular concept.

Matt also created a WhatsApp group, a social media communication tool already used by his students, to help reinforce concepts that they learned in the classroom (Adams 2019). In this WhatsApp group students posed questions, viewed Matt explaining concepts on his whiteboard in his garage, and participated in short quizzes while also having dialogues with each other about the concepts they were reviewing. They also offered each other encouraging words and expressed frustration when someone posted an answer before they had worked it out for themselves. In many ways, Matt brought the visual and tactile culture of museums into his classroom.

Engaging in Real-World Science

The Collaborative teachers saw connecting real-world, everyday science with the classroom as a salient aspect of ISE. While real-world science could refer to engaging in practices of scientific research, it could also entail allowing students to learn about the science behind phenomena that is of interest to them. Getting students to ask questions about the natural and built worlds is essential because it affords multi-modal opportunities for science learning (DeFelice 2021).

Evelyn described how she encouraged students to draw on pop culture for a project that would later be shared with families on her school’s science night. Her students were able to choose any phenomena of interest to them. “This is the premise: come up with the concept, ‘tell me the science behind it, that’s it.’” Some chose the “Cinnamon Challenge,” a TikTok phenomenon. These students sought to understand what happens when a person ingests cinnamon. While the students did not use human subjects in their investigations, their inquiries still allowed them to examine questions of the type “what happens when…” Students made inferences between the properties of cinnamon and side-effects in humans. Other groups of students examined the science behind beauty trends such as lip enhancement while others stuck to more usual classroom science topics like plant growth. Evelyn reflected on the activity noting the level of student engagement, “I have IEP students who have instructional support, my [special education] students… everyone is working, everyone is engaged, you know during that project everyone was doing something. You had the kids who are the slower kids or ‘the bottom third,’ they’re working, they’re engaged like I’ve never seen.” Sofia, a Latina high school science teacher, agreed and responded, “You know it’s effective when the student who is usually in the bottom third comes and tells the upper third ‘Oh no, you’re wrong…”’ Sofia and Evelyn both observed how the ISE practices of exploring personally relevant science topics engaged a range of learners.
Similarly, Tara explained a lesson she did on bodies in motion. For the lesson students went outside and participated in activities such as tug of war, relay race, arm wrestling, soccer penalty kicks, and skateboarding to investigate how their bodies move. Tara described the level of engagement in this way: “So the kids who were like quiet, yeah, they were involved. Like everyone was doing it.” ISE was a way of bringing everyday science into the classroom. It allowed students to have multiple entry points to and agency for their own learning while allowing teachers to observe their learners, both as unique individuals and as a classroom collective.

**Evolving and Adapting as Teacher Learners**

Learning to teach is an ongoing process. Teachers regularly seek new approaches or strategies to incorporate into their lessons for their diverse learners. Teachers learn different strategies for teaching through professional development programs, independent research, personal experiences, reflection, and importantly, from other teachers. Through “ongoing augmenting and adapting of resources at hand [to create] new science teaching engagements” (Adams 2020, p. 470), teachers expanded approaches to foster meaningful science learning. As Evelyn reflected, “As a teacher you are always evolving.” However, it can be challenging to continually revise one’s teaching practice. Evelyn continued, “I just feel like I’m constantly revamping, constantly thinking, but that’s my struggle. It’s not like, am I struggling as a teacher, but am I underestimating my kids? That’s what I’m always thinking. So that’s where the informal really gives me a chance to really see what my kids can do on their own without so much instruction.” For Evelyn and other teachers in the Collaborative, the ongoing questioning of their practice as teachers, how they were meeting the needs of their students, and the ways they were giving their students agency in their own learning were central to how they articulated and adapted ISE practices for their classrooms. ISE approaches allowed them to observe student learning and engagement, which, in turn, helped them further evolve their practices. Further, the teachers who taught in schools with large populations of racialized students viewed informal science learning as a way for students to build positive associations with science learning (DeFelice 2021; Adams 2020) as well as make science relevant to their home, family, and community, and a space for imagining possible careers.

**Challenges and Successes to Dialogic Teacher Learning**

The dialogic nature of the Collaborative resulted in a number of successes not typically present in more structured professional development formats. For example, when teachers participate in ISE learning, they often become excited about sharing the same experiences with their students and these experiences are often centered around the resources at the ISE site. However, when teachers return to the classroom and are confronted by existing logistical and administrative constraints, the excitement wanes. This often leads to teachers not implementing ISE experiences or practices in their classrooms. The examples shared in this article suggest that participation in an ongoing dialogic space, like the Collaborative, that allows teachers to share their ideas about science teaching and learning may be an effective strategy for translating professional learning to classroom implementation. The Collaborative meetings were structured in ways that allowed these and other dialogues to emerge. For instance, a “loose agenda” structured the meetings that first involved a check-in and opportunities for teachers to share reflections, ideas, artifacts, and challenges that came about since the last meeting. Usually, these check-ins provided context for fruitful discussions not only around issues of designing activities to teach science content, but also confronting how social is-
sues such as racial inequity exist in science and education. For the teachers in the study, ISE approaches were also equity approaches as they allowed teachers to engage a range of learners and provide opportunities for their students to build positive experiences and identities around science.

Challenges to the ILETES project included being situated in a geographically large school district. Identifying a centrally located meeting spot was constraining for many teachers since it was, at minimum, a 45-minute commute from their schools. This contributed to inconsistent attendance; nonetheless, there were 3–5 teachers at each meeting and a core group of 5 teachers (out of 9) that participated for the entire three years. The teachers in the Collaborative were not active on social media, which resulted in limited interactions between meetings and infrequent dissemination of discussions and practices with a larger audience.

Despite these challenges, teachers shared with us that they found value in the Collaborative. As opposed to mandated professional development, the Collaborative was self-selected, thus participating teachers had an existing commitment to their own professional growth and learning. Further, the longitudinal nature of the group fostered a building of trust which also allowed for deeper conversations. Teachers received a stipend for their participation; however, two of the teachers who did not initially know they would receive a stipend were some of the most consistent participants.

(Re)defining ISE

For the Collaborative, the idea of ISE as a physical resource you can visit persisted, but participants extended their definition of ISE to also include the enactment of student-centered science teaching and learning. From analyzing audio recordings from the Collaborative meetings, dialogues with teachers about the Collaborative, and reflecting on facilitating—observing the group, the following central themes were found to have contributed to the evolution of teacher understandings and implementations of ISE:

- **Engaging in Unstructured Dialogues** —The overarching goal of the Collaborative meetings was to share and discuss ISE practices. Teachers were encouraged to discuss their successes and frustrations around designing and enacting ISE-related practices in their classrooms. This allowed teachers to empathize with each other about their enactment challenges while at the same time collectively view constraints as opportunities for expanding their ISE practices. These unstructured dialogues also mirrored the open-ended, question-oriented, self-directed approaches that the teachers valued in their ISE learning experiences. The overarching question of “how do you incorporate what you learned in ISE in your classroom” allowed a range of discussions to emerge and provided expanded space for the sharing and co-generation of teacher knowledge.

- **Active and Shared Learning** —The learning during the Collaborative meetings mirrored how learning happens in ISE contexts. The teachers learned through dialogues with each other and interactions with shared artifacts and resources. They also used ISE to informally structure their own in-situ professional learning because it created opportunities for them to observe their students engaging in science experiences. Teachers identified specific practices they viewed as consistent with ISE—questioning, observing, discussing, collaborating, critically thinking, imagining—and used these approaches to structure science teaching and learning in their classrooms, thus allowing students to make connections between science and their everyday lives in a meaningful way.

- **Centering Identities** —Teachers collectively recognized that effective science teaching required them to humanize their learners and leverage the strengths that they bring to the classroom. They also discussed how racialization and other oppressions were constraints to effective science learning and ways that they worked in response to resist and transform these constraints. For example, they noted how the Black and Latinx schools typically do not have the science equipment and labs that were found in White, affluent schools. They described how this contributed to students’ lack of basic science skills, such as using a microscope or weighing objects using a balance. As many of the teachers in the Collaborative were also racialized and experienced deficit-oriented narratives themselves, the Collaborative provided a safe space for open discussions about these issues. This also offered visceral examples for participating White teachers who had not experienced similar oppressions that positioned all participating teachers to be better advocates for their students. Articulating ISE practices in relation to these discussions allowed teachers to forefront the social identities and learning needs of their students.

- **Leveraging Learners’ Strengths** —The framing of ISE as being self-directed, emergent, and creative gave teachers the conceptual space to discuss and design strength-based approaches in their classroom. They viewed ISE as an opportunity to stand back and observe their learners and identify their areas of struggles and strength. ISE gave
teachers the space to ask learners what interests them and design activities around those interests. ISE also allowed teachers to integrate popular cultural references and youth communication styles in the science learning space. The Collaborative teachers shifted focus from required curricular content to also include fostering student interest, engagement, and providing diverse learners with tools for success in the science classroom.

While individual reflection is important for teacher learning, our work shows that reflecting with others is also salient because it is in collaborative interactions that teachers are able to share, discuss, work together, and cogenerate meanings that have the potential to transform science teaching and learning to include more equitable, engaging, and creative practices.
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Virtual Coaching PLCs In and Out of School

BY KATE COOK, HANNAH LAKIN, SUE ALLEN, SCOTT BYRD, BRITTNEY NICKERSON, AND KATE KASTELEIN

Instructional coaching and professional learning communities (PLCs) are both productive activities for advancing the practice of STEM educators. Both forms of professional learning are best done in collegial peer groups or with independent, non-evaluative coaches. In small educational settings—such as out-of-school time (OST) programs with limited front-line staff or rural schools with limited numbers of teachers in each grade level or subject area—innovative strategies for engaging in professional learning are needed. One approach is to engage educators virtually with peers across multiple organizations or schools.

In Part 1 of this article, we describe a Virtual Coaching PLC approach designed with and for out-of-school educators that blends instructional coaching with PLCs in a virtual environment. Our approach is the cornerstone of the Afterschool Coaching for Reflective Educators in STEM (ACRES) project. Informed by the success of mostly in-school PLCs and instructional coaching, we designed our approach for afterschool providers and library staff—educators who are often isolated in their work and have limited time to engage in professional learning. Lessons learned from our Virtual Coaching PLC work with out-of-school educators are having important, productive impacts on our work with in-school educators. In Part 2, we illustrate the types of adaptations we make when using the approach with in-school educators. Finally, in Part 3, we explore implications for continuing to build upon the mutually strengthening nature of this out-of-school and in-school use of Virtual Coaching PLCs.

Part 1: The ACRES Approach to Virtual Coaching PLCs

Context

PLCs are an increasingly popular approach to professional learning for in-school teachers and administrators. Typically, PLC groups consist of 10–15 professionals engaged in collaborative learning to improve practice, problem solve, learn a new skill, and contribute
new knowledge or original products (McKenzie 2014; Vance et al. 2016). Despite the many advantages of PLCs, it can be difficult to engage educators in continued involvement in PLCs due to time and financial barriers (McConnell et al. 2013). Educators working in OST settings often have more restrictive budgets and schedules compared with formal educators, and many OST organizations may not be large enough or centralized enough to easily host and facilitate PLCs. As such, PLCs for out-of-school educators have been slow to take hold, and with a few notable exceptions (e.g., Martin et al. 2019), out-of-school educators have limited opportunities to participate in PLCs to improve practice (Vance et al. 2016).

A second extremely effective approach to improving STEM educator practice for in-school settings is instructional coaching. Instructional coaching often occurs in a coach/educator pairing. Together, the educator and the coach work toward collaboratively identified goals, which may include improving a particular instructional practice, learning a new instructional skill, or improving certain student outcomes (Desimone and Pak 2017; Gibbons and Cobb 2017). While instructional coaching is a promising approach to professional learning, the process is time intensive and requires a designated coach with deep contextual knowledge. Once again, it can be extremely difficult to engage out-of-school educators in instructional coaching cycles due to limited funding, limited time, and fast-paced, ever-changing educational contexts. Just as PLCs have been slow to take hold in OST contexts due to organizational limitations, instructional coaching has been largely limited to formal educational contexts.

Physical distance from professional learning events further exacerbates financial and time constraints, particularly for geographically isolated educators and programs, often resulting in unequal access to professional learning opportunities. Since its inception, the ACRES program has sought to address these challenges by making our professional learning completely virtual for all educators. We have developed and continue to refine many effective strategies and approaches to engaging educators in interactive and collaborative professional learning (see “Beyond the Webinar: Dynamic Online STEM Professional Development”; Brasili and Allen 2019). As a result of our focused efforts to develop fully virtual, interactive, and collaborative PLCs focused on instructional coaching, we were exceptionally well positioned to quickly respond to virtual professional learning needs and strategies resulting from the COVID-19 shutdowns and continued restrictions.

**Our Approach**

The ACRES project was originally designed to capitalize on the successes of PLCs and instructional coaching in formal educational settings and adapt both strategies in ways that make them accessible and productive for OST educators, particularly after-school program staff and librarians. The ACRES approach for professional learning draws key components from PLCs and instructional coaching, effectively blending the two such that participants engage in coaching cycles as part of a collegial group.
We refer to this type of professional learning as Virtual Coaching PLCs (see Figure 1). In these PLCs, educators convene in small peer-based cohorts with the goal of improving practice through new skill acquisition and peer-based coaching. Virtual Coaching PLCs are facilitated by non-evaluative facilitators with expertise in developing meaningful, productive communities of practice in the targeted instructional skills of the cohort.

The essential structure of the ACRES approach consists of cycles in which an experienced coach introduces a new skill and participants have time to practice it. They then share a video of themselves using it in their interactions with youth, with accompanying discussion and suggestions from the coach and their peers (see Table 1).

A more detailed description of the structure of the PD follows:

1. Setup: Our virtual coaching PLCs are made up of approximately 4–10 educators working in various locations (most often rural) across the United States. We have engaged groups as large as 25 but have found these groups often become unwieldy, which minimizes productive discourse. Groups smaller than 4 are too small to generate substantive dialogue. While some virtual coaching PLCs will take part as a team from one OST program or network, we also have groups composed of educators who were previously strangers. The educators in each PLC provide programming from preK through 12th grade with a majority working with youth in grades 3–5. Materials needed to fully participate include a computer with a webcam, an internet connection, a camera (usually a smartphone) to record their practice, and common household materials for hands-on STEM activities (e.g., cotton balls, tape, scissors).

2. Introduction: The skill introduction happens during a group workshop, typically about two hours long. (a) The coach begins by introducing the skill (e.g., “asking purposeful questions” or “giving youth voice and choice”). The group then watches a video of an afterschool educator using the skill effectively (see first photo below), and the coach facilitates a microanalysis of how the skill was used and what response it elicited from the youth. The video analysis helps educators both recognize the skill in action and look for evidence of its impact on the youth. (b) Participants virtually engage in a hands-on activity (e.g., designing a water filter) while the coach demonstrates the skill in context, followed by group discussion (see second photo below). (c) The coach distributes a reference document with concrete strategies for implementing the skill (e.g., a page of specific question starters). Participants then try out the skill while doing a short hands-on activity.

3. Practicing the skill: (a) The educators have two to three weeks to practice the new skill in their programs and with their youth. They can choose to practice the skill in either the context of the same STEM activity demonstrated by the coach or any other hands-on activity of their choosing. (b) Using a smartphone, tablet, or other recording device available to them, educators video record themselves practicing the skill with youth. (Prior to filming, youth and their parents are provided with a courtesy letter informing them that youth may be video-taped while engaging in STEM activities for the purposes of educator professional learning. The letter states that a small number of other educators may view the recording during a coaching session and that following the coaching session, the videotape will be destroyed.) (c) If the video is longer than a few minutes, they edit it down to two or three minutes and upload to a private shared space, such as FlipGrid or Vimeo, where others in the group can view it, but it is not publicly available (since it includes identifiable recordings of minors).

4. Getting coached: (a) During one to two group sessions with the coach (each typically 60–90 minutes), the educator frames the video so that others can understand what they are seeing (describing the youth, the activity, the reasons for selecting this part, and any specific thoughts they have about their experience of trying the skill). (b) After watching the video, the peers and the coach take turns offering feedback to the video presenter in the structured form of “one strength” and “one opportunity to consider going forward.” (c) Educators take turns presenting their videos and offering feedback, so that each person gets multiple opportunities to think about how the skill can be used and adapted to different settings and activities (see third photo on the next page).

Our professional learning was designed to focus on a subset of skills that (1) have been shown to be fundamental to strong STEM pedagogy in general, (2) align with the tenets of OST programs in particular and their focus on youth development, and (3) can be applied across a very broad set of activities and youth characteristics. The set of six skills includes: asking purposeful questions, modeling the engineering process, modeling science processes, giving youth voice and choice, developing STEM identity and making career connections, and exploring youth understanding (See “Formative Assessment of STEM Activities in Afterschool and Summer Programs”; Sneider and Allen 2019).
**Promising Evidence Supporting Our Approach**

Our initial three-year investigation into using Virtual Coaching PLCs with OST educators has yielded very promising findings. To gain better insight into the ACRES Virtual Coaching PLC model, we gathered data from pre- and post-surveys and interviews with over 40 cohorts. Immediately following participation in an ACRES Virtual Coaching PLC, frontline educators’ self-reported confidence increased significantly in relation to the target facilitation skill as well as other ACRES-related capabilities. For example, educators’ confidence in their “ability to ask youth good questions as they work on STEM activities” increased from 3.03 to 3.59 on a 5-point scale (with 0 = not confident at all, 4 = extremely confident, \( n = 187, \ p < .001, \) paired sample \( t \)-test).

Further, before and after the course, educators viewed an animated video of a hypothetical afterschool STEM program and provided constructive feedback to the facilitator. Pretest versus posttest comparisons showed a significant increase in educators’ identifications of effective use of the target skill—in this case, how to ask youth purposeful questions (pre 4.32 to post 5.44, \( p < .01 \)), especially the more nuanced subskill of following up with youth to clarify their thinking (pre 1.00 to post 1.46, \( p < .001 \)).

Another encouraging finding has been that the positive outcomes of participation in an ACRES virtual coaching PLC stay with educators long after participation in an ACRES cohort. In follow-up interviews six months to two years after participating in the Purposeful Questions module, 95% of educators who had taken the first module (only six hours long) could describe, in detail and with examples, how the ACRES experience had changed the way they work with youth and the way youth had responded to this change. For example, “I think they were resistant at first, but as I gave them more time, or probed with more questions, they definitely responded positively … I’ve learned to avoid one-word response questions, like yes or no … So those kids did definitely respond to that. It took some time on my part, to create that culture of like, explaining your thinking and probing deeper.”

**Part 2: Using Virtual Coaching PLCs in In-School Settings**

While the ACRES model was originally designed to adapt professional learning strategies used in formal education to OST settings, we are finding that our work is coming full circle. The Virtual Coaching PLC model that we developed is now positively influencing our work with in-school educators. Because many of our ACRES team members support educators in both the in-school and OST worlds, the approach used with OST educators began organically influencing our work with in-school educators. Over time, we slowly began incorporating pieces of the ACRES Virtual Coaching PLC model into our regular consulting work with in-school educators.

Our approach—designed to build community among OST educators and improve STEM facilitation skills—has benefited in-school educators who are also often isolated in their work. This includes educators teaching in remote or rural settings who are often the only teacher for a particular grade level or subject area and lack a built-in professional learning network. Broadly, we have noticed that several aspects of the Virtual Coaching PLC approach seem to be particularly influential in our work with in-school educators:
1. **Structure**: Starting with experiencing a skill or instructional strategy, progressing to analyzing the skill or strategy in context, and culminating in practicing the skill with youth and receiving feedback on it from peers is a powerful structure for both OST and in-school educators.

2. **Scheduling**: Shorter sessions scheduled over several weeks provides opportunities for educators to engage in frequent and ongoing professional learning that fits within their busy schedules for both OST and in-school educators.

3. **Situating Learning in Context**: Situating professional learning within educators’ context by having educators practice skills or strategies in their own programs and bringing recordings back to the group for feedback allows for more personalized experiences.

Below, we expand on each of these aspects by providing contextualized examples of how we have translated the ACRES Virtual Coaching PLC approach back to in-school settings. Specifically, we showcase two professional learning experiences designed for in-school educators:

- **Case A: High School Mathematics** — A professional learning experience focused on “Asking Purposeful Questions” for high school mathematics teachers
- **Case B: K–12 Science** — A professional learning experience designed for K–12 educators focused on science storyline development designed for the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS Lead States 2013)

### Case A: High School Mathematics

The high school mathematics Virtual Coaching PLC had seven educators who made up one school’s math department. The opportunity to gather for an ongoing series was initiated by the school administration in partnership with teachers who were interested in reflecting on their practice. Teachers were also incentivized to participate with professional development contact hours necessary for licensure, as well as with compensation for their time. The whole group met three times with approximately three to four weeks between each session. To participate fully, members needed an internet connection, a computer with a webcam, and a camera (or phone with a camera) to record their practice. The costs of running the Virtual Coaching PLC included the time of the facilitating coach, the time of the educators, and any additional technology.

### Structure

The high school mathematics cohort was structured in a similar way to the ACRES cohorts (see Table 2). Cohort members spent the first Virtual Coaching PLC session immersed in the mathematics facilitation skill of Posing Purposeful Questions, one of the key mathematics practices (National Council of Teachers of Mathematics 2014). Cohort members first learned the skill, then experienced a mathematical modeling activity from the perspective of a learner, and discussed the role of particular types of questions within the task. “Assessing questions” are questions that have students clarify their thinking and give the teacher more information about student understanding. For example, “Explain why you chose to organize your result this way.” Similarly, “advancing questions” are often used to propel students to think more deeply. For example, the question, “Does it always work that way?” might be used to help advance a student toward making generalizations based on repeated reasoning. Educators were then given a handout with concrete strategies and examples of Purposeful Questions that they could use in their high school mathematics classes. After the initial session, educators spent time practicing the skill, either by modifying their lesson plans or by trying the skill with the students. Educators uploaded either video recordings of themselves working with youth or revisions they had made to their own lesson plans. During the coaching session, educators shared their videos with peers and received feedback in the same way that ACRES PLCs do.

### Scheduling

Informed by our work with OST educators, we scheduled only three cohort meetings, and each meeting lasted no more than two hours. Meetings were scheduled outside of the school day at a convenient time for educators, which allowed them to relax in their own homes and engage in professional learning as an ongoing process that fit within their busy schedules.

### Situating Learning in Context

Just as ACRES participants film their own work with youth, participants in the high school mathematics professional learning focused on using the skill of Posing Purposeful Questions in their own contexts. This allowed teachers to work with timely and relevant lesson plans that had immediate impact on their classroom practice. For example, during the first coaching session, one teacher shared and received feedback on Artifact A, a task they had prepared for pre-calculus students (see Figure 2). The feedback focused on helping the teacher pose questions that were more purposeful. At the second coaching session, the teacher shared Artifact B, which represented a significant shift in pos-
ing purposeful questions, moving away from rote computational practice and toward student reasoning and discourse. These artifacts showcase the power of contextualizing professional learning within teachers’ classrooms. While the artifacts are on different topics (because the class was studying different topics), the educator was nevertheless able to progress in the targeted skill.

**Case B: K–12 Science**

The K–12 Science Virtual Coaching PLC included approximately 40 educators who were subdivided into three PLCs of 8–15 people each. The educators came from four different school districts and seven different schools, and taught grade levels ranging from second grade to twelfth grade. The opportunity to gather for an ongoing series was initiated by Maine Mathematics and Science Alliance. Districts, schools, or individual teachers could choose to opt in to the program. Teachers were also incentivized to participate with professional development contact hours necessary for licensure. The whole group met for a weeklong professional learning workshop and then met every other week for a semester in virtual PLCs. To participate fully, members needed an internet connection, a computer with a webcam, and access to a virtual platform such as Google Docs to share their work. The costs of running the Virtual Coaching PLC included the time of the facilitating coach, the time of the educators, and any additional technology.

**Structure**

The K–12 science professional learning structure was similarly informed by the ACRES cohort structure, though it deviated somewhat more from the original structure than the high school mathematics cohort (see Table 3). After engaging nearly 40 teachers in a weeklong professional learning workshop, the smaller Virtual Coaching PLCs cohorts met every other week for 12 weeks. Because many of the teachers were in the early stages of transitioning to the NGSS, we focused efforts on supporting teachers as they planned for NGSS-designed instruction. On odd weeks (Weeks 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11), we focused on developing teachers’ knowledge of a particular instructional strategy (equivalent to the “facilitation skills” in the ACRES model). For instance, on Week 3, we focused on helping teachers understand how to plan using the Anchoring Phenomenon Routine. On even weeks (Weeks 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12), teachers came prepared with their planning artifact. Planning artifacts were outlines, notes, or slides that teachers shared as evidence of their curricular planning. For instance, on Week 4, teachers came with an outline for their Anchoring Phenomenon lesson. During our Virtual Coaching PLC, cohort members examined each other’s planning artifact and provided feedback to one another.

**Scheduling**

Originally, we planned to schedule our ongoing sessions for two hours to mirror our work in ACRES. After consulting the teachers in our cohorts, however, we learned that two-hour blocks of time were even more challenging for teachers, given various afterschool conflicts. As a result we limited meeting times to less than 90 minutes and held more of them over the course of several weeks. The shorter time frames were more manageable for participants and allowed us to focus on smaller, more digestible skills at each session. We scheduled one cohort after school and one in the evening (at 8 p.m.) to accommodate scheduling constraints that participants faced. This, too, mimicked the OST educators’ patterns of scheduling availability, and in some cases the teachers were running afterschool programs, so this was not surprising.

**Situating Learning in Context**

Inspired by the immediate relevance and applicability of the skills in the virtual coaching PLCs in ACRES, we designed the K–12 science experience to be immediately applicable for teach-
ers, without requiring an initial grounding in theory. Unlike the ACRES model, however, the teachers planned units that they expected to teach at the end of the entire professional learning experience, without the opportunity to practice them between PLC meetings. One drawback was that they weren’t able to actually “test” any of their learning with youth to bring back to the group; however, benefits included teachers taking needed time to develop units in a supported way.

Part 3: Implications and Next Steps

We believe that there is great promise for both OST and in-school educators and professional learning facilitators to continue to reciprocally iterate on the ACRES Virtual Coaching PLC approach. From our experiences, we believe it is worthwhile to continue to use strategies that are productive for both in-school and OST educators. These strategies include:

- structuring virtual sessions to include “skills” sessions followed by “coaching” sessions;
- scheduling ongoing professional learning in shorter, more manageable time frames; and
- situating professional learning in the educators’ immediate context.

To establish this approach as an effective and needed practice for in-school educators, additional evaluative work is needed to document the changes in teacher thinking. A design-based research approach, iterating between the OST and in-school approaches, may reveal mutually beneficial strategies leading to key outcomes.

Overall, we are motivated by the prospect of continuing to improve on the in-school and OST adaptations and modifications to the Virtual Coaching PLC approach and the ways that the two worlds can mutually inform one another. In our case, this means having professional learning providers straddle both worlds as a way of “seeing into” each context to inform the other.

Lastly, we were struck by the overlap between the instructional practices of effective STEM teachers (National Council of Teachers of Mathematics 2014; NGSS Lead States 2013) and the recommended facilitation practices of effective afterschool providers characterized in frameworks such as Click2SciencePD, Dimensions of Success and STEM PQA. Skills such as asking purposeful questions, following up to understand student thinking, ensuring equitable participation by all youth, making time for reflection, and emphasizing relevance and connection-making are highly transferable skills that will support educators to be more effective for both in- and out-of-school settings.
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The positive impacts of STEM (science, technology, engineering, and math) afterschool and summer programs have been well documented and summarized in a number of review papers and books (e.g., Allen, Noam, and Little 2017; Krishnamurthi and Bevan 2017; NRC 2015). Growing awareness of STEM’s value in outside-of-school time (OST) has in recent years led education leaders to develop the STEM Ecosystem Movement, an effort to form collaborations among formal and informal educators with support from local businesses, universities, science centers, and other partners, with the goal of creating more effective ways of fostering student learning. At last count, 68 city and regional teams have joined StemEcosystems.org, a collaboration involving 1,870 school districts, 1,200 OST providers, and 4,350 philanthropic, business, and industry partners, serving more than 33 million preK–12 children and youth.

Of central importance in these new collaborations are partnerships between school teachers and facilitators of afterschool and summer programs. These partnerships have great potential to coordinate otherwise separate efforts in order to provide more engaging, meaningful, and educationally effective STEM experiences for youth. However, given the differences between the two distinct teaching environments, it is not always clear how teams can best collaborate. Preliminary evaluations have shown that one of the major challenges for these teams has been “finding time and trust to successfully navigate differences among..."
formal and informal cultures, including language and terminology, education and experience, accountability and vision” (Traphagen and Trail 2014, p. 7).

In a nutshell, the idea is to engage formal and informal educators in collaborating on developing ways to use formative assessment—an instructional approach widely recognized for its value in schools—in afterschool and summer programs (Black et al. 2003; Black and William 2009; Yeiwer and Sneider 2013). In formative assessment, teachers identify what they want their students to learn, and then provide activities to see which students are learning and who needs more help. Teachers can then adjust their instruction to achieve their goals. Formative assessment activities can range from quizzes to hands-on activities to group discussions—whatever helps the facilitator see whether students are learning the targeted concepts and skills.

We were initially concerned that classroom teachers would have a greater focus on concepts and skills, whereas afterschool and summer camp facilitators would place a higher value on fun and engagement. However, as illustrated in the three case studies reported in this article, that did not appear to be a problem because the classroom teachers in this study recognized the special nature of STEM outside-of-school time, and the OST facilitators wanted their students to develop knowledge and skills that would be valued in school. Although our sample is small, we expect that mutual understanding and trust are achievable for participants in many STEM ecosystems.

In early 2016 we had an opportunity to work with four city-wide teams (Boston, Massachusetts; Providence, Rhode Island; New York, New York; and Nashville, Tennessee) through the efforts of Every Hour Counts, a national coalition of organizations representing cities and regions across the United States that have formed STEM ecosystems (Traphagen 2018). In the sections that follow, we summarize a one-day workshop we offered on formative assessment, and then report results from three of the pioneering teams that approached the task of developing and testing a formative assessment activity in different ways. In sharing the results, we have drawn heavily from reports written by the teams as part of their reflections on their learning experiences. To preserve the privacy of individuals and schools, we have assigned pseudonyms and acknowledged their assistance as a group at the end of this article.

**Workshop: Formative Assessment in Afterschool and Summer Programs**

Thirty-one educators from seven citywide STEM ecosystems participated in the workshop, including the four that subsequently worked with us to develop and test formative assessment activities. The workshop involved a series of practical activities on formative assessment. We defined formative assessment as gathering information on students’ learning during instruction, and listed the many benefits of using it in informal as well as classroom learning settings. We then guided the participants through a simple hands-on activity intended to teach the distinction between criteria and constraints in the process of engineering design. The challenge was to build a tower to support a stuffed puppy (Figure 1). Participants were tasked to meet the criteria of height and stability and the constraint of using a given number of index cards as construction materials. Much like youth in afterschool and summer STEM programs, the participants engaged in the activity with enthusiasm.
During the activity, we modeled the following formative assessment strategies:

- asking youth to flash colored sticky notes to self-report their level of understanding;
- making discreet observations of youth at work;
- asking youth open-ended, purposeful questions about their activity; and
- using a simple rubric.

These strategies were integrated into the activity, did not take a lot of time, did not disrupt the experience, and gave the facilitator a rough sense of whether most of the group had met the goal of the activity—to meet the criteria and constraints of the task—or needed more help. Because the larger goal of the workshop was to demonstrate the use of formative assessment, we ended by asking participants to share their experiences, summarizing the four strategies we used during the activity, and leading a short discussion about the pros and cons of each strategy. We gave the participants a handout (Figure 2) as a take-home reminder of the strategies.

We also provided a brief review of the Next Generation Science Standards’ science and engineering practices as a set of learning goals that would be of value to both formal and informal educators (NGSS Lead States 2013). Then, we assigned teams to select an activity they might do at their site that would align well with one or more NGSS practices, as if they were going to present the activity the next day. Teams left with the expectation that they would attempt to use formative assessment at their sites and report on their experiences. Although not all STEM ecosystems were able to commit to working with us to pilot this approach, four of the citywide STEM ecosystems did so, and we coordinated the work of eight teams (two teams in each of the four cities) of formal and informal educators via phone or Zoom videoconferencing. We selected three of the eight case studies for this article because they represent a diversity of OST settings.

Case Study: Formative Assessment in a Summer School Program

In comparison to afterschool, summer programs provide much more time for students to engage in extended projects, and thereby develop deeper skills. That was the case with the middle school Fashion Futures summer program, which ran for five weeks, five days per week, for three and a half hours each day. Tracey, an informal educator, and Mariel, a formal educator, designed the course. Although fashion design was not in their state’s standards, Tracey and Mariel recognized the value of the program for youth age 11–14 to learn physical science concepts (properties of materials), mathematics skills (measuring and scaling), and practices of science and engineering (solving problems and arguing from evidence). As Tracey and Mariel later reflected:

During the course of the 2017 Fashion Futures program, youth engaged in many hands-on activities where they learned to measure, scale, manipulate, and create full garments. [We] expected youth to learn how to do all the things listed above through models and hands-on activities. We
used various forms of formative and informal assessment during our day-to-day activities to ensure youth understanding. One of the most important aspects of our program was to make sure all youth were proud of their outfits and they could explain and show off their hard work. We did this through a fashion show at the end of the program on the last day of camp.

We completed two activities where youth needed to provide evidence to support their claims. The first formative assessment task was when youth tested over 20 pieces of material that could be used for clothing. Based on their designs, they would need to decide which fabric they would choose and provide evidence as to why this worked. For example, if a youth was creating a rain jacket, they would need to use evidence to support their claim that a plastic bag would be a good material for a rain jacket, as opposed to a white, cloth material. Youth did this individually and handed in their reflections.

The youth completed the second activity toward the end of the summer. They were asked to independently reflect on their fashion designs, providing evidence in support of their decisions.

During the first of the two assessment activities, most of the youth did a great job [of] providing evidence to support their claims. Those who did not complete this efficiently discussed the assessment with one of us to make sure they understood what they were supposed to do to show that their claims and decisions were supported by evidence. We then followed up with those youth later on. By the time the second formative assessment activity was given, this was a much easier process for the youth because they were already exposed to it during the first round, so these discussions were beneficial.

During the course of the summer, we learned that the informal assessments don’t have to be as thoughtfully planned as formal assessments. With this being said, it is important to make sure that [assessment] is happening continuously throughout class time in order to make sure all youth understand the concepts.

This example illustrates that the team did not have to change their planned activities. They ran their Fashion Futures class as they had in the past, but they shifted their thinking about the activities, seeing them not only as learning opportunities for students, but also as opportunities to learn about student thinking. They also thought differently about their learning goal. Arguing from evidence had always been an important goal, but as a focus of formative assessment, the teachers found ways to accomplish that goal through different means.

**Case Study: Formative Assessment in a One-Day Field Trip**

The setting of the second case study was a nature preserve that offers single-day field trip experiences for middle school students (grades 6–8) from the city. Senior staff developed the program, which was then delivered by more junior facilitators, few of whom had a background in teaching or science. The focus of this lesson was on the core ideas of adaptation and natural selection, and the practice of constructing explanations. The senior facilitators later reflected:

The first lesson, Micro-wilderness, had the children find insects and describe their adaptations. The goal was for them to think purposefully about how structures and behaviors increase the [chances of] survival of the population. [Students] made claims about the function of an adaptation by recording evidence that they observed on worksheets and researching additional information about their insect. The worksheets had the following questions:

- Name a physical and a behavioral adaptation, and explain how it helps your insect survive in its environment. What is your evidence?
- Let’s say in the next year, there’s a new species of bird introduced to the island that eats your insect. Describe a new structure or a change in behavior your insect population could evolve and explain how it will help the population survive this new threat.

Most students were able to name a physical and/or a behavioral adaptation correctly. While some students only named the adaptation, many were able to explain how that adaptation enabled the insect to survive. In the children’s responses to the second question, about what would happen if a new species of bird were introduced to the island, many were able to name either a physical or behavioral adaptation, and some (but not all) were able to explain how the adaptation would help it survive.

The students then presented their organism in a convention format, fostering discussion, questions, and idea-sharing amongst their peers. The objectives of this lesson were for the students to describe how specific features—structural or behavioral—provide advantages to an organism’s survival, and to explain how environmental changes impact adaptations within a population over time. The (junior) facilitators had been coached to ask the following questions during the convention:
Tell me about your insect’s adaptation. What is your evidence?

How will that adaptation help your organism survive the new bird species/predator?

Is your adaptation structural or behavioral? How can you tell the difference?

Our formative assessment methods were purposeful questioning and direct observations. We provided the facilitators with instructions for what to do if their observations during the convention suggested that the class was having difficulty understanding the concepts of adaptation and natural selection. This took the form of open-ended questions that would encourage the students to construct these core ideas on their own:

- Can someone remind us what a physical or a behavioral adaptation is, or give us an example? What does your insect need to be able to survive?
- If you were being hunted by a pterodactyl, what behaviors or body parts would you like to have in order to not be eaten?
- Put yourself in your insect’s place. What body part or behavior would help you survive if a bird were trying to eat you?

The facilitators interacted with the children while they were working on … responses, making observations and asking purposeful questions to provide guidance. In the future, we expect to ask our facilitators to model correct responses by sharing out loud some of the most interesting observations and ideas that they heard. This can help promote more and better responses from the group as a whole.

In summary, we learned the following about informal assessments in our particular setting:

**Pros**

- Formative assessments are useful to focus the facilitator on the major objective of the lesson.
- They provide the program with a closer look at the quality of the lesson in meeting [the] objective(s).
- They can serve as a tool to provide feedback to the facilitator.
- They can be used to scaffold student learning and guide them back on track.
- They can provide information as to how the lesson may be revised.

**Cons**

- The limited time we have with children allows little time for … modifications for those [who are] not [“getting” the lesson].
- We don’t have the luxury of addressing what [students] didn’t [“get”] since there is no follow-up lesson.
- Our facilitators do not necessarily have a background in teaching and/or science and therefore must undergo extensive training prior to the beginning of each season. Because of the nature of this industry, we have a high turnover of facilitators from season to season. We develop [in facilitators] the necessary skills over time to apply formative assessments, and then they move on and we must start over with new facilitators. For these reasons, it is imperative that we develop well thought-out scripted lessons that the facilitators can deliver in a timely fashion that leaves little margin for error during delivery.

This was a particularly interesting case because the “pro” bullets show that formative assessment can work in out-of-school settings, even with facilitators with little or no background in teaching or science. Regarding the first two “con” bullets, we note that this lesson plan had additional activities built into it to help children who were struggling. The third “con” bullet is also an important lesson for leaders of afterschool and summer programs. In this case, “scripted lessons” did not mean providing information to be memorized and delivered, but rather good questions to ask so as to determine how well students are learning.

**Case Study: Formative Assessment in an Afterschool Program**

In our third case study, both formal and informal educators ran the afterschool program together, and both had considerable teaching experience. Louise taught all of the science classes in her urban elementary school of nearly 600 students. Her partner, Frances, taught preschool and afterschool.
In this case, the team decided to focus their afterschool program for grades 2–4 on a specific physical science standard—“Energy and matter interact through forces that result in changes in motion” (NGSS Lead States 2013)—rather than a more general science or engineering practice. Their plan was to provide experiences for their students to address this standard through three different activities that engaged students in applying the same core ideas. They also wanted to use formative assessment to determine how to modify each activity based on prior student performance. Each of the activities described below require approximately four one-hour lessons with youth (see Figure 3).

- **Balloon racer**: Our goal was to support the learning that goes on during the day by challenging students to use their understanding of concepts taught in school to solve real-life problems. The first challenge was to build a balloon racer that would use air in a balloon to push the racer forward. The first step was to have students do a 30-minute investigation pushing a toy car around the room, and make observations. Next, the students researched air-powered cars to draw inspiration for their own racer. Then they built and tested their racers. We had to stop at one point when we realized they had trouble with wheels and axles. They were taping the wheels to the racer, so they were not turning ... [and] were sliding [instead of] spinning. Once the students solved the problem with the wheels, they discussed other ways to improve their designs. These discussions among the students served as our formative assessment. Some suggested having two straws from the balloon to the racer would let more air flow. Others thought a bigger balloon would give them more force. They also learned that heavier racers required a greater force than lighter racers. In the end 50% of the racers were successful, but all of the students appeared to understand the idea that more force gets the cars to go further, and many also realized that heavier cars require more force than lighter cars to go the same distance.

- **Catapult**: The children designed a catapult from rubber bands and spoons to hurl a marshmallow as far and accurately as possible. This second challenge helped them become more independent builders, so that we didn’t have to troubleshoot as often.

- **Playground slide**: The third activity was to plan and conduct experiments with a playground slide to see how the force of gravity affects objects of different weights.
My partner and I learned several things about ourselves and our students from these afterschool activities. One is that kids have comments and questions that are completely unpredictable and catch you off guard. Second, we really love creating a fun, interactive place to learn about science. We are very supportive of one another.

Keeping in mind that the purpose of these activities was for students to learn that “Energy and matter interact through forces that result in changes in motion,” the teachers’ deliberate attention to students’ discussions as they tested and redesigned their balloon racers led the teachers to conclude that “all of the students appeared to understand the idea that more force gets the cars to go farther, and many also realized that heavier cars require more force than lighter cars to go the same distance.”

For a teacher in the formal school system, this may not provide sufficient evidence that all students were taking important steps toward achieving the standard. However, this was not a science class in school, and requiring each learner to respond to a written quiz could easily have dampened any enthusiasm students had developed for experimenting with force and motion. What is most important in this setting is that by listening to their youth talk with each other, the educators became attuned to what to emphasize in the two subsequent activities, which ideas to reinforce, and how to deepen children’s understanding of the relationships among energy, matter, force, and motion.

### Conclusion: What We Learned About Formative Assessment in Out-of-School Time

Although the STEM ecosystem movement is still young, a survey of ecosystem leaders revealed some of the challenges of forming partnerships between classroom teachers and afterschool and summer program providers. The study found a common desire among leaders to encourage assessments for continuous improvement but difficulties achieving a common vision of what that means.

“In the words of one leader: ‘Useful assessment and evaluation always require a stable environment in which to assess[,] agreement on important goals, methods and techniques of assessment[,] carefully selected instruments upon which the various constituencies agree and approve[,] and the development of a common language/purpose of assessment’” (Allen and Noam 2016, p. 9).

---

### TABLE 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>More Whole-Group</th>
<th>More Individualized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Discreetly observing the group as a whole, checking on engagement as well as</td>
<td>Using checklists in observations, checking to see not only whether students are</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>achievement of the learning objective (e.g., content or practices)</td>
<td>engaged in and achieving objectives, but also who may be having difficulties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asking purposeful questions verbally, but not necessarily systematically</td>
<td>Asking purposeful questions systematically on handouts to determine each youth’s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drawing conclusions about the effectiveness of the activity for the group,</td>
<td>understanding of key ideas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>based on how well the majority of youth appear to understand concepts and carry</td>
<td>Drawing conclusions about the effectiveness of the activity for individual youth,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>out practices</td>
<td>based on observations and written answers to questions or other clues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing ideas to modify activities to provide scaffolding so more youth will</td>
<td>Developing ideas to provide differentiated instruction during activities, so students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>achieve the intended outcomes</td>
<td>who are achieving the objectives can expand their capabilities, whereas students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>who are not can receive assistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modifying subsequent activities for the current group of youth (or future</td>
<td>Providing differentiated instruction during activities so students who are struggling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>groups)</td>
<td>get further help, whereas those who are doing well have further challenges</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The goal of engaging classroom teachers and OST facilitators in working together to develop formative assessments has been to help them achieve agreement on important goals, methods, and techniques of assessment that work in both environments, as well as a common language. In the afterschool and summer environment, that has meant teaching and assessing STEM more systematically, without losing the fun and engaging quality of STEM outside of school—some call it the “special sauce”—that has inspired so many of today’s scientists and engineers. Although we do not claim this should be the only approach to assessment, we did find that it is one way to help formal–informal educator teams work together to improve STEM education.

Looking across all eight of the case studies (three of which are reported above), we saw a continuum of approaches, ranging from a more whole-group focus to a sharper focus on individual youth. Table 1 illustrates these differences. These are emphases rather than distinct differences. Both extremes begin by specifying a clear and specific learning objective, and engaging youth in activities that can reveal their thinking. Which approach to emphasize depends on the setting, the number of youth, the experience of the facilitators, and the particular activity, including its learning goals and structure.

We commend the participants who designed and carried out these case studies for their willingness to explore new formative assessment approaches and share their experiences with us. We hope these examples will inspire readers to collaborate with their colleagues, take a fresh look at their lesson plans for the coming months—whether in school, afterschool, or summer—and design new ways of understanding how students are thinking and learning so that you can continually adjust your teaching to meet their needs.
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THE POWER OF FAMILIES
INTRODUCTION

The Power of Families in STEM Learning

BY BETH MURPHY, Field Editor, Connected Science Learning

While the focus is most often on the role educators and educational institutions play in STEM education, we also know that the network of significant adults in a young person’s world plays a critical role in supporting their STEM access, opportunity, engagement, participation, and learning. There are many different roles that these grown-ups can play, for example: facilitator, collaborator, advisor, facilitator, coach, advocate, connector, and even co-learner. Parents and caregivers can and do support young people in developing their STEM identities by exposing them to STEM and STEM role models, affirming their STEM interest, providing access to STEM-related learning experiences, and connecting them with STEM-related resources. Many educational initiatives that invite and welcome parents and caregivers into these roles have been shown to be impactful—everyone benefits when they are involved partners in STEM learning. Learning is a cultural experience that incorporates multiple ways of knowing and grows out of the lives of learners. Families themselves are learning systems and thus a holistic and inclusive ecosystem-focused approach can make a difference.

Articles in this chapter reflect on program designs and research about the role parents, caregivers, and other significant adults play in developing the STEM-related dispositions, interests, aspirations, and knowledge of young people—exploring questions such as:

- What goals are shared by STEM education organizations and families for their children, and how can we work together to achieve them?
- How can STEM programs benefit from the assets and funds of knowledge within families?
- What are effective strategies for building authentic and purposeful connections with parents and caregivers?
- What are some successful models for collaboration, especially with communities that have historically been marginalized or overlooked by and within STEM?
- How do we know what success looks like for family engagement in STEM learning?
Young Mathematicians
A Successful Model of a Family Math Community

BY KRISTEN REED AND JESSICA MERCER YOUNG

Children are born with mathematical minds. Even before children enter kindergarten, they engage in mathematical ways of thinking that help them make sense of the world around them. When children have opportunities to engage in meaningful mathematical interactions, it supports cognitive development, builds brain architecture, and develops skills such as problem-solving and persevering. Providing these mathematics learning opportunities is critically important, given that mathematical knowledge in early childhood is strongly predictive of children’s future success in school (Claessens, Duncan, and Engel 2009). Indeed, at kindergarten entry, mathematics skills predict mathematics achievement through high school (Watts et al. 2014), with kindergarteners’ early mathematics skills building a foundation not only for advanced mathematical knowledge, but also for achievement in science and engineering (Claessens and Engel 2013; National Mathematics Advisory Panel 2008).

However, systemic opportunity gaps create unequal access to high-quality mathematics learning experiences. Analysis of education gaps in the U.S. have shown that young children with limited access to economic resources may start kindergarten with mathematics skills that are up to a full year behind their more economically advantaged peers (DeFlorio and Beliakoff 2015; Garcia and Weiss 2015), and these gaps in mathematics outcomes persist or even increase as children proceed through school (Cross et al. 2009). Research has shown that investing in early childhood education programs and supporting families as education partners can
help narrow the gaps between students at the start of school (Bivens et al. 2016; Garcia and Weiss 2017). Here, we explore how we took a community-based partnership approach to align enriching mathematics experiences to create a web of opportunity that ultimately supports children’s school readiness and success.

**Young Mathematicians in Worcester Family Math Partnership**

The Young Mathematicians (YM) program, developed by the Education Development Center (EDC), has partnered with early childhood programs for almost a decade to research and develop early childhood mathematics games and educator professional development. The YM intervention program aims to promote the mathematics skills of young children from under-resourced communities through games and short problem-solving stories. In 2015 YM added a family mathematics component designed to support mathematics learning across home and school environments. Grounded inBronfenbrenner’s (1986) ecological systems theory, YM capitalizes on the interconnectedness of children’s environments by infusing each level of the ecosystem with positive attitudes toward mathematics and opportunities for children to engage in meaningful early mathematics practices.

With the success of this design, the YM team sought to engage additional early childhood stakeholders and form a networked community improvement model. In 2019, with support from Overdeck Family Foundation and Heising-Simons Foundation, the Young Mathematicians in Worcester (YM-W) initiative was established to support preschoolers whose communities have historically been denied access and equitable opportunities to engage in high-quality mathematics experiences. The partnership among early childhood education agencies, families, educators, librarians, and researchers has the goal to establish a “web of opportunity” that breaks down the silos of school, home, and the broader community and aligns

---
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young children’s mathematics learning experiences across contexts by providing greater access to high-quality mathematics learning opportunities.

The partnership is based in Worcester, Massachusetts—a unique and richly diverse city, which is the second largest city in New England and a leading refugee resettlement community. Seventy-four languages are represented in the public schools, and 59% of students speak a first language other than English. More than 80% of public-school students are designated as “high need” by the state, and in 2021 only 15% of Worcester’s third-graders met grade-level expectations in mathematics (Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education 2021). While there are challenges, Worcester is fortunate to have a highly networked and coop-

| TABLE 1 |
|---|---|---|---|
| Retrospective pre-changes in educators’ attitudes toward mathematics. | | | |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Year 1 (N = 59)</th>
<th>Year 2 (N = 57)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean Before YM</td>
<td>Mean End of Year 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding importance of family math and early math learning***</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>5.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest in early math activities and early math learning***</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>5.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comfort engaging in math with young children***</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>5.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comfort supporting families in early math***</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>4.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoidance of math activities*** (Year 2; Not Significant in Year 1)</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>1.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001.
Young Mathematicians

To enact change in the community, a key activity of YM-W was the formation of a partnership among Early Childhood Education (ECE) programs and stakeholders. YM-W built upon EDC’s Young Mathematicians program to strengthen and extend its family math component through collaborations among partners and in iterative cycles of improvement that included feedback from key stakeholders—children, families, educators, and ECE community partners. We convened regular leadership board meetings to support communication and capacity building to reach educators and families by providing educator workshops and family math leader meetings. In addition, using the YM program as a prototype, we co-designed with YM-W families and educators a broad collection of family and classroom instructional resources, including early mathematics games with easy-to-use instructions, videos, and a robust website with resources available in English, Spanish, and Portuguese. The main partnership activities were leadership board discussions, educator workshops, family math leader meetings, and resource development.

YM-W Leadership Board. The YM-W leadership board, along with the external evaluator, met monthly to evaluate progress, respond to challenges, and adapt the program in a cycle of continuous quality improvement. Following a networked community improvement model (Bryk et al. 2015), the board comprised leaders from each of the partner organizations plus two parents who were also family math leaders. Most meetings had a similar structure: (1) updates about successes and challenges over the past month; (2) review of qualitative or quantitative data collected by the external evaluator; (3) discussion of modifications to make based on that data and the partners’ observations; and (4) preparing for next steps, including revising the implementation plan as needed. This networked community improvement model and regular cycle of Plan-Do-Study-Act contributed to the overall success of the project (see Figure 1).

Educator workshops. Educators from Worcester Family Partnership (WFP) and Worcester Child Development (WCD) Head Start wanted to learn more about early mathematics content and age-appropriate activities for home and school. In Year 1 (2019–2020), EDC staff facilitated professional learning sessions focused on number and operations (these were in-person at first but when the pandemic began in March 2020 the workshops were provided online). In Year 2 (2020–2021), we explored different topics in early mathematics including geometry, patterns, and spatial relationships. During each session, we discussed children’s early mathematics development, addressed modifications for different-age children, and discussed the influence of positive attitudes toward mathematics. Educators received materials related to the topic of the session, such as game boards, cards, dice, and other materials; game instructions; related math mini-books; and suggestions for related picture books. When educators were teaching virtually, we provided virtual game ideas as well as materials to send home to families.

Importantly, each session provided time for educators to reflect on their own practice, share their reflections with colleagues, and think together what strategies they might incorporate to improve their practice and enhance their support of children and families. These sessions were a critical tool to align formal education settings such as Head Start with the work of informal education settings such as WFP.

Family Math Leaders. Families from WFP and Worcester Head Start were recruited to learn more about early mathematics and help co-design the family math activities and materials. Beginning in October 2019, a group of families met in-person monthly with EDC staff to learn about ways to engage in fun and playful mathematics, explore what they were already doing at home that supported children’s mathematics learning, learn about the mathematics learning happening in preschool classrooms, and brainstorm ways to connect informal and formal learning environments. Parents and caregivers contributed to the design process, helping us revise existing games and materials and create new ones. Importantly, the family math leaders reached out to other families to share their enthusiasm for the project and were inspired to make new connections to local community organizations.

Resource development. Using the original YM activities as prototypes, we co-designed with families and educators a collection of family math games with directions, videos, and other resources available in English, Spanish, and Portuguese. In addition, we focused on creating games and resources that would meet the needs of children at different developmental stages, and could be implemented in classrooms, homes, virtually, and in home-visiting contexts.
The Young Mathematicians in Worcester Approach to Family Math

The YM-W project uses games and problem-solving activities to support young children’s foundational mathematics development in number sense, number operations, geometry, patterns, data, and spatial reasoning. Mathematics games provide the perfect context for these objectives as play can spark children’s interest in mathematics, enhance their skills, and extend their conceptual understandings. In this way, we provided educators and families from WCD Head Start and WFP with concrete examples of the mathematics that children can learn through daily activities and deepened educators’ and families’ understanding of early mathematics concepts, emphasizing the similarities between early mathematics and language development.

Through this approach we were able to successfully create a model with resources and supports that: (1) addressed the need for high-quality mathematics instructional materials for educators and families; (2) broadened participation for families traditionally underrepresented in STEM; and (3) addressed educators’ and families’ attitudes toward mathematics.

Mathematics Games Spread Across the Community

Below we illustrate how one of the YM games—a number path game—was adapted with input from families and educators. During the professional learning sessions and family math workshops, educators and families played a tabletop version of Jumping on the Lilypads. This game was originally designed with Head Start teachers (see Play Games, Learn Math! Number Path Games) to include children ranging in age from 2.9 to 5 years old. After playing the game, educators and families discussed the mathematics they noticed while playing and watched a video of children playing the game. All the families and educators took these ideas and tried them out, modified them as needed to fit their context, and then discussed their experience at our next meeting. Below we provide some examples of how the game was successfully adapted to be played in a range of contexts across Worcester, including home, school, and community. We believe that this helps illustrate the “web of opportunity” provided for children as they engaged in joyful mathematics learning opportunities that supported their school readiness skills.

FIGURE 2

Educator attitudes about teaching math.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Somewhat agree</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I feel more excited to teach math to young children.</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I feel more prepared to teach math to young children.</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I feel better supported to teach math to young children.</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>74%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N = 59–61. Scale: Strongly agree, somewhat agree, neither agree nor disagree, somewhat disagree, or strongly disagree.
**Preschool Classrooms**

Head Start teachers incorporated the game into small groups, classroom math centers, and gross motor activities, and they sent materials home for families to use. Teachers made different number paths depending on the classroom theme for the month (e.g., frogs on lily pads, butterflies on path of flowers, and dinosaurs walking on dinosaur prints).

**Family Playgroups and Family Literacy Night**

WFP hosts family playgroups and literacy nights, and most of the families who attend have two- and three-year-olds. WFP educators focused on making the number path game engaging for toddlers.

They made a number path on the floor and had children roll dice to move. They held potato sack races on the number path and used the number path to play hopscotch. Playing with the number path in a variety of ways gave children lots of opportunities to practice the number concepts while continuing to maintain high engagement. All the while, WFP educators made sure to discuss with parents why it’s important for children to practice these skills and how they can incorporate math talk and math games into their own routines at home.

![FIGURE 3](image)

Changes in educators’ confidence supporting families to engage in mathematics.

N = 52–53. * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001
path in chalk outside on the sidewalk. Some families used dice, some made spinners, and some drew numeral cards to play with. Families with elementary school–age children made longer number paths, and the older siblings often helped the younger ones. Some families played cooperatively so that each player jumped the same number each time rather than competing to see who would get to the end first.

**At the Library**

The Worcester Public Library (WPL) incorporated family math kits into their in-person and online summer reading events. The kits included *Jumping on the Lily Pads* game boards, directions for how to play, and a math “mini-book” about jumping to 10. The *Jump to 10* mini-book is available in English, Spanish, and Portuguese.

**TABLE 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency of use</th>
<th>% of respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Used materials (82%)</td>
<td>Almost every day 8% (n = 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2–4 times a week 32% (n = 16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Once a week 34% (n = 17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Less than once a week 8% (n = 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Had not (yet) used materials (18%)</td>
<td>Planned to use 12% (n = 6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Did not use 6% (n = 3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* N = 50 (who responded and recalled receiving the materials)

**FIGURE 4**

Retrospective pre-changes in families’ attitudes toward mathematics.

N = 48–50. *** p < .001.
In the Park

The number path idea extended beyond the partnership members. Worcester’s Recreation Department; Pow! Wow! Worcester; a community development organization; and WFP partnered with MathTalk to design and install a giant number path in a local park. The number path included family math signage with QR codes to bring families to apps and websites with more information.

Evaluation and Findings

During the 2019–20 and 2020–21 school years, an external evaluator administered surveys and conducted focus groups and interviews with families, educators, and project leadership (Manning 2022).

Educator Surveys

Educators were surveyed at the beginning and end of each year. Nearly half of the educators had more than 10 years of experience in early childhood education. Sixty-four percent of the educators were White, 11% were Latino, 7% were Black, 5% were Asian, and 9% did not report. Thirty-one percent of educators were bilingual, most commonly Spanish and English.

Educators’ Attitudes Toward Mathematics

On the end-of-year surveys, educators rated their current math attitudes and reflected back to their math attitudes at the beginning of the year. As you can see in Table 2, educators showed statistically significant increases in their positive attitudes toward mathematics. Reflecting on teachers’ experience in the program, the education manager said that the professional development allowed teachers to easily understand the mathematics concepts children are learning and they left each session feeling like they could “Do Math” themselves and with their students.

Educator Attitudes Toward Teaching Mathematics

In addition to having a positive effect on educators’ attitudes toward mathematics, their attitudes about teaching mathematics also improved, as shown in Figure 2.

Educator Confidence in Supporting Family Math

Educators also reported statistically significant increases in their confidence to support families in early mathematics (see Figure 3).

The project leadership board unanimously agreed that there was a positive cumulative effect of the PD provided to educators, which also supported children and families’ understanding of children’s early math knowledge and the

FIGURE 5

Families’ assessment of the impact of the YM-W materials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The math materials helped me talk with my child about math.</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The math materials helped me feel less anxious about math.</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N = 41
importance of engaging them in playful math activities to support school readiness.

We have had richer conversations amongst staff, and this has translated directly into our work with families. We have had more intentional conversations with caregivers and play with children.

These data provide promising evidence that this type of program can have significant positive effects on educators’ attitudes toward math, attitudes toward teaching math, and confidence supporting families to engage in math with young children.

**Family Survey**

To capture the experience of families involved with the partnership, we administered a survey at the end of each year. The data presented here is from the survey administered spring 2021 at the end of Year 2. It was available in English and Spanish. Of the 59 parents who responded, three-quarters of respondents were people of color and about half spoke a language other than English at home (17% Spanish; 5% Arabic; 5% Twi; 3% Albanian; 3% Urdu; and 2% for Bengali, French, Haitian Creole, Japanese, Mandarin, and Portuguese). More than two-thirds had children entering kindergarten in fall 2021; the rest were either entering public preK or continuing in Head Start or WFP.

**Families’ Attitudes Toward Mathematics**

On the end-of-year family survey, families rated their math attitudes and reflected on their feelings about math at the beginning of the year. Findings showed significant positive increases in families’ mathematics attitudes on all questions but one, nervousness about helping their child with mathematics (see Figure 4). While parents’ nervousness went up slightly, it was not a significant change, and it could be explained by children having spent a year in remote or hybrid instruction during the pandemic. Many parents were feeling more nervous about their children’s mathematics learning after a year and half of the pandemic.

**Family Use of YM-W Games and Materials**

Families were asked about their use of the YM-W games and materials as well as about the impact of the materials (Table 3). Of families who responded to the Year 2 survey, 82% used the YM materials that they received, and 74% of parents used them once a week or more.

As shown in Figure 5, nearly all the parent survey respondents (90%) who used the materials agreed that the materials helped them talk with their children about math, while 88% also agreed that the games and books helped them feel less anxious about math.

These findings provide evidence that the partnership promoted an increased understanding of the importance of early mathematics among educators and families and an increase in positive attitudes toward mathematics. Importantly, these findings help illustrate that a family math learning community can spark adults’ interest in early mathematics and increase adults’ comfort and knowledge of how to help young children learn math. In addition, the results suggest that playful early mathematics learning materials can support families’ math talk with children, while also reducing families’ math anxiety. The program supports the adults in children’s lives to see the mathematics in everyday life and intentionally capitalize on these “math moments” to support children’s learning.

**Lessons Learned From a Successful Family Math Community**

In this section, we discuss some of the key lessons we have learned from this partnership.

**Responding and Adapting**

A key component of the success of the partnership was our willingness to quickly change strategies in response to data and the ever changing COVID-19 crisis while keeping a clear focus on the overall mission. The leadership team met monthly to review qualitative and quantitative data from families and educators and revised our plans based on their needs. For example, when in-person classroom instruction for Worcester Head Start Programs and playgroups for the Worcester Family Partnership were shut down in March 2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic, educators were concerned about how to work remotely with families who depend on their programs. Within a few weeks, we began virtual PD sessions and shared and discussed virtual mathematics instructional strategies and practices to keep children and families learning math at home. We used a web-based Learning Management System to provide online access to resources, discussion forums, and recordings of PD sessions.

**Family-School-Community Triangle of Support**

The partnership aligned children’s informal and formal environments by recognizing the importance of their interconnectedness and building on each other’s strengths. This
teacher from Head Start recognized the key role that families play in children’s learning and how teachers can provide the needed ingredients:

> Families are fundamental in shaping children’s interest and skills in math...We can give families ingredients, and motivation to support their young children’s mathematical development effectively. Families can... provide[e] environments that are rich in learning. Families can teach children to see and name small quantities, count, add, subtract, and point out shapes.

By strengthening the connections between home, school, and community learning environments, we can provide a more robust learning ecosystem for children.

### Accessible and Engaging Mathematics for a Wide Range of Ages

Early in the partnership, we learned that for mathematics games to be engaging and easy to implement for families, they must be accessible and engaging for all members of the family—toddlers, preschoolers, elementary school-age children, caregivers, and grandparents—who want to play together. This was a design challenge that the members of the family math leaders and WFP educators were eager to take on. Starting with a prototype, they redesigned games to work better in multi-age environments. Learning from these lessons, we improved our design strategies with a focus on accessibility and adaptability. In addition, we found that playing mathematics games with adults can support their understanding of important foundational mathematics. For example, playful mathematics resources can remove some of the pressure of "doing it right" that teachers and families often feel about mathematics and provides an intuitive way of understanding and engaging children with mathematics. Mathematics games can also spark families’ interest and enjoyment of mathematics and we noticed that they played an important role in helping families to see and intentionally capitalize on the mathematics in everyday moments, such as noticing shapes and patterns on a walk, using spatial language at the playground, or sharing treats fairly among friends.

### Equitable Access to Mathematics for All Families

The partnership has worked on many strategies to provide access to more families. The Young Mathematicians website has game direction sheets and how-to-play videos in English, Spanish, and Portuguese, as well as other resources that visitors can browse and download at no cost. We are expanding a collection of family math text messages that provide family math ideas on a weekly basis. WFP and Head Start send home family math kits that are aligned with the scope and sequence of what they are teaching. In addition, based on their experience during the pandemic, they will continue to offer a mix of online and in-person learning opportunities to make it easier for families to attend.

The model we have developed supports adult learning about important early mathematical ideas through mathematics games and can be replicated by other programs. When thoughtfully implemented, mathematics games can provide a context for educative materials that provide a context for educators and families to practice and learn more about children's mathematical thinking.

### Next Steps

The partnership has entered Year 3, and we are focused on sustainability and expansion. Two of the key components of sustainability are (1) including family math in curriculum planning throughout the school year and (2) coaching current and new staff. Both WFP and Head Start have included family math in their scope and sequence for the year and are planning family math kits to align with their lessons. We are working together to design a coaching program that can continue to be used once the project is over.

In terms of expansion, the partnership is going through a planning process to hear from families about the supports, tools, and touchpoints they currently engage with or would like to engage with to support their children’s early mathematics learning. Expanding our work with the public school is a particular priority that we have identified.

### Concluding Thoughts

As a family math community, we set a goal to foster positive attitudes toward mathematics and transform the way that families engage with their children around mathematics—making it a common and doable family activity, so that all children see themselves as STEM learners. The achievement of this goal may be best illustrated by one of our parent participants, Shemekia Pearson, who said as she reflected on her experience with Young Mathematicians:

> Playing these games was quality time with my child, but it was quality time that I felt was beneficial to his today and to his future... I see how confident he is in math, and it makes me feel proud.
The YM-Worcester family math learning community exemplifies our strong belief in the benefit of bringing early childhood programs and families together in partnership so that all children have the opportunity to engage in meaningful mathematics across home, school, and community contexts. We hope that the model we have created can be useful to other communities seeking to promote these connections and increase learning opportunities for all children.

**AUTHOR NOTE**

For the sake of brevity, we sometimes use the word *parent* to refer to children’s primary caregivers, but we recognize families come in many configurations, and the primary caregivers may be grandparents, aunts, uncles, older siblings, other family members, or guardians.
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Re-imagining the Role of Families as Equal Partners in STEM Learning

BY TARANA KHAN AND SUSANA BELTRAN GRIMM

Family engagement has been a focus for many programs largely due to children spending more time with their families during the first 10 years of life than in any other social context (Dotti Sani and Treas 2016). Families can set the tone for how children learn, which is especially true when learning about STEM. Just as family participation in early reading skills and exposure to books at a young age positively impacts the development of reading skills, early exposure to STEM concepts and activities for children through family STEM programs can be an important contributor to children’s successful STEM learning outcomes (Haden et al. 2016). This is especially important because proficiency in some STEM skills, such as mathematics, predicts lifelong achievement (Hadani et al. 2018; Watts et al. 2018).

For example, children with a strong start in mathematics by age 5 have more tools available to them to problem solve and think critically—and are more likely to have a bright future ahead of them (Claessens and Engel 2013). However, the early mathematics knowledge gap is also most pronounced in children living in low-income neighborhoods, which are faced with low-quality formal school instruction, lack of parental education, and limited access to educational resources (Gandara and Contreras 2009; Lee and Bowen 2006; Rivas and Olmsted 2013; Suarez-Orozco 2013).

Effective and high-quality STEM family engagement should allow families to draw connections between their personal histories and everyday experiences. To do this, families should be included in the co-design process to have a voice and develop an identity as doers of STEM. PBS SoCal, Southern California’s local public broadcasting station, started the Compton Family Math program, which was designed to support mathematics learning at home and was informed by families’ needs and desires. Family Math, as defined by the emergent field of Family Math (Eason et al. 2020), is families’ awareness of mathematical
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PBS SoCal Family Math Program

The PBS SoCal Family Math program encompasses a broad range of content, resources, and services aimed at changing neighborhoods through family engagement. The services and curriculum include introductory Family Math workshops, a Family Math Parent Academy, Family Math Learning Community Workshops, and digital bilingual videos and articles featuring math activities, recipes, and resources. The program aims to ensure access to culturally responsive math opportunities through physical and digital public media spaces available to all families.

One of the major tenets of our Family Math work is using co-design methodologies to integrate caregivers into their children’s learning community and increase child and family mathematics positivity by offering fun learning opportunities and family workshops. Specifically, PBS SoCal aims to help families tie their understanding of math to their practice of math in the home. Families are central to supporting children’s learning (Mapp and Kuttner 2013), yet creators of family engagement programs often fail to see their unique capabilities, specifically overlooking the contributions of disenfranchised Latino and Black families (Gonzalez et al. 2006; Nasir 2000; Taylor 2000). Many family engagement programs are designed without considering what families and children need and want (Jay et al. 2017; Marsh and Turner-Vorbeck 2010). Simply put, families often do not have a seat at the table.

PBS SoCal wanted to give families a voice by applying co-design principles to the development of the Family Math Parent Academy Curriculum to understand how families in Compton experienced teaching mathematics to their children. Borrowing ideas from the “Whole Teacher Approach” (designed by Dr. Jie-Qi Chen, founder of the Early Math Collaborative), the PBS SoCal Parent Academy sought to create a “Whole Home Approach.” This approach uses clear, simple language to identify and explain math topics that are essential for kindergarten readiness, such as cardinality, spatial sense, and patterns. The “Whole Home Approach” allows families to discover that math-learning opportunities are everywhere in their homes, daily routines, and local communities, illustrating that math can be easy and accessible. With this in mind, PBS SoCal partnered with The Early Learning Lab to better understand which learning opportunities would be fun, easy, and engaging for Compton families to do at home to create a Family Math curriculum that resonates with diverse families in Compton.

Co-Design Thinking Process

Originally developed by the Stanford University Design School, co-design thinking focuses on understanding the needs of a person who experiences a problem, focusing on whether the proposed solution is effectively meeting their needs. Co-design approaches center user’s voices—in this instance, families’ voices (needs, wants, emotions, and values)—as experts to help co-create and co-design meaningful solutions to an issue (Fuad-Luke et al. 2015; Kang et al. 2015).

The approach is most effective when the person experiencing the issue becomes a part of the co-design process. This approach also seeks to challenge the imbalance of power often held within select groups of individuals by giving individuals a space to voice their concerns, build relationships, and encourage creativity (Gutiérrez and Jurow 2016), which is why a primary goal of the Family Math co-design process was to understand the barriers that prevent families from engaging with their children’s learning at home. Co-design approaches with and for families can offer an opportunity for collaboration between schools, programs, and organizations to help create a meaningful and sustainable change in family engagement programs.

Family Math Activities

The ongoing partnership between PBS SoCal and Compton Unified School District was instrumental in recruiting families who were interested in participating in the co-design sessions. Community Resource Specialists at Compton Elementary schools helped recruit families and allowed the sessions to be hosted in a familiar and comfortable space for families that were located within their child’s school. Participants were all mothers from Compton elementary schools, 88% Hispanic/Latino, 12% Black, and mostly bilingual or Spanish-only speakers. PBS SoCal staff developed the activities, which were designed to be culturally resonant with families and informed by their prior experience working with Latino and Black families. During the session, families tested prototypes of hands-on Family Math activities and provided their feedback.

Given that the majority of the Compton families that PBS SoCal connects with are Latino, many of the Family Math activities were designed to resonate with Latino or Spanish-speaking culture. In addition, the City of Compton is also home to a large percentage of Black families, making it essential that the Family Math activities are inclusive for families of all backgrounds. For example, families engaged with a modified lotería activity to explore concepts of counting and cardinality. Lotería is a traditional Mexican game of chance that is similar...
to the American game Bingo. Each parent received a colorfully illustrated game card that displayed 10 sets of traditional lotería images, such as trees, sunflowers, and watermelons, in quantities from 1 to 10. The object of the game was to count out loud while marking the spaces on the board with dry beans by finding the corresponding set of images that matched the number announced by the caller. Parents were encouraged to practice cardinality by emphasizing the last number to indicate the total number of items represented in the image.

Feedback and Findings

Feedback from parents suggested that they enjoyed the competitive aspect of the game and believed it could be a fun way to practice basic counting skills with their children; however, they thought the game could benefit from some extra features. Parents enjoyed emphasizing the final number as a way to cue children to understand that was representative of the total number of objects. Many parents who had played lotería or Bingo appreciated the familiarity of the game and were genuinely pleased that a game that was already part of their culture could be adapted to help their child practice counting. Deeper discussions with parents and facilitators revealed that parents needed a better understanding of the learning objective prior to the start of the game so that they would remember that the focus of the game was to practice counting and cardinality. Some parents asked for additional options on how to make the game more challenging for older children. Families believed that the lotería activity could easily fit into busy schedules because it could be played on-the-go or at home because the materials were accessible and easy to carry. Overall, the lotería activity met all design principles because it

- helped parents become a curiosity guide,
- embedded "class-to-home" cues,
- helped parents understand how their child can learn the math concept,
- embedded cultural resonance for parents,
- was easy and simple enough for parents to understand and implement at home, and
- modeled playfulness for families (The Early Learning Lab 2020).

Overall findings from two design sessions, eight interviews, and follow-up surveys indicated that families enjoyed exploring culturally relevant, authentic, and meaningful math learning experiences along with their children. After delving into how families’ culture, traditions, and everyday routines could become mathematics opportunities, findings showed that families were already practicing math-related activities at home, suggesting that existing routines and tasks could be incorporated into the Family Math curriculum.

It became clear that the success of the Family Math curriculum depended on the program’s ability to help families overcome daily challenges. Examples of common barriers to helping their children with mathematics in the ways that they wanted included lack of time and energy, balancing multiple children’s needs, finding ways to be creative with teaching, parent struggles with mathematics knowledge and confidence, and language barriers.

Follow-up interviews suggested that the Family Math design sessions may have helped families address some of the challenges they experience when teaching math at home to their children. Parents reported feeling confident in their ability to have math conversations at home after attending the design sessions. One mother described how the activities helped her talk to her children about doing math in less complicated and less stressful ways at home, implying that making math more fun could lessen anxiety some families feel about math (Herts et al. 2019). Parents were motivated to talk about how math can be used in several different aspects of life, suggesting that the design sessions helped families see the universal relevance of math. Simply having the materials to complete the activities allowed families to create space in their busy lives to learn and play with math. Parents
enjoyed learning a variety of techniques to introduce math concepts, such as 3D shapes and counting, to their children. Parents found creative ways to include the materials provided by PBS SoCal or their own household objects in their math lessons, illustrating that the ingenuity of the design sessions inspired parents to feel more confident teaching math at home.

Family engagement programs like Family Math can mitigate barriers by inspiring families to see that learning opportunities exist all around them. By integrating co-design thinking methodologies, program providers and family engagement practitioners can engage in social design experimentation to develop family engagement programs that encourage social transformation for underserved families. Having Latino and Black families become co-creators of the family engagement programs will help amplify their voices as not only consumers of STEM but creators of STEM practices.

**Five Steps to Implementing Family Design Sessions**

Teachers, program providers, and family engagement practitioners can develop and implement hands-on design sessions that center around families’ voices. Use the following five steps from The Early Learning Lab to co-design family engagement programs with families (The Early Learning Lab 2020). Read the full brief by The Early Learning Lab for more information.

**Step 1: Define your inquiry**

Figure out why a design session will be useful for your program by brainstorming a list of questions that build on the frame of inquiry. What do you want to know more about? How will this session help you learn this information? These questions should inspire the design team and open up possibilities for exploration. It is often helpful to visualize your questions using a whiteboard, flipchart, or shared document.

**Step 2: Plan your design session**

Assign roles for who will be responsible for each aspect of the design session, including project managers and design session facilitators. Project managers recruit, schedule interviews, gather consent forms, collect and synthesize data, and manage communication with facilitators. Facilitators design the activities, conduct interviews, and facilitate the sessions. Assistant facilitators take photographs, capture audio recordings, and help with other session logistics such as food, classroom arrangement, and technology issues.

**Step 3: Develop Curriculum and Prototypes**

Begin developing prototypes that will help you answer the inquiries established in Step 1. PBS SoCal sought to design a curriculum that builds on early math concepts and skills, takes advantage of children’s natural curiosity, and is developmentally appropriate for early math learners. PBS SoCal designed four math activities that met the aforementioned criteria based on staff’s prior experience working in communities that were made up of predominantly Latino and Black families. Efforts were made to make sure the curriculum resonated with family traditions and culture when possible.

**Step 4: Create and execute a recruitment plan**

Figure out which members in your community can help you best address your frame of inquiry. Identify participants that have varying perspectives regarding the focus of your design session. For Family Math design sessions, PBS SoCal sent parents a brief survey evaluating their confidence about teaching their child mathematics at home. We selected parents who had high, medium, and low levels of confidence to capture many different perspectives. Use connections with partner organizations to find participants who are the best match for the project because established networks usually result in more reliable recruitment and participation. Schedule brief phone conversations with parents in their preferred language before the design sessions to start building a relationship with them.

**Step 5: Implement and follow up**

Have multiple people assigned to observe and take detailed notes. Collect data from parents immediately and at least one week after participating in the design session. During the two-week follow-up, PBS SoCal asked parents how their conversations and activities changed at home since participating in the workshop. Other follow-up questions included whether participating in the workshop changed parents’ views of how they can teach their child math at home and if they were able to try any of the activities at home. After participating in the workshop, 96% of mothers reported feeling very comfortable adapting the math activities for at-home use, suggesting that families saw the ease and potential for including the activities in their everyday lives. All parents reported trying at least one of the Family Math activities two weeks after the design sessions were completed. One mother reported that having the educational math materials from the session inspired her to help her son with his homework. Another parent discussed how the design session motivated her to do more math-related arts and crafts activities with her child using Family Math resources she took home.
Recommendations for Co-Designing Family Engagement Programs

Using a co-design approach to designing family engagement programs can help families feel supported and empowered to become leaders in their child’s mathematics education. Provided are a few recommendations and guidelines based on PBS SoCal’s co-design experience and The Early Learning Lab’s core design principles that communities can use when designing family engagement programs (The Early Learning Lab 2020).

Listen to Family’s Voices, Routines, and Culture

- When working with diverse communities, ensure that equity is at the center of designing culturally resonant family engagement to be inclusive of all families. Listen to families’ concerns to design programs that break down the barriers that they face in supporting their child’s learning at home.
- Families are busy! Carefully deconstruct and evaluate what families are already doing in their everyday routines to figure out how to inspire them with new ways to build in at-home learning experiences into the tasks they do on a daily basis.

Ensure Ease and Accessibility in Content for At-Home Use

- Make it easy and tangible for families to translate classroom lessons to home lessons by designing cues, tools, and activities to help them see the mathematics opportunities in what they are already doing at home with their children, such as when cooking or doing laundry together. Encourage families to be curiosity guides for their children by modeling how to integrate early mathematics talk and concepts into everyday activities.
- Ensure that the mathematics content and learning objectives are simplified for families so they can take the activity home and easily teach the same concept to their children. Model playfulness for parents so that they are inspired to bring the same energy at home.

Create Spaces for Communication and Collaboration

- Build spaces for peer-to-peer relationships through conversations and sharing of ideas and resources. Families enjoyed and benefited from the social and community aspect of the design session, suggesting that they love learning from one another.
- Develop supportive partnerships with school districts and other community organizations, such as nonprofit childcare centers or public libraries. Because these are institutions that families already trust, hosting workshops and parent design sessions within familiar spaces allow families to feel comfortable and safe and attend family engagement events at their convenience. Host sessions at different times in the day to accommodate different work and home schedules.

Concluding Thoughts

STEM programs, at present, tend to be conceived of and entrenched in silos of youth engagement, college and career readiness, and teaching improvement. However, several studies, including Rivas and Olmstead (2013), support the theory that family engagement is an essential tool for children’s STEM success. Although there are several family engagement programs and resources to support early literacy skills (YaeBin and Teresa 2016), there is limited research on Family Math engagement (Eason et al. 2020). Most of the research so far has been about children’s early math cognition instead of how low-income families can support and encourage these skills (Gibson et al. 2019; Holland et al. 2020). As a public media station, PBS SoCal is uniquely positioned to widely disseminate Family Math resources within the communities that helped us design our program and to organizations and practitioners who design family engagement programs for other low-income and ethnically diverse communities. Program providers and family engagement specialists can use these findings and co-design approaches to center family collaboration to transform children’s learning. Being intentional in engaging families—especially those from different cultural backgrounds—can be the new solution.

AUTHOR NOTE

The authors of this article use the term Latino because the families in Compton choose to identify as Latino, rather than Latinx. Therefore, the term Latino is used to be more inclusive of the families PBS SoCal connects with through their family engagement services.
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Creating Pathways for Equity in STEM Through Family Engagement
Highlighting the Experiences of Hispanic/Latine Youths

BY REMY DOU AND HEIDI CIAN

“As social creatures, we develop a sense of who we are by interacting with others. This self-perception can change as our social settings change. At home we might see ourselves as parents, at work we might play the role of a technical expert, and when listening to friends we might see ourselves as advisors. Quite often we juggle our various identities at the same time, each of which is in a dynamic, never-ending process of change and development. Challenges arise when our multiple ways of being conflict as a result of social pressures—for instance, when a doctor has religious misgivings about performing certain procedures or when someone with a male gender identity wants to enter a career historically perceived as feminine, such as early childhood education. In situations like these, identifying

“La historia de uno mismo no es autorreferencial ni autónoma, sino dada a través de la comunidad y la relación con los otros.”

(An individual’s personal story is neither self-referential nor autonomous but given through their community and relationship with others.)”

– José Francisco Zárate Ortiz
as a member of one community could make it hard to feel welcome in another. These “rules” of what kind of person belongs in a particular community are typically established by its existing members and communicated through their interactions with outsiders, often leading to a cycle where the same kinds of people are accepted by the community and the “rules” become more entrenched.

In STEM fields in the United States, this challenge of being seen as “one of the group” faces many individuals—particularly women and people of color—who have a hard time seeing STEM as a place where they belong. There are several reasons for this, including the way we highlight “heroes” of science and mathematics, typically praising the accomplishments of white men and suppressing the contributions of others. Simply ask a group of youths or adults to name a scientist or mathematician to reveal their unconscious perceptions of the ideal archetypes in these fields; many will likely name Einstein, Tesla, Newton, Pascal, and (occasionally) Marie Curie. Although some of these famous individuals faced challenges of their own, this list fails to reflect the important STEM contributions of Latin American, Black or Afro-Caribbean, Asian, and other ethnic groups. These false ideals of what a STEM person “looks like” (i.e., white and male) further extend into recreational settings, including the way the media portrays STEM professionals. Inequities observed in popular culture reflect deeper issues of prejudice and racism that have plagued specific STEM fields, keeping women and people of color from participating equitably despite national attention on these problems (National Science Board 2020). Some researchers and practitioners are considering new ways to highlight unequal distributions of power in STEM contexts by exploring how individuals come to see themselves as science and/or math people—ultimately aiming to use what they learn to redesign STEM programs to be more inclusive of individuals who do not identify as male or white.

Though the important role that parents play in children’s STEM learning is broadly appreciated, the unique ways parents of minoritized youths encourage the development of their children’s STEM identity is largely under-realized. Given the relationship between how we are socialized and the development of our identities, the value of parental contributions makes intuitive sense—most children interact with their parents more frequently and intimately than anyone else. Thus, children’s earliest sense of who they are is constructed through parental interactions, like when a parent expresses delight in seeing their child’s artwork and recognizes their artistic traits or places books prominently in their child’s bedroom, implicitly communicating family values around literacy. Because families necessarily share many identities with their children (e.g., ethnic, cultural, religious), they can authentically communicate to their children that someone “like them” could participate in STEM. In the safe space of the home, parents can provide children the ability to explore identities that they may not be able to elsewhere, such as a Hispanic/Latine physicist or a gender non-binary biologist. In other words, family members have the power to affirm and reinforce minoritized children’s sense that they can meaningfully participate in STEM by providing a space where their diverse identities can coexist and be recognized as legitimate. As we discuss in this article, parents can (and do) create these spaces and experiences regardless of their education, economic status, and immigration status.

To make this case, we draw from our research project, “Talking Science,” which explores Latine parents’ everyday science talk with their children to highlight how parents work to make STEM “normal” in their homes (i.e., establish STEM dispositions), as well as give and acquire STEM resources (i.e., capital) to support their children’s identification with STEM (see Figure 1). We make the case that understanding how parents do these things is essential to our efforts as practitioners to dismantle structures and inequalities in STEM.
systems that perpetuate racial and ethnic inequalities in STEM. We also offer some recommendations for how this information can be put to use.

A Little Bit of the Past

“Talking Science” was born out of an exploration of the links between informal STEM learning experiences and STEM identity. Our interest in these topics was predicated upon findings that college students who identify as a STEM person have a 21.7 times higher odds of pursuing a career in STEM than students who do not see themselves that way (Dou et al. 2019). Drawing from awareness that STEM identity can be developed outside of school, Dou and his colleagues wanted to explore how much certain kinds of childhood experiences (i.e., those that took place between the ages of 5 and 9) may have contributed to college students’ self-perceptions within STEM (see Figure 1). To do this, they analyzed survey data from over 15,000 college students across the country—representing a variety of contexts and majors—asking them to select from a list the kinds of STEM experiences they had as children, including tinkering with electronics, mixing chemicals, participating in science camps or competitions, taking care of animals, and talking with friends or family about science. When they reviewed the responses, they noticed that none of the experiences they asked about related significantly to STEM identity except talking with friends or family about science.

According to this finding, individuals who thought of themselves as STEM people in college—regardless of their gender, race, ethnicity, family support, prior interests, and even secondary math and science performance—were also likely to have recalled talking to friends and family about science when they were children. Although this relationship does not necessarily mean that talking about science at home causes increases in STEM identity, practical interventions that are aimed at identity-related outcomes have endorsed the possibility that promoting family talk around STEM topics could be an important contributor. For instance, the STEM Next Opportunity Fund encourages program developers and practitioners they work with to think about how to foster STEM-related conversations within families both at their institutions and in the home (Kekelis and Sammet 2019). Yet, more needed to be learned about what effective conversations sound like and whether specific conversational characteristics stand out as meaningful in children’s development, especially children who come from Hispanic/Latine households. This population faces unique
barriers to participation in STEM in the United States due to inequitable access to quality education and systemic structures designed to exclusively promote the knowledge and values of the dominant culture (Flores 2008).

With this objective in mind and funding from the National Science Foundation, our five-year “Talking Science” project kicked off. The focus of “Talking Science” is neither school experiences nor informal learning environments, like science centers or makerspaces, but rather the learning setting children encounter the most: the home, where children learn many of their values, dispositions, and attitudes (Archer et al. 2015). Its aim is to explore the context, content, and structure of childhood conversations that contribute to young people’s STEM identity development—particularly those who identify as Hispanic/Latine. In 2019 we began our work to get to know the family STEM experiences of Hispanic/Latine college STEM students (Figure 2), as well as elementary school-age children. Here, we focus primarily on what we learned from talking with college STEM students, which has informed our interviews with young children, and make recommendations for how those formative experiences can be made available through programming.

Some Important Context

Before we share our findings and recommendations, it is important to understand more about who our participants were in relation to the ideas we are exploring. Over 65% identified as female and Hispanic/Latine; 47% grew up in Spanish-speaking homes, and many described having recent family immigration histories (i.e., first, second, or third generation). Nearly all respondents were STEM majors, most of whom were successful STEM majors who had completed their first college year and were still pursuing a STEM degree; many Hispanic/Latine individuals who start college as STEM majors end up switching majors (Riegle-Crumb et al. 2019). Many (almost 70%) also came from homes supportive of science. Though here we categorize these individuals under a single banner, “Hispanic” or “Latine,” we are careful to keep in mind the cultural differences both across and within Hispanic/Latine communities. For example, since our research took place in South Florida where most of our participants grew up, it is important to note that the experiences of Cuban-Americans will generally differ from those of other groups given the sociopolitical and historical factors that have shaped Cuban communities in South Florida. It is in this acute awareness of the differences between our participants that we situate the significance of the shared experiences of most—if not all—who sat down to talk with us.

What Have We Learned So Far?

Data for our study come from surveys of over 500 students and follow-up interviews with 20 students. Figure 2 shows sample items and Figure 3 outlines the process of data collection and analysis.
Drawing from these data, we describe three relevant factors that stand out as ways that parents facilitate access to STEM for their children and support the development of their STEM identities:

1. Parents transfer STEM capital.
2. Parents convert general capital to acquire STEM capital.
3. Parents establish STEM dispositions within the household.

By “capital” we mean the tangible and intangible resources that individuals, including parents, draw upon to interact with the world in desired ways. Capital includes various forms of knowledge, financial, and social resources (Bourdieu 1986). “STEM capital” refers to these resources as they relate to STEM, such as knowledge about STEM topics, access to spaces like science centers, and relationships with people who work in STEM (Archer et al. 2015).

1. **Parents transfer STEM capital.**

One of the most obvious ways parents support their children’s STEM engagement is by directly providing STEM-related resources. For many of our participants this came in the form of knowledge—one or both parents directly sharing information they knew about a STEM topic. This happened even when neither parent held a STEM degree or worked in STEM, suggesting that outside of traditional schooling or training parents picked up STEM knowledge relevant to family conversations. Many participants recalled parents enthusiastically expounding on their knowledge of specific topics when opportunities arose through everyday events like watching a science or science fiction television program, going to the beach, completing homework, or experiencing a thunderstorm. Participants recalled their parents not only sharing what they knew but also engaging with them by asking questions or encouraging them to find more information. While all our interviewees, regardless of gender identity, recalled having these kinds of conversations, their stories almost always attributed the role of STEM-knowledge expert to their fathers or paternal guardians, even in cases where parents had separated.

2. **Parents convert general capital to acquire STEM capital.**

Parents find ways to leverage the general forms of capital they possess (e.g., finances, friends, understandings of the education system) to gain access to and transfer STEM capital to their children. We heard many stories of how parents used money to support or encourage STEM interests by buying tangible materials, such as science activity kits and books, or purchasing admission to informal STEM learning institutions like museums. Participants also described many cases in which their parents contacted friends or relatives in STEM careers—some of whom lived outside the United States—to ask for guidance on science and math homework or STEM career pathways. For example, Allie, a second-generation Mexican-American and aspiring dentist, remembered a time when her mother used personal connections to get her an internship at a dental office. Others vividly recalled their mothers’ persistence in fighting for them to have access to high-quality education by researching area schools or advocating for their access to advanced courses. Saffi, a student whose family had moved to South Florida from Puerto Rico, recounted that her mother did a lot of research and reflected on her older children’s academic experiences to identify the right schools for her. As evident in Allie and Saffi’s experiences, the role of converting existing capital (e.g., financial, social) into STEM-related resources also tended to fall along gender-based patterns, with most of this work being done by maternal caregivers.

3. **Parents establish STEM dispositions within the household.**

Through various means parents establish household “dispositions,” or ways of thinking, behaving, and sense-making (Archer et al. 2015). Family STEM dispositions are these norms in relation to STEM fields, such as tendencies to want to explore scientific questions or consideration of visiting a science museum as a fun way for the family to spend a Saturday. Many of our participants’ childhood stories suggested their parents communicated these dispositions implicitly by encouraging them to talk about what they learned in their STEM classes, expressing wonder at what they knew, and/or asking questions to encourage them to share more. Selena, a first-generation Cuban American, reflected how doing STEM activities with her mother and grandmother, like watching science movies, influenced her affinity toward STEM, commenting, “Since I saw that all people who I love were interested in it, it made me also be like, ‘Oh, this is normal, like, this is what’s expected of me.’” In some cases, parents were more direct. Mary remembered being encouraged by her parents when she
became frustrated with her STEM studies to the point that she wondered whether she should quit her career pursuits. She specifically remembered her parents verbally affirming her strengths and reminding her of past success, telling her, “You’re already doing it and you’re doing well ... Of course you can keep going. What is going to stop you?” Mary attributed that message, at least in part, to her parents’ own history, reflecting, “They like science so much and they liked medicine but they were never able to pursue it themselves.”

**Capital and Immigration**

Given that many of our participants also described themselves as first- or second-generation migrants, we must consider how this context contributed to the ways parents transfer or leverage their capital. As evidenced in the narratives of our participants, especially those with recent immigration histories, their families held forms of capital valued in their home countries, such as dominance of the Spanish language or STEM degrees, but many found that those were not valued the same way in the United States. Thus, some struggled to find jobs because of their inability to speak English fluently, encountered professional systems that refused to recognize their education credentials, or struggled to support their children’s studies even when they knew the material because their strategies differed from the way their children were being taught. Our participants recalled how these types of obstacles hindered their parents’ ability to transfer or convert capital. Yet, they also recalled finding other forms of support to participate in STEM from another parent, a caregiver, family friend, or teacher—a luxury not all young people have.

We must also account for the sociopolitical forces that can shape migrant families’ abilities to mobilize their resources. Building off our earlier example, the 50-year-plus history of US-Cuban affairs has contributed to a large and growing population of Cuban Americans such that recent migrants often find communities with shared values or family with resources they can leverage. The recent influx of families fleeing the economic and political turmoil facing Venezuelan nationals has generated similar support communities in Florida (Noe-Bustamante et al. 2019). This is not the case for all Hispanic/Latine families, nor does being a Cuban or Venezuelan national guarantee these forms of support.

The multiple recollections of our college-age Hispanic/Latine participants impress upon us that regardless of their parents’ facility with the English language, their STEM education history, or their professions, one or both parents found ways to further their children’s STEM interests and pursuits. They did so in the midst of challenging circumstances, and their college-age children attributed their place within STEM—at least in part—to the conversations and experiences they had with their parents during childhood. This insight gives us reason to believe that pathways exist that invite Hispanic/Latine youth to participate in STEM through family engagement.

**Practical Recommendations**

The ways parents transfer and convert capital, as well as communicate family dispositions and values, play important roles in the development of their children’s STEM identity. In doing so parents

- expose children to STEM and STEM role models;
- affirm their children’s interests in STEM while reinforcing their own;
- provide access to settings where children can develop their STEM knowledge, skills, and confidence;
- positively recognize their children’s engagement; and
- connect children with resources that increase their sense of agency within STEM—all of which are direct and indirect shapers of STEM identity.

When we think about engaging families to promote these efforts—particularly when working with families from minoritized groups—ideas often center on how to more equitably distribute certain prized forms of capital. However, that is only part of the problem and overlooks some ways that access to STEM can be expanded by understanding how families are using capital they have. With this in mind, we can begin to identify a few important recommendations for practitioners to consider, especially when developing programming aimed at supporting STEM identification for Hispanic/Latine children:

1. **Account for the different ways that maternal and paternal caregivers tend to engage with their children.**

Although we did not directly ask participants whether their maternal caregivers interacted with them differently than their
paternal caregivers, these gender-based differences stood out in their responses to our questions and sometimes extended to other family members, as well. Specifically, maternal caregivers were more likely to engage in capital conversion—using one form of capital to gain access to STEM capital, like buying a book or asking a friend who is a STEM professional to talk to their child about career pathways. Paternal caregivers were more likely to transfer STEM capital by answering questions using information they already knew about topics their children were curious about. Knowing this, programs aimed at increasing parental participation in children’s STEM engagement should consider creating opportunities that cater to these two different approaches. While avoiding stereotypes, family engagement programs should include activities that both invite caregivers to contribute their existing knowledge and connect them to resources they could turn to when seeking STEM-related experiences for their children (e.g., scholarships, homework help, additional programming). These activities need not address both approaches simultaneously, but may be part of a suite of activities.

2. Recognize and avoid a deficit capital mindset.

In general, when thinking about creating opportunities for underserved or marginalized groups, we tend to think of ways to reduce costs or other barriers that we believe limit their participation. If we stop here without reflecting on differences in community and institutional capital, we run the risk of growing frustrated when, in spite of accommodations, these communities do not engage with our programming. Even when these approaches are successful, they are not always sustainable; more importantly, they fail to take into account existing capital in these communities. Instead, we should make efforts to recognize and leverage forms of capital valued within those communities. A simple approach might include embracing satellite programming that takes place at local schools, libraries, or community centers that families are already familiar with and whose staff they trust. A more involved approach could include grassroots program development where developers work with community leaders to better understand the types of STEM topics and issues the families they serve engage with on a day-to-day basis. In doing so, developers can gain insight for designing activities that are not only relevant but also allow families to contribute (and build upon) the STEM knowledge they have gained through their own lived experiences. This insight can also be applied to exhibit development, such that exhibit themes can reflect the topics, issues, perspectives, and languages relevant to and inclusive of families in those communities.

3. Extend programmatic goals to include influence on family dispositions.

If a child is interested in STEM but is only able to explore that interest in institutional settings, engagement may wane, especially if experiencing STEM in informal learning spaces is a rare treat (e.g., on a school trip or through exceptional admission fee waivers). When thinking about how to sustain children’s interest and engagement in STEM—which are critical for developing a positive STEM identity—it is essential to include the family context. The development of interest in STEM, particularly for young children, is not an individualistic process but rather a family affair (Pattison and Dierking 2019). Outreach aimed at promoting STEM identity in underserved youths should not limit itself to inspiring STEM engagement with children alone. Parents should also be involved, and programs should aim to not only motivate (and evaluate) children’s STEM interest and identity but also their parents’. This may require accounting for the demands placed on parents and how those demands may make involvement difficult if involvement is only possible in the traditional sense (e.g., during work hours). For instance, families can be presented with activities to do at home that leverage topics that resonate with family values while extending what their children learn through programming.

Conclusion

Every day we see the joy that individuals of all ages and backgrounds experience when they are able to explore the natural world in ways that inspire wonder. We see it as our responsibility to make sure these types of experiences are available to everyone in our community, and perhaps especially accessible to those who do not often see themselves represented in STEM. Though it can be difficult to figure out how to do this, the findings from our research—which we are beginning to see reaffirmed through our interviews with elementary-age children—show that STEM identity is supported in cases where parents are willing and able to transfer or convert their resources to support their children’s STEM-related experiences. This should urge us as practitioners to critically examine how we design and
evaluate our programs by accounting for family capital and dispositions. While we may assess program outcomes and find positive changes in children’s attitudes toward STEM and skills or interest in STEM topics, long-term sustainment must involve engaging and exciting parents in ways that embrace their values and the goals they envision for their children. These efforts, which entail more than quick-fix solutions, such as lowered admission cost, require out-of-the-box, collaborative thinking that involves community members and organizations.
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AUTHOR NOTE

Here the term “Latine” (la-ti-ne) is used as a gender-neutral reference to individuals who identify primarily with Spanish-speaking cultures of Latin America, including the Caribbean. We recognize that in practice this may include individuals who identify only as “Hispanic” or those who speak Brazilian Portuguese. While no term is perfect, unlike the terms “Latinx” and “Latin@”, the origins of the term “Latine” are rooted in Latin American social movements and its use is more congruent with a Spanish-language pronunciation.
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